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This thesis is motivated by the need to ensure corporate sustainability in the minerals industry, 
which entails simultaneous improvements in economic, environmental and social performance. 
The transition towards a sustainable minerals industry will rely on pursuing sustainability-
oriented innovation (SOI), requiring continuous innovations in extraction and production 
processes, product offerings and the way the industry deals with its social responsibilities. 
Considering the breadth of SOI, mineral firms have no choice but to engage with and seek 
knowledge from multiple key external stakeholders, including value chain partners, 
universities, not-for-profit organizations and local communities. However, this stakeholder 
multiplicity poses significant challenges to firms, bearing in mind the diverse knowledge 
backgrounds and interests of these stakeholders, as well as the internal capabilities required to 
integrate and apply the externally acquired knowledge.   
Despite the growing scholarly interest in studying stakeholder engagement in SOI processes, a 
considerable amount of knowledge in this research field is restricted to specific types of SOI, 
for instance eco-innovations, which ignore the comprehensiveness of sustainability, 
considering its three pillars of economic, environmental and social issues. This, in turn, limits 
our understanding of the wider range of internal capabilities and inter-organizational factors 
that might affect firms’ innovative outputs. Moreover, previous research has surprisingly 
overlooked the importance of providing evidence regarding a business rationale for 
sustainability. Therefore, the overall aim of this thesis is to answer the following question: 
“Under which conditions and to what extent can engaging external stakeholders improve a 
firm’s SOI outputs and financial performance?” 
This research question is explored through four sub-research questions in three empirical papers 
that draw on different theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches. The first and 
second papers provide insights into the conditions in which stakeholder engagement can be 
beneficial for SOI, focusing on internal and inter-organizational factors respectively. The third 
paper then positions SOI itself as a mediating condition that can assist firms to reap the financial 
benefits from stakeholder engagement practices. As far as the extent of the effect of stakeholder 
engagement is concerned, the second and third papers establish an empirical link between 
stakeholder engagement and SOI outputs.  
More specifically, paper 1 draws on the theory of absorptive capacity to explore the underlying 
skills and routines that form a firm’s capabilities in the recognition, assimilation and 
exploitation of external stakeholders’ knowledge. In terms of recognition, firms need to first 
keep abreast of technological and market changes that emanate from sustainability objectives, 
and second to increase their awareness of social issues. Accordingly, assimilation depends on 
the established routines for facilitating the dissemination of knowledge internally, whereas the 
exploitation capability rests on maintaining external relationships and piloting new solutions. 
Paper 2 argues that besides stakeholder multiplicity, localization in peripheral regions adds to 
the complexity of SOI caused by the dearth of local knowledge spillovers and difficulty in 
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accessing highly uncodified knowledge from a distance. The paper then builds on the concept 
of non-geographical proximity dimensions and proposes that a firm’s success in SOI can be 
explained by means of its organizational, cognitive and institutional proximity to external 
stakeholders. The analysis, based on survey data from 101 mineral companies in Norway, 
reveals that these dimensions of proximity are positively related to various types of SOI, i.e. 
process, product and social innovations, although in different ways. Organizational proximity 
and informal institutional proximity spur social innovation, while formal institutional proximity 
and cognitive proximity are conducive to process and product innovations. 
Finally, paper 3 explains the extent to which stakeholder engagement affects SOI outputs, and 
whether these condition the impact of stakeholder engagement on financial performance. To 
this end, the paper draws on stakeholder theory and distinguishes between two main types of 
stakeholder engagement, namely transactional and relational interactions. By using the data 
from the same survey as in paper 2, it finds that both increasing the frequency of transactional 
engagement and the diversity of stakeholders in relational engagement are positively associated 
with augmented SOI outputs. Subsequently, in light of the natural resource-based view of the 
firm, the paper develops a mediation model, implying that SOI acts as a capability through 
which firms continuously respond to sustainability challenges (by means of engaging external 
stakeholders), thereby improving their competitiveness and profitability. The empirical analysis 
combines the previous survey data with firms’ accounting data, and finds that SOI fully 
mediates the association between stakeholder engagement and financial performance.       
Overall, the thesis contributes to the literature and practice by uncovering the “what”, “how”, 
“why” and “when”1 of the phenomenon of stakeholder engagement in SOI. First, it identifies 
what internal, inter-organizational and external factors should be considered to explain SOI, 
and thereby portrays a more complete picture of SOI and its unique characteristics. Second, the 
study offers a pure measure of SOI to provide empirical evidence for the associations between 
the aforementioned factors and various types of SOI outputs. Hence, the thesis extends the 
literature on open innovation by introducing and testing the effect of a wider range of external 
stakeholders on innovative outputs. Third, the findings suggest that in order to address the 
fragmented and inconsistent findings in the literature, the insights from absorptive capacity, 
stakeholder theory and natural resource-based theory prove to be useful for theorizing the 
associations between engagement practices, SOI outputs and financial performance. Fourth, the 
thesis shows that although engaging external stakeholders can potentially lead to superior SOI 
outputs, internal capabilities and proximity to external stakeholders are among the key 
considerations that should come into play so that de facto effects appear. Finally, the work 
contributes to the growing debate on how corporate sustainability generates a win-win situation 
(for a firm and its external stakeholders) by showing that SOI lays the basis for pursuing profit-
maximizing objectives, while fulfilling social and environmental responsibilities. 
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1.1 Practical relevance and background of the study 
During recent years, environmental and social performance has become increasingly central to 
firms’ success in various industries, particularly in the resource extractive ones such as 
minerals, whose business activities are closely intertwined with their impact on the social and 
natural environments (George et al., 2015). Emitting hazardous pollutants into the air, water 
and land endanger the health and wellbeing of local communities where such extractive 
operations are located. On some occasions, extracting natural resources from the earth’s crust 
may result in the permanent displacement of an entire city, such as in the case of Kiruna 
underground iron mine in Sweden. These negative impacts have led to growing opposition from 
social and environmental activists, which in turn is triggering governments to cease mining 
operations or postpone the granting of exploration and production licenses. For example, 
Laurence (2011) inspected about 1000 Australian mine closures over a period of 30 years 
ending in 2009 and found that only 25% of them had been planned due to resource depletion or 
exhaustion. In fact, the lion’s share of closures had happened because of the failure to 
adequately overcome environmental, social or economic issues, implying that any of these 
matters were significant in forcing firms to stop exploration or production.       
Nonetheless, minerals are required as they provide essential elements in everyday life, 
including, but not limited to, nutrition (e.g. fertilizers), energy production (e.g. electricity 
generation), human communication (e.g. cell phones), buildings (e.g. glass) and transportation 
(e.g. airplanes). A recent analysis conducted by The Science Park in Bodø (2017) highlighted 
that in Norway the minerals value chain (considering the manufacturing of mineral-based 
products) accounted for 12% of national Gross Domestic Product in 2015. This is a relatively 
high figure, considering the dominance of the oil and gas industry in the country, and its 
upstream and downstream linkages to other sectors in the national economy.  
More importantly, minerals are at the heart of the surge in the development of green 
infrastructures, by providing the raw materials required in the production of wind turbines, 
electric cars and solar cells, amongst others. As a result, “to mine or not to mine” is not an 
option, but instead we have to establish under what economic, social and environmental 
conditions the extraction of natural resources should occur. While acknowledging the 
significance of the minerals industry for the world economy and society, the final declaration 
of the RIO+20 conference provides a concise answer to this question: “(…) mining activities 
should maximize social and economic benefits, as well as effectively address negative 
environmental and social impacts.” (UN, 2012, p. 43). Therefore, the further economic 
development of the minerals industry should ensure that resource extraction and minerals 
production occur in an environmentally and socially sustainable way.   
While the ‘reactive’ approach towards environmental and social sustainability positions them 
solely as costly practices driven by stakeholder and institutional pressures (Porter & van der 
Linde, 1995; Zollo et al., 2013), increasing awareness of the opportunities at the crossroads of 
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these practices and shareholder value is giving rise to a more ‘proactive’ approach (Hall & 
Wagner, 2012; Hart & Milstein, 2003). Such an integrated pursuit of economic, environmental 
and social sustainability has brought into focus the concept of ‘Corporate Sustainability’, which 
requires firms to satisfy three criteria in order to ensure success in the long term: economic 
prosperity, environmental protection and social equity (Wilson, 2003). The underlying logic of 
an integrated corporate sustainability perspective is therefore its emphasis on undertaking 
practices that yield better socio-environmental performance and higher economic benefits.    
By building on the corporate sustainability perspective, organization and management scholars 
have to date paid considerable attention to the topic of ‘what’ makes some firms successful in 
simultaneously improving economic, environmental and social performance. Research in this 
area can be grouped into three broad themes: that which focuses on the association between 
environmental and economic performance (Aragón-Correa et al., 2008; Sharma & Vredenburg, 
1998); social and economic performance (Cai et al., 2012; Waddock & Graves, 1997); and all 
three aspects of sustainability (Bansal, 2005; Eccles et al., 2014). Due to the mixed findings 
regarding the patterns of associations (positive, negative or neutral), the recent literature argues 
that there is a conditional effect of social and/or environmental practices on economic 
performance (Dixon-Fowler et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2012; Wang & Sarkis, 2017). 
In this regard, an emerging body of research discusses the role of ‘innovation’ as a key 
organizational factor in enabling firms to pursue integrated corporate sustainability practice 
(Hall & Vredenburg, 2003; Hall et al., 2012; Klewitz & Hansen, 2014; Nidumolu et al., 2009). 
Accordingly, the broadness of the concepts of corporate sustainability and innovation has 
resulted in divergent views on conceptualizing and operationalizing innovation in sustainability 
contexts. This is well reflected in the interchangeable use of terms such as ‘green innovation’ 
(Chen et al., 2006; Schiederig et al., 2012), ‘eco-innovation’ (Jones & Corral de Zubielqui, 
2017; Pujari, 2006), ‘sustainable innovation’ (Boons et al., 2013; Bos-Brouwers, 2010) and 
‘environmental innovation’ (Bonte & Dienes, 2013; Horbach, 2008). Despite the use of varying 
terminology, there is a general consensus in the literature that innovative solutions in terms of 
processes, products or management practices can help firms to address critical social and/or 
environmental concerns, as well as to achieve a better economic performance. This financial 
benefit could be achieved by means of either reducing pollution/waste, product differentiation 
in environmentally concerned markets, increasing energy and/or material efficiency, or 
obtaining social legitimacy (Bansal, 2005; Bocken, Short, et al., 2014; Dangelico & Pujari, 
2010; Yuan et al., 2017). 
In an attempt to advance the convergence of the different terms at the intersection of innovation 
and sustainability, scholars have started to use the term ‘Sustainability-Oriented Innovation’ 
(SOI) (Adams et al., 2016; Schaltegger et al., 2012). What is new with SOI compared to  similar 
terms is that it not only covers all the three aspects of corporate sustainability, but also takes 
into account the diversity of innovation types in terms of objects (products, processes, 
management practices, business models) and novelty (incremental vs. radical changes). Others, 
such as Jay and Gerard (2015) and Luqmani et al. (2017), argue that SOI differs from the similar 
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notions, as well as from the conventional approaches to innovation, by its multiplicity of 
sustainability purposes and broader impacts on the natural and social systems. 
Acknowledging the difficulty that firms encounter in undertaking SOI, research has shown 
that engaging external stakeholders is a prerequisite for the continuous creation and 
deployment of innovative solutions for tackling sustainability concerns (Amini & Bienstock, 
2014; Hall et al., 2003; Rodriguez et al., 2002; Segarra-Ona et al., 2017). Considering the 
variety of innovation types and the broad impact of SOI, firms are required to incorporate a 
diverse set of knowledge in their innovation processes, including knowledge about 
technologies, regulative standards, societal expectations and market demands (Clarke & 
Roome, 1999; Ketata et al., 2015; Luyet et al., 2012). Consequently, not only are the primary 
stakeholders, such as those within the value chain, relevant, but also the secondary stakeholders 
(e.g. not-for-profit organizations and local communities), who are deemed insignificant for 
general innovation but can enable firms to overcome the complexity and uncertainty of SOI 
(Fliaster & Kolloch, 2017; Goodman et al., 2017; Hall & Martin, 2005). Rather than 
investigating competing perspectives on which stakeholder groups matter more for SOI, this 
thesis views different stakeholders as complementary sources of knowledge, who may 
contribute to a firm’s innovation and performance in different ways. 
1.2 Problem statement and the overall question 
The thesis positions itself within the literature on ‘stakeholder engagement for SOI’ 
(hereinafter, open SOI) by combining two different, but somewhat interdependent, research 
themes dealing with stakeholders’ contribution to corporate sustainability and innovation. The 
first research theme builds primarily on the stakeholder theory of the firm (Freeman, 1984, 
2010), arguing that the competitive advantage, as well as the long-term survival of firms, 
depends on their relationship with a wide variety of stakeholders. As concerns corporate 
sustainability, engaging stakeholders can enable firms to fulfill mutual sustainability interests, 
as opposed to mere focusing on economic benefits or pure philanthropic practices (Hörisch et 
al., 2014). Empirical research in this research domain suggests that the trust and common 
language resulting from long-term stakeholder relationships assist firms in resolving the tension 
between economic and other dimensions of sustainability (Eccles et al., 2014; Hillman & Keim, 
2001). This is because trust and common language act as valuable, rare and inimitable 
resources, which, according to the resource-based view (RBV) of the firm (Barney, 1991), can 
generate competitive advantage. Therefore, firms that develop their ability in stakeholder 
engagement (regardless of whether innovation is the objective or not) seem to be in a better 
position to address social and environmental concerns (e.g. through obtaining inputs from local 
communities or customers), while also ensuring their financial benefit. 
The second research theme related to open SOI adopts Chesbrough’s (2003) open innovation 
perspective in order to link firms’ activities towards gaining external stakeholders’ knowledge 
and their innovation outputs with sustainability impacts. In this respect, the findings indicate 
that environmental innovators (as a subset of SOI) fuel their knowledge stock from external 
stakeholders more intensively than general innovators (Cainelli et al., 2015; De Marchi, 2012; 
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Horbach et al., 2013; Rodriguez & Wiengarten, 2017). This leads us to believe that these types 
of innovations are more knowledge-intensive. In the same vein, Ayuso et al. (2011), Ketata et 
al. (2015) and Segarra-Ona et al. (2017) found a similar effect related to firms’ external 
knowledge search on innovations with both environmental and social impacts.  
While this line of research has provided some evidence in support of a positive association 
between stakeholder engagement and innovation outputs some studies have questioned this by 
arguing that broadly acquired external knowledge can become difficult to manage after a certain 
point, thereby decreasing its marginal effect on environmental innovations (Ghisetti et al., 
2015; Muscio et al., 2017). Wagner (2007) suggests that cooperating too much with what he 
calls ‘environmentally neutral stakeholders’ (e.g. raw materials suppliers and industrial 
customers) might weaken environmental product innovation, as these stakeholders are in favor 
of channeling research and development (R&D) investment into general innovations that do 
not necessarily bring environmental advantages.    
Moreover, some studies have probed deeper into the phenomenon of open SOI by focusing on 
collaborations with secondary stakeholders and their direct and indirect roles in innovation 
processes (Brunner & Marxt, 2013; Fliaster et al., 2017; Goodman et al., 2017; Holmes & 
Smart, 2009; Ingenbleek & Dentoni, 2016; Wagner, 2011). For example, Brunner et al. (2013) 
found that besides obtaining access to valuable social and environmental knowledge, business-
NGO (non-governmental organization) partnerships could also provide firms with indirect 
benefits, such as reducing opposing actions from other stakeholders due to the NGOs’ positive 
reputation in society.  
Broadening the scope of external stakeholders in SOI does in turn challenge firms to develop 
particular capabilities, on top of those required for general innovations, in order to manage the 
knowledge inflow and effective learning. These capabilities range from stakeholder networking 
and competence mapping before the start of an innovation project, to relational capability and 
knowledge management during a project (Behnam et al., 2018; Kazadi et al., 2016). More 
specifically, open SOI capabilities emerge as a result of established routines for stakeholder 
dialogue (Ayuso et al., 2006; Veldhuizen et al., 2013) and integration of external knowledge 
within the firm by means of boundary spanning individuals (Holmes et al., 2009) and cross-
functional collaboration (Dangelico et al., 2017).  
Despite their valuable insights, current studies have some limitations, which primarily emanate 
from the inconsistency in conceptualizing and operationalizing SOI. First, although scholars 
have recently set out to go beyond the dominant focus of the open SOI literature on value chain 
partners, the dearth of quantitative evidence prevents the field from engaging in a more 
systematic discussion of the possible effects of a diverse set of stakeholders on SOI outputs.   
Second, the majority of publications have restricted corporate sustainability, and consequently 
their definition of SOI, to environmental and/or social aspects. This simplification comes at the 
expense of ignoring the fact that even though firms consider stakeholder engagement as a means 
of responding to environmental and/or social concerns, their ultimate aim is to achieve better 
financial performance through these practices (Greenwood, 2007; Schaltegger et al., 2012). 
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This restriction has resulted in somewhat conflicting results regarding the effect of certain 
groups of stakeholders on SOI outputs, for example suppliers (Segarra-Ona et al., 2017), 
customers (De Marchi, 2012) and research organizations (Bonte et al., 2013). Moreover, 
ignoring the financial aspect of sustainability limits our knowledge about whether, and in what 
way, stakeholder engagement improves financial performance, when such a link is not often 
evident (Laplume et al., 2008) owing to the fact that environmental and social objectives might 
not always be aligned with firms’ economic goals. 
Third, concerning the capabilities for undertaking open SOI, we have yet to understand the 
underlying factors that might promote or hinder the external knowledge flowing into a firm 
(Adams et al., 2016; Amui et al., 2017), particularly the microfoundations of such capabilities. 
The few notable exceptions that explore these microfoundations concentrate on SOI projects as 
the unit of analysis (Behnam et al., 2018; Kazadi et al., 2016), thereby failing to address how 
capabilities emerge at the firm-level, where sustainability objectives are more extensive. Other 
than firm-level capabilities, the extent to which firms’ closeness to their external stakeholders 
in terms of knowledge bases and sustainability objectives may condition the flow of knowledge 
is still an understudied line of enquiry. Considering these research gaps, the overall research 
question (RQ) of this thesis is: 
“Under which conditions and to what extent can engaging external stakeholders improve a 
firm’s SOI outputs and financial performance?” 
In order to answer this question, three interdependent papers are employed to investigate the 
phenomenon of open SOI, particularly its determinants and financial consequences. Common 
to all these papers is a comprehensive view of SOI and external stakeholders, which can help 
us to overcome the inconsistency of the previous results regarding the effect of stakeholder 
engagement on SOI outputs. Adopting such a comprehensive view is particularly important 
when considering the diversity of sustainability objectives from SOI, which in turn necessitates 
the engagement of a multiplicity of stakeholders in innovation processes. Therefore, the focus 
of this work is on exploring a broader set of firm-level capabilities and inter-organizational 
characteristics that are required to increase innovative outputs in sustainability contexts.   
Before moving on to discuss how the three papers answer the overall RQ, section 1.3 provides 
the motivation behind selecting the Norwegian minerals industry as the empirical focus. 
Whereas previous studies on open SOI are focused to a large extent on manufacturing 
industries, such a dedicated study in a resource extractive industry extends the literature by 
providing insights from business contexts in which sustainability challenges are at their highest 
levels. 
1.3 Empirical focus 
Although a universally agreed definition of it does not exist, the minerals industry comprises 
firms involved in the extraction and primary processing of minerals from bedrock and/or 
surface deposits (Geological Survey of Norway, 2014). For the purpose of this thesis, the focus 
is on non-energy minerals due to the distinct characteristics of oil, gas and coal in terms of 
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resource management and sustainability issues (Azapagic, 2004). Accordingly, the industry can 
be categorized into four main sectors,  which produce a diverse range of minerals (Azapagic, 
2004; Geological Survey of Norway, 2014): 
 Metallic ores (e.g. iron, copper, nickel, ilmenite and zinc),  
 Construction minerals (e.g. sand, gravel and gypsum), 
 Natural and dimension stone (e.g. larvikite, granite, marble, slate and masonry), 
 Industrial minerals (e.g. calcium carbonates, olivine, nepheline, quartz and graphite). 
Mineral firms face dual concerns regarding corporate sustainability. On the one hand, they use 
non-renewable and often scarce resources provided by nature, which might result in serious 
sustainability problems including continuous depletion of existing known resources, 
urbanization and climate change (Andersen et al., 2015; George et al., 2015; GRI, 2011). 
Moreover, the production and processing of minerals are also associated with certain harmful 
effects such as pollution (air, water and landfill) and jeopardize the viability of nature-based 
activities such as herding, fishing and tourism (Govindan, 2015; Suopajärvi et al., 2016). These 
environmental and social challenges are main causes for mine closures and endanger the 
economic viability of the industry (Laurence, 2011).  
Besides, the prices for many mineral commodities, particularly metallic ores and industrial 
minerals, are highly volatile due to the fluctuation in market demand and production costs, 
which has resulted in continuous shrinking of productivity and profit margins (Ernst & Young, 
2014). The industry’s struggle with such sustainability issues is well reflected in the following 
quote from a mineral company manager: “(…) so the further development in this industry relies 
on production processes that are able to increase the yield, decrease the waste materials and 
pollutants, and make progress in energy efficiency.” (Mineral firm interviews, case L, paper 1).   
On the other hand, the increasing demand for mineral raw materials in high-tech sectors such 
as smartphones and aerospace, as well as in the production of environmental technologies (e.g. 
solar cells and windmills), has led to recognition of the significance of the minerals industry 
for sustainable development. Accordingly, some firms have already started to seize these 
opportunities, as highlighted, for example, by one of the interviewees:  
“(…) there will be then an increased demand for highly purified minerals that are necessary for 
production of more sustainable solutions for power production, electric cars, windmills, etc. 
And to achieve our objectives in product development projects, changes in machinery and 
enrichment processes are required.” (Mineral firm interviews, case J, paper 1).  
This discourse has also found its way to policies at both EU and national levels. Securing a 
sustainable supply of raw materials within Europe is one of the strategic pillars for the EU’s 
Raw Material Initiative, which aims to meet critical needs for growth and jobs in Europe (EC, 
2008). This strategic approach is in line with the EU’s earlier call for corporate sustainability 
in this industry through “more secure and less polluting extractive activities while maintaining 
the competitiveness of the industry” (EC, 2000, p. 3).  
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Translating the mineral firms’ sustainability challenges into innovation objectives, SOI, with 
its holistic approach to addressing economic, environmental and social concerns, seems to be 
highly appropriate. Concerning innovation objects, firms’ focus has been more on productivity 
advances and operational efficiency than on product differentiation. However, the relatively 
slow rate of development and adoption of new technologies, as well as governmental pressures 
to increase the value added of minerals, are driving firms to invest in innovative products by 
improving the purity of current mineral products and developing specialized product offerings 
(Azapagic, 2004; Deloitte, 2016). Innovative practices to address social concerns, such as 
including social impact analysis in annual reports (Bini et al., 2018) and using design thinking 
for community integration (Erzurumlu & Erzurumlu, 2015), although still rare, could provide 
a win-win situation for mineral firms and their societal stakeholders.      
Beyond what has been stated regarding sustainability and innovation in the minerals industry 
in general, the Norwegian context offers a rich case for answering the question raised in this 
thesis. The new national strategy for the industry is a good example, as clear sustainability 
objectives are set: “The minerals industry must have a proactive approach to social 
responsibility, must find the best environmental solutions and must be a positive force for 
growth in the host municipalities” (Ministry of Trade and Industry, 2013, p. 12).  
Further, with regard to environmental and social sustainability, Norway has one of the strictest 
environmental regulations for granting permits and mine development (Kokko et al., 2015). In 
addition, it is a high-cost country, in which producers of metals and industrial minerals are 
facing increasing competition in the international markets. However, the country’s innovation 
system is characterized by the high ability of firms to recognize the challenges and opportunities 
arising from such situations by searching for solutions from external sources and combining 
this knowledge with their existing capabilities (Fagerberg et al., 2009). This capability seems 
to be even more relevant for an SME-dominated industry such as minerals, as organizational 
flexibility allow firms to respond more efficiently and innovatively to sustainability challenges 
(Bos-Brouwers, 2010). Besides a long history of benefiting from external knowledge in the 
global minerals industry (Ala-Härkönen & Rutenberg, 1993; Farooki, 2012), stakeholder 
theorists (see Strand & Freeman, 2015) posit that institutionalized cultural norms such as trust 
nurture company-stakeholder cooperation in the Scandinavian business context. 
Finally, recent contributions suggest that sectorial and country-level varieties in terms of 
regulations, market demands and stakeholder pressures could explain firms’ SOI activities 
(Galliano & Nadel, 2015; Horbach et al., 2013; Kawai et al., 2018). By studying Japanese 
multinational firms in different countries, Kawai et al. (2018) found that the pressure from 
customers and suppliers regarding environmental concerns affect green product and process 
innovations, and this effect is amplified in countries with better schemes for environmental 
stewardship. Indeed, other factors apart from incorporating external stakeholders’ knowledge 
can distort the results observed in the majority of studies within the field of open SOI, which 
draw on multi-sector datasets from the manufacturing sector of the economy (e.g. Cainelli et 
al., 2015; De Marchi, 2012; Ghisetti et al., 2015; Wagner, 2011). With a single-industry and 
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single-country focus, this thesis rules out the effect of such ‘confounding’ variables to provide 
industry-specific insights and policies. As far as can be ascertained, the recent study on the 
Italian wine industry by Muscio et al. (2017) is the only exception that follows the same 
approach, yet the focus in this thesis on a natural resource extractive sector will contribute to 
understanding of open SOI in a different context (as discussed earlier in this section).    
1.4 Development of the sub-research questions and positioning of the appended 
papers 
Having established the overall RQ and the empirical setting within which this question will be 
answered, the next task is to develop the sub-questions that are explored in the three separate 
studies of this thesis, hereinafter referred to as paper 1, paper 2 and paper 3. Table 1 presents 
an overview of these papers, including their contribution to answering the overall RQ and the 
main relevant theories used. 
Table 1: Overview of the papers and their role in answering the overall RQ 
Under which conditions and to what extent can engaging external stakeholders improve a firm’s 
SOI outputs and financial performance? 
Appended 
papers 






RQ1: What are the 
capabilities, and their 
underlying skills and routines, 
that build the absorptive 
capacity required for SOI in 
the minerals industry? 
Explores the underlying skills 
and routines that form a firm’s 
capability in recognizing, 
assimilating and exploiting 
external stakeholders’ 





RQ2: What proximity 
dimensions, i.e., institutional, 
cognitive and organizational 
proximities, or any 
combinations of them, explain 
the SOI outputs of companies 
in the minerals industry? 
Explains in what ways and to 
what extent different types of 
SOI outputs are conditioned 
upon various aspects of 
proximity between a firm and 







RQ3: To what extent does 
stakeholder engagement affect 
a firm’s SOI outputs? 
RQ4: To what extent do SOI 
outputs mediate the 
association between 
stakeholder engagement and 
financial performance? 
Explains the extent to which 
stakeholder engagement 
affects SOI outputs, and 
whether these outputs 
condition the impact of 
stakeholder engagement on 





In combination, the thesis can be best put into a “consensus-creation” frame (Hollenbeck, 
2008), as it contributes to enhanced understanding of the phenomenon of open SOI by 
overcoming some of the inconsistencies in previous findings. This lack of consensus has in turn 
caused concerns among both the scientific community and practitioners regarding external 
stakeholders’ effects on innovation and financial performance. To restrict the boundaries of the 
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debates surrounding these effects, the thesis identifies various research gaps that are overlooked 
in the literature on open SOI, and aims to fill these by drawing on different theoretical stances, 
as described below. Spotting something neglected in the literature is the most prevalent way of 
constructing research questions based on current studies (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011); a blank 
area on the knowledge map makes it imperative for scholars to develop knowledge about this 
neglected area and thus add something to the relevant literature. 
Paper 1 uses qualitative data to explore the capabilities, as well as their underlying skills and 
routines, which condition a firm’s ability to benefit from external stakeholders’ knowledge in 
SOI contexts. It is generally accepted that undertaking an open approach towards SOI requires 
specific capabilities that are different from what a firm might already possess regarding its 
general innovations (Adams et al., 2016; Behnam et al., 2018; Kazadi et al., 2016; Watson et 
al., 2017). However, as discussed in section 1.2, empirical evidence on these capabilities are 
scarce, and mostly ignore the multiplicity of stakeholders and sustainability aspects. In 
particular, we have yet to understand the processes through which SOI capabilities emerge at 
the firm-level, and the underlying skills and routines (as the microfoundations) that shape these 
capabilities. To inform this research gap, paper 1 adopts a process view of absorptive capacity, 
which involves recognition, assimilation and exploitation of external knowledge (Lane et al., 
2006). It suggests that four types of capabilities underlie these processes: (1) keeping abreast 
of changes in technologies and markets; (2) increasing awareness of social issues; (3) 
facilitating internal knowledge dissemination; and (4) piloting new, innovative solutions.  
Paper 2 studies the conditional effects of stakeholder engagement on SOI from an inter-
organizational angle, in comparison to paper 1, which focuses on the internal capabilities that 
can condition such effects. Compared to general innovations, firms are relatively more ‘distant’ 
from their external stakeholders in SOI, as sustainability knowledge spans different areas of 
technology, regulations, societal expectations and market demands, which are not usually 
within firms’ existing knowledge bases (Clarke et al., 1999; Ketata et al., 2015; Luyet et al., 
2012). Diverse and sometimes conflicting interests between a focal firm and stakeholders might 
also hinder effective knowledge exchange (Hörisch et al., 2014). While co-locations in 
industrial clusters and geographical proximity to knowledge organizations could generally 
assist firms in overcoming some of the above issues (Gertler & Wolfe, 2006; Torre & Gilly, 
2000), mineral firms’ localization in peripheral regions adds to the challenge of recognizing 
and assimilating external knowledge. By building on non-geographical proximity dimensions 
(Boschma, 2005) as the theoretical anchor, paper 2 explains how and to what extent 
organizational, institutional and cognitive proximities condition the effect of stakeholder 
engagement on different types of SOI. 
Paper 3 takes a step forward towards examining the association between stakeholder 
engagement and SOI by linking these variables to firms’ financial performance. First, the paper 
builds on stakeholder theory to explain the extent to which transactional and relational 
interactions with external stakeholders affect SOI outputs. This contribution adds to the current 
literature on open SOI by empirically examining the association between engaging a diverse 
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set of stakeholders and innovative outputs. Second, it addresses the conflicting results in 
previous studies regarding whether stakeholder engagement is beneficial in terms of 
profitability (Laplume et al., 2008). This is achieved by borrowing from RBV, specifically its 
extension, the natural resource-based view (Hart, 1995; Hart & Dowell, 2011), to explain the 
role that SOI can play in enabling a firm to continuously respond to sustainability challenges 
(via addressing stakeholders’ needs), while improving its competitiveness. The paper concludes 
by identifying SOI as a full mediator in the association between stakeholder engagement and 
financial performance. Therefore, it suggests that external engagement activities do not directly 
link to such performance, but the benefit begins to appear once a firm is able to transform the 
acquired knowledge from external stakeholders into innovative outputs.    
Accordingly, these three papers contribute to answering the overall RQ in various but 
interdependent ways. The first and second papers provide insights into the conditions in which 
stakeholder engagement can be beneficial for SOI, focusing on internal and inter-organizational 
factors. The third paper, therefore, positions SOI itself as a mediating condition that can assist 
firms to draw financial benefits from stakeholder engagement practices. Furthermore, the 
second and third papers establish an empirical link between stakeholder engagement and SOI 
outputs. In paper 2, various proximity dimensions are used to test whether stakeholder 
engagement is conducive to different types of SOI, namely process, product and social 
innovations, while in paper 3 stakeholder theory informs the hypotheses concerning whether 
different types of engagement (relational or transactional) assist a firm to augment its SOI 
outputs.   
To answer the overall RQ, the remainder of the thesis is structured as follows: section 2 presents 
the theoretical background; section 3 describes the overall methodology as well as the specific 
research designs used in the appended papers; section 4 summarizes the three papers; and 












2 Theoretical background and literature review 
As discussed in section 1.4, the three papers in this thesis set out to study the different internal, 
inter-organizational and external factors that relate to the engagement of external stakeholders 
and affect SOI and financial performance. Consequently, the papers employ different 
theoretical frameworks, covering large bodies of literature on organizational capabilities, 
absorptive capacity, innovation in peripheral regions, proximity dimensions and inter-
organizational relationships. Therefore, instead of presenting frameworks that are explained 
accordingly in each of the individual papers, in the following section the overarching 
perspectives and theoretical insights that are common throughout the papers will be presented.  
To identify the literature on open SOI within which the thesis is positioned, the three generic 
concepts of corporate sustainability, external stakeholders and innovation are relevant. 
Therefore, the theoretical perspectives that lay the basis for the work emerge at the pairwise 
intersections of the three terms; namely, stakeholder engagement for sustainability, SOI and 
open innovation. Subsequently, the open SOI literature is where these three overlapping 
concepts meet (Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1: Cross-section of concepts shaping the research field of open SOI 
In the remaining part of this section, the three generic concepts, as well as their pairwise 
intersections, will be briefly reviewed. Finally, a descriptive account of the literature on open 
SOI is presented, followed by a thematic analysis to identify the open issues in the literature 
and formulate the overall purpose of the thesis. 
2.1 Corporate sustainability 
Before defining corporate sustainability, it is necessary to have a clearer understanding of the 







from some divergence in the early years after the introduction of the concept by the World 
Commission on Economic Development (WCED), the literature nowadays unanimously cites 
the definition of the well-known Brundtland report: “A development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 
(WECD, 1987, p. 8). Inspired by this report, several initiatives, including the World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) and The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 
facilitated the efforts to put sustainable development into action. As stressed in the original 
conceptualization, and as followed up by these initiatives, environmental protection, social 
equity and economic prosperity are the three interconnected principles of sustainable 
development; sustainability will not be achieved by ignoring any of them (Ranald, 2002).    
Corporate sustainability, as the equivalent of sustainable development at the business level, has 
received increasing attention from organization and management scholars, who refer to the 
important roles firms play in achieving sustainable development in larger social systems (Amini 
et al., 2014; Bansal, 2002, 2005; Dyllick & Hockerts, 2002; Ebner et al., 2006; Gladwin et al., 
1995; Hahn et al., 2015). For example, Bansal (2002) asserts that firms’ support is crucial for 
implementing sustainability objectives, since they use natural, human and capital resources 
(productive resources) to provide a better life for human beings (including themselves). 
Similarly, Ebner et al. (2006) discuss sustainable development and corporate sustainability 
through the lens of macro-level and micro-level sustainability orientation, in which firms’ 
environmental and social  behavior, as well as their financial performance, can have positive or 
negative effects on the sustainability of the society within which they are embedded.  
In this regard, it is important to understand that corporate sustainability requires a firm to aim 
for simultaneous improvements in economic, environmental and social aspects (Bansal, 2005; 
Dyllick et al., 2002). However, pursuing such an integrated approach to corporate sustainability 
is not easy in practice, due to the tensions that may arise between the ways sustainability is 
perceived by a firm and its socially/environmentally concerned stakeholders (Gao & Bansal, 
2013; Hahn et al., 2015). While the majority of firms undertake social and environmental 
practices as a means of creating more profits, such activities might not necessarily be deemed 
to be sustainable by those stakeholders (Bansal, 2002).  
On the one hand, from a business perspective, it is necessary that the (financial) benefit from 
social and environmental practices outweighs the cost of being involved in them, thereby 
creating what the literature refers to as a ‘business case for sustainability’ (Schaltegger et al., 
2006). On the other hand, external stakeholders expect firms to show environmental and social 
commitment beyond a pure focus on reducing negative impacts, by, for instance, creating 
employment or developing products with environmental benefits (Dyllick et al., 2002; Gao et 
al., 2013; Jennings & Zandbergen, 1995). Thus, pursuing an integrated corporate sustainability 
approach  should create a win-win situation, with mutual benefits for shareholders and external 
stakeholders (Hörisch et al., 2014), in which firms maximize the economic value from natural 
resources in an environmentally friendly manner, which also contributes to social welfare and 
economic growth at the society level. Rather than differentiating between perspectives with 
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varying degrees of emphasis on particular sustainability aspects, this thesis adopts an integrated 
approach towards corporate sustainability, which entails combining environmental and/or 
social objectives with profit seeking motivations. The following section will briefly discuss the 
range of sustainability issues and corporate sustainability practices to further clarify the 
interdependency between economic, environmental and social sustainability. 
The environmental aspect of corporate sustainability highlights the impacts of firms’ activities 
on their natural environment, dealing primarily with negative environmental footprints such as 
resource use and pollution (emissions and waste materials) (Baumgartner & Ebner, 2010). Due 
to the insufficiency of natural resources, especially non-renewable ones, business activities are 
required to decrease their resource use, while maintaining the product yield at least at the same 
rate. In addition, increasing awareness about the limited capacity of the planet to absorb excess 
waste and emissions has led to consideration of the natural environment as a crucial factor in 
sustainable development (Laurence, 2011). Accordingly, firms are undertaking environmental 
management practices through either pollution control (e.g. waste disposal) or more proactive 
pollution prevention at its source (e.g. using cleaner technologies) in order to eliminate 
production inefficiencies (Hart, 1995; Muscio et al., 2017).  
Although firms are prone to lock-in situations, in which they only consider the efficiency-
improving potential of environmental sustainability, such practices may also result in better 
product quality and competitive advantage in the marketplace (Chang, 2015; Porter et al., 1995; 
Pujari, 2006). In this regard, integrating environmental sustainability into business operations 
calls for solutions that are based on identifying the negative and positive environmental impacts 
of a product throughout its entire life cycle (Amini et al., 2014; Aragón-Correa et al., 2008). To 
illustrate this, one example could be a mineral company that is involved in production of high 
quality silicon to be used in solar cells. It could be able to address environmental concerns even 
after product delivery to its customers, as the final solution (in this case, a solar cell) will 
eventually reduce the use of non-renewable resources.   
The social aspect of corporate sustainability is rooted in how business activities respond to 
societal needs, including human welfare, incorporating social interests in decision-making, 
preserving the environment, creating jobs and tax revenues in the community, and fairly 
treatment of employees (Gladwin et al., 1995; Steurer et al., 2005). As such, social 
sustainability comprises internal and external drivers, as reflected in employee welfare and the 
concerns of external stakeholders (Lozano, 2015). For the purpose of this thesis, the focus will 
be on both the internal and external aspects of social sustainability, since the outcomes of 
improvement (or possibly lack of improvement) in one of these aspects cannot be separated 
from the other. For instance, responding to internal health and safety requirements is necessary 
for improving social reputation outside a firm, but is not sufficient, as the firm is also required 
to fulfill the needs and expectations of the local community and NGOs in order to be perceived 
to be socially sustainable.   
Due to the increasing incidence of shutdowns and slow-ups in mining projects resulting from 
failure to address social concerns, integrating social sustainability into daily operations is 
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nowadays an important means of obtaining the so-called ‘social license to operate’ (Prno & 
Scott Slocombe, 2012; Suopajärvi et al., 2016). This entails obtaining societal approval from a 
broader range of stakeholders in society, such as the general public and social media, through 
active participation and dialogue, thereby moving beyond the limited focus on compliance to 
legal frameworks enforced by national and international authorities (Herremans et al., 2016; 
Kokko et al., 2015). In a case study of the minerals industry in several countries located in 
Northern Europe, Suopajärvi et al. (2016) found that social sustainability should be examined 
through a temporal view that takes into account both short-term and long-term responses to 
societal needs. They further elaborate that whereas local communities expressed serious 
concerns about nature-based livelihoods and indigenous rights, their future expectations 
centered on contributions to economic development via, for instance, better infrastructure and 
employment opportunities. 
Therefore, although it is not always easy for firms to relate their environmental and social 
practices to tangible profits, the economic viability of mineral firms seems to be contingent on 
their ability to provide economic prosperity and social equity at the society level (Azapagic, 
2004). As shown above, environmental assessment is also an essential factor in obtaining the 
social approval required for the long-term survival of firms (Bansal, 2002). Subsequently, the 
quest for integrated corporate sustainability enables firms to develop resources and capabilities 
that are essential for success in this quest (Aragón-Correa et al., 2008; Bansal, 2005; Cai et al., 
2012; Eccles et al., 2014; Hillman et al., 2001; Sharma et al., 1998; Waddock et al., 1997). 
Stakeholder relationships and innovation are among the most cited resources and capabilities 
in this respect. 
2.2 Innovation   
Innovation as a general term has been interpreted and understood in many different ways. For 
the purpose of this thesis, innovation is defined as “the search for, and the discovery, 
experimentation, development, imitation and adoption of new products, new production 
processes and new organizational setups” (Dosi, 1988, p. 222). While several other definitions 
exist, they tend to agree that innovation is both a process and an outcome (Crossan & Apaydin, 
2010). As also indicated in Dosi’s definition, innovation as a core business process involves 
scanning the environment to identify threats and opportunities, deciding on an appropriate 
response to change drivers, implementing the chosen solution and finally learning from this 
process in order to improve the firm’s ability for future innovations (Tidd et al., 2005). Such 
processes will potentially result in measurable outcomes that could be distinguished in terms of 
objects (products, processes and organizational practices). Moreover, the adopted definition 
from Dosi captures three important aspects of innovation that have implications for how the 
term is used throughout this thesis. 
First, this study considers innovations regardless of their degree of novelty, which in extreme 
terms include completely incremental and radical innovations (Henderson & Clark, 1990). 
Radical innovation refers to disruptive changes in the introduced product/process and/or market 
mechanisms by means of developing completely new knowledge, whereas the incremental 
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specifies modest changes by combining existing knowledge bases (Gatignon et al., 2002). In 
the case of sustainability, this distinction has led to a lively debate in the literature. Some 
scholars support the idea that social and environmental changes have to be radical in order to 
tackle major challenges such as global warming and poverty (Bos-Brouwers, 2010; Kennedy 
et al., 2017). Others, although not rejecting the importance of transformations at a systemic 
level, argue that social and environmental sustainability could also be achieved through 
innovative solutions that are ‘relative improvements’ to existing products and processes (De 
Marchi, 2012; Galliano et al., 2015; Wagner, 2011). Consequently, innovations in sustainability 
contexts, like innovations in general, occur on a continuum from the incremental to the radical 
(Klewitz et al., 2014). This perspective seems to be more realizable in practice, since limiting 
innovations to radical ones overlooks the positive social/environmental impact of innovations 
that are introduced by applying modest changes to existing products or processes via internal 
(experimentation and modification) and external (imitation and adoption) mechanisms. 
Consideration of these two mechanisms directs us to the second feature of Dosi’s definition, 
the locus of innovation and the necessity to conduct a range of internal and external activities. 
Even though the primary focus of this thesis is on external knowledge, it does not exclude the 
roles that internal activities play for innovations to take place. While recent years have seen a 
rapid shift from pure internal innovation activities to networks and systems of innovation 
(Chesbrough, 2003; Powell et al., 1996; von Hippel, 2005), firms’ ability to locate, transform 
and exploit externally acquired knowledge is still of utmost importance (Cohen & Levinthal, 
1990; Lane et al., 2006). Therefore, the internal capabilities required to benefit from externally 
developed knowledge will be equally weighted and studied in this thesis.   
Third, it is important to consider different types of innovation based on the human resources 
that are involved in innovation processes. In this respect, a distinction has been made between 
the Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) mode, and the Doing, Using and Interacting 
(DUI) mode (Jensen et al., 2007). While the former relies on the latest scientific and 
technological knowledge, which is often developed by personnel involved in R&D processes, 
the latter is the result of the continuous experimentation and learning-by-doing that takes place 
on the production floor (Bogers & Lhuillery, 2011; Fitjar & Rodríguez-Pose, 2013). Both STI 
and DUI modes of innovation are significant. as they enable us to have a better understanding 
of the range of knowledge sources within a firm, particularly in low- and medium-tech 
industries that rely less on R&D-based knowledge (Arundel et al., 2008; Santamaría et al., 
2009). However, the lack of sufficient R&D and non-R&D knowledge in such industries in 
itself explains the necessity to acquire external knowledge.  
To conclude, the term ‘innovation’ in this thesis denotes a broad conceptualization, in which 
radical vs. incremental, internally vs. externally originated, and R&D-based vs. non-R&D-
based innovations are taken into account, without explicitly differentiating between various 
types of innovation in these dichotomies. This is in alignment with how SOI is defined in this 
study, as a subset of innovation that encompasses different innovative outcomes, irrespective 
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of whether they are technological or managerial, with these innovations necessitating certain 
degrees of openness to external stakeholders.        
2.3 External stakeholders  
During the recent decades, the shifting focus of managers, from maximizing the return for 
shareholders to acknowledging the necessity to consider a broader range of external actors, has 
led to the emergence of the ‘stakeholder theory of the firm’ (Freeman, 1984). Broadly speaking, 
“a stakeholder is any group or individual who can affect, or is affected by, the achievement of 
a corporation's purpose” (Freeman, 2010, p. 9). According to this theory, firms are embedded 
in a wide array of different stakeholders, including the traditional value chain partners, local 
communities, competitors, governmental authorities, environmentalists and interest groups, 
employees, and investors, amongst whom business activities should pursue strategic directions 
that create value for all of these individuals and groups.    
For the purpose of this thesis, the focus is on external stakeholders, i.e. those who are outside 
organizational boundaries (thus excluding employees) and do not have ownership of the firm 
in any way (thus excluding owners, investors and shareholders). Moreover, since stakeholders 
are here perceived as a means of having access to external knowledge for innovation purposes, 
universities are included because of their essential contribution to knowledge creation and 
dissemination. In line with the literature that deals with external sources of knowledge and 
innovation (see Greco et al., 2016; Laursen & Salter, 2006; Rauter et al., 2017), these exclusion 
and inclusion criteria leave six different groups of stakeholders: suppliers, customers, 
NGOs/interest organizations, competitors/firms in other sectors and industries, public 
authorities and universities. However, the term ‘stakeholder’ instead of the more general ones 
such as ‘external knowledge sources’ is deliberately used to mark the fact that these groups and 
individuals “have a stake in the activities that make up the business” (Freeman et al., 2007, p. 
3). The ‘stake’ in this thesis refers to the social, environmental and economic benefits that these 
stakeholders can make when a firm achieves its corporate sustainability objectives.     
By acknowledging firms’ limited resources (e.g. human, financial), a central strand of inquiry 
within the literature on stakeholder theory has been made to provide firms with insights into 
groups of stakeholders that deserve more attention. One of the earliest contributions in this 
regard is the distinction that Clarkson (1995) made between primary and secondary 
stakeholders. In his view, primary stakeholders are those groups or individuals whose 
involvement is crucial for firms’ survival. By contrast, secondary stakeholders are not engaged 
in transactions (often economic) with firms and as such do not directly affect firms’ survival 
prospects, but can nonetheless damage daily business operations. The former typically 
comprises suppliers, customers and public authorities, while the latter includes all other 
stakeholders such as interest organizations and universities (Freeman et al., 2007; Steurer et al., 
2005). This classification was taken a step further by Mitchell et al. (1997), who identified 
power, legitimacy and urgency as the three main indicators of stakeholder salience. They further 
posit that these stakeholder attributes are not steady; i.e., stakeholders could gain more 
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importance during a certain time period due to, for instance, increased urgency in responding 
to their needs or concerns. 
However, considering corporate sustainability, recent research has found the growing 
importance of so-called secondary stakeholders, thereby suggesting that such crude distinctions 
have a blurring effect as far as environmental and social sustainability is concerned (Evans et 
al., 2017; Hall et al., 2005; Onkila, 2011). As discussed in section 2.1, addressing these 
concerns, which consequently implies satisfying the needs of wider groups of stakeholders such 
as local communities and NGOs, is nowadays of increasing significance for firms’ survival in 
the long term. Instead of focusing on the attributes of stakeholders, scholars are calling for 
research that returns to the original unit of analysis in stakeholder theory, which is the attributes 
of the ‘relationships’ with stakeholders (Fliaster et al., 2017; Hörisch et al., 2014). This research 
gap will be particularly acted upon in paper 3.  
2.4 Conceptualizing sustainability-oriented innovation 
Innovation is widely accepted as an important determinant of firms’ economic success (Crossan 
et al., 2010; Faems et al., 2010; Piening & Salge, 2015). Similarly, new technologies, products 
and organizational practices play a key role in addressing social and environmental issues 
(Arnold, 2017; Hart, 1995; Holmes et al., 2009). Therefore, the quest for corporate 
sustainability is increasingly resulting in innovation activities across different firms and 
industrial sectors (Gjoksi, 2011; Hall et al., 2003; Nidumolu et al., 2009). This has led to the 
emergence of several concepts in the scientific literature that deal with innovation in 
sustainability contexts. The main concepts used to date are green innovation (Chen et al., 2006; 
Schiederig et al., 2012), eco-innovation (Jones et al., 2017; Pujari, 2006), sustainability 
innovation (Boons et al., 2013; Bos-Brouwers, 2010), environmental innovation (Bonte et al., 
2013; Horbach, 2008) and sustainability-oriented innovation (SOI) (Adams et al., 2016; Hansen 
et al., 2009). Table 2 presents selected definitions of these terms in the literature. 
While the terms refer to a roughly similar phenomenon, they can be distinguished in terms of 
emphasis on different aspects of sustainability (Calza et al., 2017; Klewitz et al., 2014; Rauter 
et al., 2017). For example, whereas green innovation and environmental innovation seek to 
integrate environmental and economic improvements, SOI broadens this scope by 
incorporating social performance into the previously mentioned aspects. Moreover, other terms 
such as sustainability innovation ignore the importance of economic purposes and thereby fail 
to provide a holistic view of sustainability from a business perspective. Therefore, for the 
purpose of this thesis, SOI is used to signify innovative products, processes and organizational 
practices, through which the three multiple goals of corporate sustainability can be pursued.    
Concerning the social aspect of SOI, innovation could appear on a continuum of purposes, from 
conflict resolution to the creation of social values (Murphy et al., 2012). In this regard, scholars 
in the field of corporate social responsibility (CSR) has emphasized that integrating social needs 
into organizational practices can enable firms to find solutions with combined economic and 
social benefits, thus moving beyond purely philanthropic purposes (Altuna et al., 2015; Jamali 
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et al., 2011; Segarra-Ona et al., 2017). By applying this perspective in a study of mineral firms 
in the UK, Bini et al. (2018) suggest that showing social commitment (to gain social license to 
operate) is an important driver for firms that set out to innovate their communication processes 
with societal stakeholders. 




“Hardware or software innovation that is related to green products or processes, 
including innovation in technologies that are involved in energy saving, pollution 
prevention, waste recycling, green product design, or corporate environmental 
management” (Chen et al., 2006, p. 332) 
Sustainability 
innovation 
“Sustainability innovation addresses environmental and social improvements 
compared to the present state and in terms of progress. In this sense, they minimize 
the social and environmental harm and rebound effects caused by the innovation 
based on the current knowledge and cultural norms.” (Arnold, 2017, p. 180) 
Social 
innovation 
“A novel solution to a social problem that is more effective, efficient, sustainable, or 
just than existing solutions and for which the value created accrues primarily to 
society as a whole rather than to private individuals.” (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 1701) 
Eco-
innovation 
“Changes to the production process that decrease the product’s impact on the natural 
environment and/or increase intra-generational or inter-generational equity.” (Blum-
Kusterer & Hussain, 2001, p. 301) 
Environmental 
innovation 
“The production, application or exploitation of a good, service, production process, 
organizational structure or management or business method that is novel to the firm 
or user and which results, throughout its life cycle, in a reduction of environmental 
risk, pollution and the negative impacts of resource use compared to relevant 




“Making intentional changes to an organization’s philosophy and values, as well as 
to its products, processes or practices to serve the specific purpose of creating and 
realizing social and environmental value in addition to economic returns.” (Adams et 
al., 2016, p. 181) 
In the same vein, the significant pressure on firms to minimize their negative environmental 
footprint has led to increasing investment in technologies and products with the potential for 
minimizing pollution and waste throughout the production processes and overall product 
lifecycle (De Marchi, 2012; Hart, 1995; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 1998). These 
innovations also have an inherent effect on the social aspect of corporate sustainability, since 
environmental impact is at the core of societal expectations (Gjoksi, 2011; Suopajärvi et al., 
2016). SOIs with primary environmental objectives cover a range of different classifications, 
including technological vs. managerial (Peng & Liu, 2016) and cleaner production vs. end-of-
pipe technologies (Muscio et al., 2017). Concerning the latter dichotomy, existing research (see 
Bonte et al., 2013; Dixon-Fowler et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2010) highlights that cleaner 
production technologies have relatively greater potential to reduce environmental hazards, 
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since they prevent intensive resource use and/or pollution at the source of discharge, instead of 
employing control measures at the end of the production processes. 
Nonetheless, different categories of SOI based on whether the primary objective is social or 
environmental sustainability, or any other distinctions within these categories (e.g. 
technological and managerial types of environmental SOI), should not be seen as limitations to 
how an innovation can be qualified as being sustainability-oriented. Therefore, in line with the 
broad definition adopted for SOI in this thesis, and a recent systematic literature review by 
Klewitz et al. (2014), three general types of SOI are included in all three papers: process, 
product and organizational (social) innovations. 
Whereas SOI has received increasing theoretical and practical attention during recent years, it 
is still of relevance to ask what the specifics of SOI are and it differs from general innovations 
(De Marchi, 2012; Luqmani et al., 2017). The literature has so far focused on three facets of 
SOI, which can also act as barriers to firms’ involvement with these innovations: 1) balancing 
the multiplicity of sustainability dimensions and pathways; 2) the double externality problem; 
and 3) added complexity and uncertainty.  
First, as discussed in section 2.1, corporate sustainability, and hence SOI, require firms to adopt 
an integrated approach in which economic, environmental and social objectives are pursued 
simultaneously. In this respect, firms must develop innovation capabilities at different levels of 
process, product and social practices, in such a way that any improvement in one sustainability 
aspect does not, in any event, cause a negative effect on any other aspect of sustainability (Hart, 
1995; Jay et al., 2015). For example, if a mineral firm attempts to introduce asphalt aggregates 
with better possibilities for recycling and reuse, while continuing to produce high levels of air 
emissions, it would then face a challenge to make potential customers believe in its 
environmental responsibility, and thus fail to benefit financially from its product innovation. 
Accordingly, it is important to note that when talking about SOI, environmental and social 
improvements are not an ‘accidental side effect’ of general innovation practices, but should be 
at the core of a firm’s business activities. 
Second, the ‘double externality problem’ that is commonly used in the literature on 
environmental innovation (as a subset of SOI) can also apply to the broader context, such as 
SOI. In his influential paper, Rennings (2000) posits that such innovations produce positive 
spillovers in both the development and implementation phases, hence discouraging firms to 
invest in them. More specifically, in addition to the issue of knowledge spillovers (to 
competitors) during the development stage, which is common to all innovations, SOI produces 
an additional externality, as it generates social and environmental benefits (primarily for 
society) that are hard to be reaped in financial terms. Therefore, the role of regulative 
frameworks to punish harmful environmental and social impacts is crucial in incentivizing 
firms that may lose their competitive advantage in the market due to the higher costs resulting 
from SOI practices (del Rio et al., 2015; Horbach et al., 2013; Rennings, 2000). Nonetheless, 
as discussed in section 2.1, firms operating in industries such as minerals have to address social 
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and environmental issues, no matter what the strength of such regulative frameworks is, as low 
performance in these aspects can directly affect their survival in the long term. 
Finally, and importantly, it is the added complexity and uncertainty associated with undertaking 
SOI that differentiates it from general innovations (Hall et al., 2003; Sharma, 2005). 
Complexity arises as a result of the socio-technical diversity inherent in sustainability contexts 
(Clarke et al., 1999), where incorporating environmental and social considerations requires 
knowledge about technologies, regulative standards and societal expectations (Adams et al., 
2016; Ketata et al., 2015). Uncertainty, on the other hand, points to the financial risks of SOI. 
Social and environmental improvements might be achieved at the expense of increasing the 
cost of processes and products, which could result in the market and system failures of these 
innovations (Foxon & Pearson, 2008). SOI, with its potential impact on wider groups of 
stakeholders, may create conflict situations due to the opposing interests between the focal firm 
and its stakeholders, for instance local communities (Hall et al., 2005; Watson et al., 2017). 
Therefore, it is likely that the knowledge required for SOI is relatively more distributed among 
different actors in the innovation system, hence requiring the engagement of a diverse range of 
external stakeholders in innovation processes. This theme will be discussed in detail in the 
following sections. 
2.5 Stakeholder engagement for sustainability: beyond managing stakeholders 
The emergence of stakeholder theory has given rise to studies that enquire into firms’ 
relationships with external stakeholders and the consequences of such relationships. As 
stakeholder theory requires firms to respond to the needs and expectations of a wide variety of 
stakeholders (Freeman, 1984, 2010), scholars have paid considerable attention to investigating 
in what ways, if any, external stakeholders affect different aspects of corporate sustainability 
performance.  
Within this body of work, two research streams are evident. In the first, research has focused 
on firm-level and institutional determinants of practices directed towards reducing/eliminating 
the negative influences of specific groups of external stakeholders on overall firm performance 
(González‐Benito & González‐Benito, 2010; Kassinis & Vafeas, 2006; Sharma & Henriques, 
2005). These studies frame the association between corporate sustainability and stakeholders 
based on Frooman’s (1999) description of the resource interdependence between a firm and its 
stakeholders, in which the firm strives to manage those stakeholders (via undertaking 
sustainability practices) who can directly or indirectly influence its access to critical resources 
(e.g. financial, human, raw materials).  
For example, Sharma et al. (2005) found that in the Canadian forest product industry, firms are 
most likely to adopt innovative environmental management practices when the managerial 
perception of threats coming from environmentalists and/or customers is high. Indeed, the 
substantial investments required to implement advanced environmental management (and its 
negative impact on short-term gain) impede firms from acting (environmentally) sustainably, 
unless, for instance, it is possible that customers will cancel their purchase orders.   
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The second research stream goes beyond such a pure focus on controlling stakeholders’ 
negative influences, and instead tends to use the term ‘stakeholder engagement’2 to indicate a 
more optimistic outlook of stakeholders’ role in corporate sustainability (Aragón-Correa et al., 
2008; Choi & Wang, 2009; Eccles et al., 2014; Hillman et al., 2001; Roome & Wijen, 2006; 
Sharma et al., 1998). In this case, stakeholder engagement is defined as “practices that the 
organization undertakes to involve stakeholders in a positive manner in organizational 
activities” (Greenwood, 2007, pp. 317-318). Empirical studies in this area have employed the 
RBV,  or occasionally its extension, the natural resource-based view (NRBV) (Hart, 1995), to 
maintain that involving external stakeholders in efforts to alleviate environmental and social 
issues gives birth to valuable, rare and inimitable assets, which in turn assist firms in achieving 
higher financial performance. 
In their study of automotive SMEs in Spain, Aragón-Correa et al. (2008) highlight that mutual 
understanding arising from collaborative relationships with external stakeholders enables firms 
to show more proactive approaches in environmental management and to achieve better 
financial performance relative to their competitors. Eccles et al. (2014) adopted a more 
inclusive view, by adding social issues to the sustainability aspects examined in the previous 
study. In this regard, they used a matched sample of US companies and found support for their 
hypotheses, suggesting that firms with higher sustainability performance do engage external 
stakeholders more frequently in daily operations, and that the high level of trust between them 
is a source of persistent competitive advantage by avoiding costly conflicts. 
While both of the research areas discussed above have contributed substantially to 
understanding of stakeholders’ role in corporate sustainability, the latter is in harmony with this 
thesis, which assumes a positive contribution of stakeholders in innovation processes, with the 
aim of creating mutual benefits for firms and their external stakeholders. For a firm and external 
stakeholders that have an economic stake in its performance (such as suppliers), this benefit 
arises in the form of cost savings or increased income, whereas other stakeholders take 
advantage of social and environmental improvements, in the form of either decreased negative 
impacts on the natural or social environment, or increased values in these respects.  
2.6 Open innovation: leveraging on external stakeholders’ knowledge 
Since the introduction of ‘open innovation’ by Chesbrough (2003) over fifteen years ago, the 
concept has received great momentum from scholars across different scientific disciplines, even 
outside business and management fields (Chesbrough & Bogers, 2014; West et al., 2014). As 
the concept has been under development throughout the years, definitions abound. Nonetheless, 
Chesbrough et al. (2014, p. 17) synthesize the original and the most recent descriptions, 
defining open innovation as “a distributed innovation process based on purposively managed 
knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary 
mechanisms in line with the organization’s business model”. Thus, it should be noted that 
                                                     
2 Although some studies in this domain use other terms such as ‘stakeholder management’, their set of descriptions 
clearly point to the characteristics of stakeholder engagement defined in this thesis.   
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openness implies inflows and outflows of knowledge, as well as a variety of practices for 
knowledge flow that might not necessarily involve monetary exchange. 
At the core of open innovation is the understanding that knowledge is widely distributed among 
various stakeholders in the business environment, and that firms can, and should, use these 
external stakeholders as well as their internal knowledge base (Laursen et al., 2006; Robertson 
et al., 2012). This new paradigm of innovation management has challenged the traditional 
‘closed’ and ‘vertical’ modes of innovation, by suggesting that the increased mobility of skilled 
workers, and less control of unwanted spillovers to other firms, are shrinking firms’ margins 
from investment on internal resources, such as R&D (Chesbrough, 2003). However, the crude 
distinction between firms which are or are not open has received criticism from scholars, who 
argue that thye extremely closed mode of innovation does not occur in reality (Trott & 
Hartmann, 2009). Instead, it is now widely accepted that different degrees of openness exist, 
and that firms can be placed on a continuum from closed to open innovators (Dahlander & 
Gann, 2010; Lazzarotti & Manzini, 2014). This thesis follows the same logic in investigating 
the extent to which firms’ reliance on external stakeholders affects their innovative outputs. 
Firms can generally employ three core processes of open innovation (Enkel et al., 2009; 
Gassmann & Enkel, 2004): enriching their internal knowledge base through exploration and 
acquisition of knowledge from external sources (outside-in); using external pathways to exploit 
abandoned ideas and unutilized internal knowledge (inside-out); and joint knowledge 
development and commercialization by collaborating with complementary innovation partners 
(coupled). Gassmann et al. (2004) further elaborate that while all these processes represent an 
open innovation strategy, they are not equally important for all firms and in all business 
contexts. For example, the outside-in process seems to be highly important for firms in low- 
and medium-tech industries that expect knowledge spillovers from their machinery suppliers 
and/or customers. By contrast, the inside-out process better suits large and/or research-driven 
firms, whose aim is to commercialize innovations before competitors. Similarly, Chesbrough 
and Crowther (2006) evidence that firms in mature industries focus on the outside-in dimension 
of open innovation in order to complement their internally developed knowledge. In light of 
these contributions, open innovation in this thesis centers on the outside-in and coupled 
processes, as these include (wholly or partly) the flow of knowledge ‘into’ a firm.   
The outside-in dimension is often categorized into acquiring and sourcing practices according 
to whether they are pecuniary or not (Dahlander et al., 2010). Acquiring involves practices such 
as outsourcing R&D services and technology acquisition, through which a firm purchases 
knowledge (also in the form of embedded knowledge in technologies) and expertise from the 
market, such as from suppliers, universities and commercial research institutes. Sourcing, on 
the other hand, refers to monitoring the outside business environment and absorbing the 
available knowledge without exchange of money.  
The coupled process requires firms to engage in a simultaneous ‘give and take’ of ideas and 
knowledge with external stakeholders, either via formal mechanisms such as strategic alliances 
or socially constructed relationships, such as informal networks (Faems et al., 2008; West et 
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al., 2014). Compared to the outside-in process, the collaborative arrangements used in the 
coupled process can provide access to complex and tacit knowledge that is not usually available 
through search mechanisms or market transactions (Spithoven et al., 2013). However, due to 
the increasing cost of being involved in such collaborative relationships, which can weaken the 
positive effect of open innovation on performance outcomes (Faems et al., 2010; Greco et al., 
2016), a combination of outside-in and coupled processes seems to be an appropriate strategy 
for firms to optimize their external innovation sources. 
2.7 Towards identifying the research field of open SOI 
Sections 2.1 to 2.6 presented the theoretical concepts that underlie the research field of open 
SOI. To proceed with the development of the theoretical framework, this section seeks to 
identify the empirical evidence available from peer-reviewed publications that jointly focus on 
corporate sustainability, innovation and external stakeholders. This is accomplished through a 
systematic literature review focusing on current findings regarding the extent to/conditions 
under which stakeholder engagement is associated with innovative outputs. 
2.7.1 Literature review process 
The review process is based on a systematic literature review approach (Tranfield et al., 2003), 
which aims to provide a synthesized account of the literature by means of a transparent and 
reproducible process. To find the publications relevant to the research field of open SOI, a 
procedure was followed consisting of three main steps: (1) identifying articles from databases 
according to the search terms; (2) screening abstracts followed by a full-text analysis to ensure 
their eligibility; and (3) cross-referencing and additions from other sources (Moher et al., 2009). 
Figure 2 illustrates these steps and the number of publications found/omitted at each step.  
 
Figure 2: Flowchart of the literature review process 




Screening titles and abstracts: 
exclusion of 1128 articles 
Cross-referencing: 
addition of 7 articles 
42 articles 
Full text analysis: 




































In the first step, several search strings were created by combining a variety of keywords related 
to the scope of the literature on open SOI and its three generic underlying concepts, i.e. 
corporate sustainability, external stakeholders and innovation (Table 3). The keywords were 
selected by consulting recent systematic literature reviews on the topic of SOI (Adams et al., 
2016; Klewitz et al., 2014; Rauter et al., 2017; Watson et al., 2017) as well as several iterations 
between the search terms and results. In this step it was important to create a broad search 
strategy so that all relevant articles could be identified. Next, separate searches (with identical 
search strings) were conducted in Web of Science and Scopus, the two largest databases of 
peer-reviewed literature in social sciences. More specifically, a search was made for 
publications whose title, abstract or keywords contained at least one of the keywords from each 
of the three concepts (by using the Boolean operator AND). This process yielded 1020 and 
1072 hits from the two databases respectively. After omitting the duplicates, this step returned 
1271 unique articles. 
Table 3: Search strings for the literature review 
Concept Title, abstract, keywords include … 
Corporate 
sustainability 
sustainab* OR environmental OR green OR CSR OR "corporate sustainab" OR 
eco?efficien* OR "circular economy" OR "social responsib*" 
Innovation innovat* OR "cleaner production" OR R&D OR "research and development" 
Engaging external 
stakeholders 
stakeholder* OR "external knowledge*" OR partner* OR "open innovation" OR 
"user innovation" OR collaborat* OR cooperat* OR co?creat*  
In the second step, i.e. screening, the titles and abstracts of the publications were reviewed 
according to a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria, as presented in Table 4. The aim was to 
ensure that the final sample for review met all the requirements for relevance to the overall RQ 
of the thesis. In this regard, only empirical studies published after 1987 (when publication of 
the Brundtland report popularized the term ‘sustainable development’) were included. 
Moreover, although it was inevitable to include search terms such as green or social 
responsibility due to the varying terminologies used in the literature for referring to SOI or its 
subsets (see section 2.4), only studies that considered the economic and at least one of the 
environmental and social aspects of corporate sustainability qualified for the final sample. 
Accordingly, 143 articles remained at the end of the preliminary screening phase. 
To check the eligibility of these publications, full-text analysis was conducted against the same 
set of inclusion and exclusion criteria, which returned 42 articles. The majority of omissions in 
this step were due to two main reasons. First, some articles, although referring to innovation in 
their titles, abstracts or keywords, used the term as a general concept, rather than providing any 
qualitative or quantitative measure of what it entailed. Second, on some occasions, the term 
sustainability was conceptualized exclusively in the sense of social and/or environmental 
issues, which did not meet the comprehensive view of corporate sustainability in this work. In 
the final step, the 42 shortlisted articles were cross-referenced with their references to find other 
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relevant publications, which resulted in seven additional articles. Therefore, the final sample 
comprised a total of 49 articles.  
Table 4: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for identification of relevant papers 
Criterion Inclusion Exclusion 
Research type Empirical  
Peer-reviewed published in 
scientific journals 
Conceptual studies, literature reviews, 
editorials  
Conference proceedings, book chapters, 
books, editorials 
Language English Any other language 
Time period 1987 to 2018 (May 31th) Before 1987 
Relevance  Economic and 
environmental/social 
aspects of sustainability 
 Open and sustainability-
oriented innovation 




 Engages external 
stakeholders’ knowledge for 
innovation 
 Private sector 
 Technical studies within environmental 
technologies (e.g. CO2 reduction) 
 Exclusively considers environmental 
and/or social sustainability 
 ‘Environment’ not used for the natural 
environment 
 Generally refers to innovation 
 Collaboration with stakeholders not 
relevant to this study (e.g. funding 
agencies) 
 Engagement with internal stakeholders 
(e.g. employees) 
 Stakeholders relationships with the aim 
of controlling their impact 
 Non-private sectors (e.g. education 
system) 
For the analysis phase, a data extraction form that included general (title, author, publication 
year and outlet) and specific information (research question, theoretical lens, empirical setting, 
open innovation processes, types of stakeholders, SOI measure, summary of findings) was used 
in order to facilitate the analyses. The results of the descriptive and thematic analyses for the 
final set of 49 articles will be presented in the following sections. 
2.7.2 Descriptive account of the literature on open SOI 
As expected, the literature on open SOI is spread over a broad range of publication outlets, 
research methods, empirical settings, stakeholder types and SOI outputs. Therefore, these items 
are used to provide a descriptive analysis of the literature on open SOI. 
2.7.2.1 Journals and year of publication  
In line with the recent reviews on the topic of SOI (Adams et al., 2016; Klewitz et al., 2014; 
Rauter et al., 2017; Watson et al., 2017), the reviewed articles are distributed widely across 21 
journals. As shown in Figure 3, the Journal of Cleaner Production and Business Strategy and 
the Environment stand out as the top publishing journals for open SOI, accounting for more 
than 30% of publications. By applying Web of Science categories, it is not surprising that the 
majority of publishing journals on open SOI are situated in the subject area of environmental 
science. However, journals within the management subject area, especially innovation, such as 
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Industry and Innovation, R&D Management and Research Policy have also shown an 
increasing interest in publishing studies that apply open innovation to the context of corporate 
sustainability. 
 
Figure 3: Publishing journals on open SOI 
Although the beginning of the time period for the literature search was set to 1987 (marking the 
formal introduction of sustainable development), it took more than ten years until the first 
publication on the topic of open SOI appeared in Strategic Management Journal. Interestingly, 
this weak trend continued for another ten years, even after the popularization of open innovation 
and other theoretical underpinnings related to the use of external stakeholders’ knowledge. 
Indeed, as shown in Figure 4, more than 85% of publications are from 2011 and onwards, with 
36 articles in the last 5 years.     
 
Figure 4: Distribution of publications on open SOI in the last 20 years 
Although not very strong yet, which does in turn support the purpose of this thesis to contribute 
to the literature on open SOI, the trend observed in recent years shows the growing importance 
of stakeholder engagement in SOI in research and practice. This is also evident by delving 
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deeper into the publications in the first ten years (1998-2008), in which stakeholders’ role in 
innovation processes was studied as a peripheral topic, usually in combination with other 
determinants of SOI, while in recent years it has become a central topic of investigation in the 
literature on open SOI. 
2.7.2.2 Research methods and empirical focus 
The second set of indicators used to offer a descriptive picture of the review articles are the 
research methods and empirical foci of the literature. Applying a qualitative vs. quantitative 
dichotomy, the latter approach dominates the literature on open SOI, in which the number of 
articles based on quantitative methods are almost double those that use qualitative ones (30 vs. 
17). Among the reviewed articles, only two (Bocken, Farracho, et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 1998) 
use mixed methods, by collecting data through interviews and author-designed surveys. Figure 
5 illustrates the distribution of reviewed articles according to their research methods. 
More in-depth examination of the two main categories of quantitative and qualitative studies 
indicates that within the first group, scholars mostly rely on standard innovation or 
sustainability surveys, which are often designed for purposes other than examining SOI. In this 
regard, they draw on data from the Community Innovation Survey (CIS) at the European level, 
or its national versions, such as the Technological Innovation Panel (PITEC) in Spain and the 
Mannheim Innovation Panel (MIP) in Germany, and consequently measure the impact of 
reported innovative outputs on environmental and/or social sustainability. A caveat of this 
approach is that it assesses the sustainability-related effects of all the innovations a firm has 
developed or adopted, and thereby might overestimate SOI outputs. The same issue applies to 
general sustainability surveys such as the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), which 
conceptualize SOI in terms of a firm’s orientation towards conducting innovative practices and 
which consequently run the risk of being too subjective (Ayuso et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 5: Frequency of research methods used in the reviewed articles 
Investigating the empirical foci of the literature on open SOI indicates that similar to the 
scientific literature on innovation at large (Andersen et al., 2015), resource extractive industries 
are highly underrepresented compared to other sectors in the economy. As shown in Figure 6, 


















extractive industries, namely oil and gas (Sharma et al., 1998), wine production (Muscio et al., 
2017) and agricultural firms (Ingenbleek et al., 2016). On the other hand, almost 90% of the 
articles (exclusively or in combination with the services sector) include manufacturing firms 
across different sub-sectors.  
 
Figure 6: Distribution of reviewed articles according to their empirical foci 
Resource extractive firms, due to their strong connection with sustainability issues (George et 
al., 2015; Sharma, 2005), can provide complementary insights into different aspects of 
stakeholder engagement in SOI. Moreover, as discussed in section 1.3, studies that build on 
data across various subsectors within manufacturing are likely to report erroneous results 
regarding the effect of external stakeholders’ knowledge of SOI outputs, as this effect might be 
partly due to the sectorial variance in terms of regulations and market demand. However, if 
controlling for these variances, multisector studies allow for comparison between different 
industries and thereby contribute to the open SOI literature by demonstrating the need for 
customized policies and firm-level practices.     
2.7.2.3 Groups of stakeholders and SOI outputs 
Studies on the topic of open SOI deal primarily with value chain partners as stakeholders in 
firms’ innovation outputs. As summarized in Figure 7, customers and suppliers attracted the 
highest attention in the reviewed articles, often in cases where scholars aimed to explore how 
cooperation with these stakeholders helps firms to overcome the difficulties regarding the 
development of product innovations with positive environmental and economic effects. There 
also exist studies that exclusively focus on suppliers or customers, which argue that their 
integration into SOI processes leads to better knowledge for addressing environmental 
sustainability.   
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However, scholars have recently gone beyond the prevalent focus of the open SOI literature on 
value chain partners and taken into account secondary stakeholders such as NGOs and 
governmental authorities, sometimes as a sole stakeholder group, but typically in combination 
with customers/users. An important feature of these studies is their emphasis on the social 
aspect of sustainability in SOI, and the opportunity for firms to engage users and NGOs in 
innovation processes in order to understand their needs and expectations of an ultimate 
product/service. A handful of studies in the literature assume the relevance of a wider range of 
external stakeholders in SOI, and include both traditional value chain partners and secondary 
stakeholders in their research. Despite their fruitful results, a caveat still applies to this group 
of studies, as they restrict SOI to including innovations that address the environmental aspect 
of sustainability, which prevents this research field from engaging in a more systematic 
discussion of the possible effects of a diverse set of stakeholders on SOI outputs.  
The last item that is considered for describing the reviewed articles is the type of innovation 
outputs addressed in them. As discussed in section 2.4, SOI encompasses product/service, 
process and organizational innovations (Klewitz et al., 2014), with all these types of innovation 
necessary for tackling corporate sustainability challenges (Adams et al., 2016). Figure 8 
illustrates that 94% of the articles in the sample consider product and/or process innovations 
for assessing the effect of stakeholder engagement. Putting it negatively, the vast majority of 
publications on open SOI have ignored organizational innovations that involve using “new 
organizational methods in the firm’s business practices, workplace organization or external 
relations” (OECD, 2005, p. 55), which can particularly affect social sustainability (Altuna et 
al., 2015; Mirvis et al., 2016). This shortcoming is due primarily to the difficulty of measuring 
this type of SOI, as capturing the social aspect of business practices, particularly with an 
innovative focus, is a complex challenge. 
 
Figure 8: SOI outputs considered in the sample of reviewed articles 
Considering the types of stakeholders and SOI in the literature, even the few studies that adopt 
a holistic approach to different innovation outputs are not comprehensive in terms of the various 
types of stakeholder that can contribute to these outputs. More specifically, among the three 
published works which take a holistic SOI approach, Jones et al. (2017) focus exclusively on 
universities, Rodriguez et al. (2017) augment this study by including suppliers, whereas Peng 
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2.7.3 Thematic analysis and strands of literature on open SOI 
In order to provide a state-of-the-art review of the literature on open SOI, a detailed thematic 
analysis was conducted by using the NVivo software package. In this regard, special attention 
was paid to the findings regarding the internal capabilities required for open SOI and open 
innovation processes. Table 5 presents an overview of the 49 articles reviewed, including a 
brief summary of their findings. Before discussing these particular findings, the main 
theoretical foundations of the literature will be introduced in the following section. 
2.7.3.1 Theoretical foundations of the open SOI literature 
The literature on open SOI has employed a variety of theories to argue for an association 
between stakeholder engagement practices and innovations that in one or another way target 
corporate sustainability objectives. Nonetheless, two theories, which are used separately or in 
combination, dominate the literature: 1) RBV and its extensions, i.e. NRBV and dynamic 
capabilities theory; and 2) stakeholder theory. 
RBV is the most acknowledged and regularly used theory in the reviewed articles. According 
to this theory, a firm requires a unique collection of resources, including physical assets, human 
capital and organizational procedures, in order to pursue strategic options that can improve its 
efficiency and effectiveness (Wernerfelt, 1984). Moreover, Barney (1991) asserts that to 
provide firms with competitive advantage over time, resources should be valuable, rare and 
inimitable (or imperfectly imitable). Rodriguez et al. (2002) suggest that stakeholder 
engagement meets all the above conditions, as it enables 1) exploitation of 
opportunities/neutralizing threats by responding better to market and social demands 
(valuable); 2) the obtaining of a mixture of complementary knowledge that is not often 
possessed by a large number of competitors (rare); and 3) the building of relationships that are 
socially complex and path-dependent (inimitable). 
Within the literature on open SOI, RBV has been mostly used to distinguish between 
environmental and non-environmental innovators based on their levels of efforts to access 
external stakeholders’ knowledge (Cainelli et al., 2015; Dangelico et al., 2013; del Rio et al., 
2015; Rodriguez et al., 2017). For example, Cainelli et al. (2015) highlight the key role of 
knowledge created outside a firm for developing environmental products and processes, 
considering the greater technological complexity of these innovations. Their results show that 
Spanish manufacturing firms with reported environmental innovation relied more (compared 
to general innovators) on knowledge obtained from value chain partners and universities, in the 
form of both knowledge created in networks, and embedded knowledge in technologies/patents. 
To investigate how knowledge resources unfold in SOI, Rodriguez et al. (2017) adopt a more 
advanced conceptualization of RBV, by arguing that knowledge resources (including internal 
and external ones) lead to such innovations through a two-stage process: they allow firms to 
develop process innovativeness capability, and this is further combined with knowledge gained 
via R&D cooperation to develop environmental innovations.
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Table 5: Summary of the reviewed articles 
Study Main finding(s)* 
Albort-Morant et al. 
(2018) 
Firms’ capabilities in transforming and exploiting external knowledge positively mediate the effect of acquisition and 
assimilation capabilities on green process and product innovation performance. 
Altuna et al. (2015) 
To adopt new products and services aimed at social sustainability, managers should demonstrate a significant capability in 
involving non-profit organizations as a source of ideas for new innovation projects. 
Arcese et al. (2015) 
Sustainability challenges in the food sector have urged firms to embrace a consumer-centric approach to innovation by using 
different open innovation tools to incorporate consumers' knowledge into innovation processes. 
Arnold (2011) 
Firms use a variety of open innovation methods, ranging from ideas contests to community development workshops, which could 
be differentiated according to their degree of interaction with external stakeholders. Engaging stakeholders through open 
innovation tools could also be perceived as a means of gaining legitimacy and improving corporate image. 
Arnold (2017) 
Mechanisms and tools to integrate external knowledge might have an influence on the innovation outcome and sustainability 
issues. 
Ayuso et al. (2006) 
Stakeholder dialogue and knowledge integration can be regarded as the capabilities necessary to capture stakeholder knowledge 
and transform it into innovative products, services, processes or strategies. 
Ayuso et al. (2011) 
Engaging with key stakeholders in firms has a positive impact on their innovation orientation towards sustainability. However, 
the impact disappears when controlling for the existence of knowledge management practices. 
Behnam et al. 
(2018) 
In product or service types of SOI, mainly the lead organization should possess/develop OI capabilities, while in product-service 
system development, key actors, not merely the lead organization, should build (collaboratively) the capabilities. 
Bhupendra and 
Sangle (2018) 
Among primary stakeholders, firms mainly collaborate with value chain partners to upgrade from pollution prevention activities 
to product stewardship. 
Blum-Kusterer et 
al. (2001) 
 Consumers are proven to be significant in determining eco-innovations. 
 NGOs are found to be relatively insignificant for innovation. 
Bocken, Farracho, 
et al. (2014) 
SMEs engage (mostly) with customers and suppliers to generate novel ideas. Due to their limited budget, they have found 
creative ways, such as student placements, to generate ideas required in the front-end of innovation activities. 
Bonte et al. (2013) 
There is a positive relationship between using information sources and environmental innovations. However, neither cooperation 
nor external acquisition of technologies are associated with increasing innovations.  
Bos-Brouwers 
(2010) 
A general orientation towards SOI is observed, although not necessarily in a systemized way, and cooperation with various 
stakeholders ranging from value chain partners to knowledge institutions, peer companies and local governments. 
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Study Main finding(s)* 
Brunner et al. 
(2013) 
 Mutual benefit and motivation are crucial for long-lasting and successful business-NGO partnerships. 
 Business-NGO partnerships do not always originate from CSR issues but also through monetary benefit or the need to become 
sustainable. 
Cainelli et al. 
(2012) 
Environmental innovations are stimulated by firms’ interaction with universities and business suppliers, but not with customers 
and competing firms. 
Cainelli et al. 
(2015) 
Green innovators fuel their innovation efforts through inter-organizational relationships more intensively than other innovators, 
considering both the co-development of innovation through networking (external resources) and the acquisition of externally 
developed resources (hybrid resources). 
Chen and Hung 
(2014) 
Structural and cognitive capital lead to relational capital, which in turn increases green innovation performance. 
Dangelico et al. 
(2013) 
Collaboration and acquisition of know-how do not play a significant role in integrating environmental issues into manufacturing 
processes, whereas external sourcing does. By contrast, collaboration and acquisition significantly affect the integration of 
environmental issues at the product level, while external knowledge sourcing is less relevant for this output. 
Dangelico et al. 
(2017) 
External knowledge sourcing has a positive and significant effect on green innovation capability, showing that firms (in addition 
to investing in environmental R&D or enhancing cross-functional collaboration) need to explore new environmental knowledge 
and competencies from outside. 
De Marchi (2012) 
 R&D collaboration is more important for environmental innovations than other innovations. 
 Some categories of collaborators are more effective for EIs, particularly suppliers and universities, whereas the user effect 
does not vary between environmental innovations and other innovations. 
De Marchi and 
Grandinetti (2013) 
Highly green innovators (whose innovative activities have resulted in several environmental benefits) interact the most with 
external organizations, especially with universities and research centers. 
del Rio et al. (2015) 
Environmental innovators, compared to non-environmental ones, have a higher tendency to combine internal and external 
knowledge sources for their innovation activities. 
Doluca et al. (2018) 
 Environmentally neutral stakeholders are the most important collaboration partners for family and non-family firms. 
 Family firms are more stable and less volatile regarding their collaboration with stakeholders (of different degrees of 
environmental concerns). The two categories show equal levels of SOI performance. 
Du et al. (2016) 
Using social media tools in gathering technical information amplifies the positive effect of sustainability orientation and 
customer focus on NPD, whereas these moderation effects do not hold for market information. 
Fliaster et al. (2017) 
Secondary stakeholders such as opinion leaders in local communities play a significant role in radical SOI as they can establish 
new supporting relationships, introduce the innovator to a new business environment, and create a new ecosystem. 
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Study Main finding(s)* 
Frey et al. (2013) 
Knowledge networks are able to considerably spur and prompt SMEs’ efforts and commitments towards innovation, both by 
increasing their knowledge and awareness, and by providing specialized support for developing innovation capability. 
Galliano et al. 
(2015) 
The influence of firms’ spatial environment on eco-innovation intensity varies according to the sector. Sectors dominated by 
SMEs benefit mostly from external relationships with other firms in the same value chains (customers and/or suppliers) and with 
institutional stakeholders such as universities.  
Ghisetti et al. 
(2015) 
Increasing the intensity of external knowledge sourcing (to whatever extent) is beneficial for environmental innovations, but 
broadening the scope of sourcing can become difficult to manage after a certain point, and might even discourage firms from 
adopting an environmental innovation. Going beyond a binary view (environmental innovation or not), and extending the 
portfolio of environmental innovations benefits from both broad and intensive external knowledge sourcing. 
Goodman et al. 
(2017) 
 Stakeholders might play eight different roles in SOI processes: as stimulator, initiator, broker/mediator, concept refiner, 
legitimator, educator, context enabler and impact extender. 
 Secondary stakeholders can be highly proactive in stimulator and initiator roles. 
Hansen et al. (2011) 
By crossing the market and environmental impacts of submitted solutions from user communities, the authors develop an eco-
impact-innovativeness grid in which the majority of submissions fall into the incremental and radical conventional cells. 
Although the radical category can have a high market impact resulting in substantially better economic performance, both of 
these categories are perceived as having low impacts on environmental sustainability. 
Holmes et al. 
(2009) 
Firms with a narrow engagement scope aim to exploit the skills and resources of NGOs, while those with a broad or an undefined 
engagement scope are more exploratory and use the collaboration to search for new innovation opportunities. 
Horbach et al. 
(2013) 
In France, universities, consultants and conferences are more important for eco-innovators than for other innovators. In Germany, 
a similar picture can only be observed when the social aspect of innovations is excluded from the analytical model. 
Ingenbleek et al. 
(2016) 
CSR-related absorptive capacity is a critical factor that explains the relationship between firms' embeddedness in secondary 
stakeholder networks and innovation. 
Jones et al. (2017) 
Only knowledge accessed via human resource transfer (e.g. employment of new graduates) has a significant positive influence on 
innovativeness, which in turn positively relates to firm performance. 
Kazadi et al. (2016) 
Before an SOI project starts, firms require capabilities for stakeholder networking and stakeholder competence mapping. In an 
ongoing project, important capabilities are stakeholder relationship management and stakeholder knowledge management. 
Kennedy et al. 
(2017) 
The authors observe the advantages of technology super-scouting, which entails monitoring the outside environment to find 
new/potential uses for a SOI. In addition, continuous dialogue with customers and peer companies enables the firm to evaluate its 
solutions at an early stage, which critically reduces the risk and uncertainty of innovations. 
Ketata et al. (2015) Both broadening the scope of external knowledge sourcing activities and increasing their intensity are important for SOI. 
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Study Main finding(s)* 
Laperche and 
Picard (2013) 
R&D collaborations are an important means of harnessing the complexity of environmental service innovations. These 
collaborations are characterized by a certain degree of organizational flexibility, proactivity of the focal firm to shape networks 
of partners, and the increasing number of partners during the innovative projects.   
Mothe and Nguyen-
Thi (2017) 
Persistent efforts in external knowledge acquisition are associated with a firm’s propensity to introduce environmental 
innovations.  
Muscio et al. (2017) 
Broadening the scope of knowledge sourcing and increasing its intensity are curvilinearly related to propensity of developing 
eco-innovative products. Such a relationship does not hold true for process innovation.  
Peng et al. (2016) 
Managerial risk awareness negatively moderates the effect of knowledge acquired from local governments and business networks 
on eco-management and eco-product innovations. Managerial cost-benefit awareness negatively moderates the effect of 
knowledge acquired from business networks on eco-management innovation, but positively moderate its effect on eco-process 
innovation. 
Rodriguez et al. 
(2017) 
Environmental innovativeness capability is the result of a two-sequence process. First, internal and external R&D, acquisition of 
machinery, software, patents and licenses, and R&D cooperation with suppliers are deployed into process innovativeness 
capability. Then, this capability is extended and bundled with the knowledge brought in by R&D cooperation with public 
research institutions to develop environmental innovativeness capability. 
Segarra-Ona et al. 
(2017) 
Collaboration with competitors, customers and external consultants is significant for the social orientation of innovations, while 
suppliers' knowledge is not considered important for this purpose. 
Sharma et al. 
(1998) 
The unique organizational capabilities resulting from proactive environmental strategies (including stakeholder engagement 
capability) account for more than half of the firms’ variance in competitive advantage (including innovation). 
Wagner (2007) 
 In addition to cooperating with predominantly environmentally concerned stakeholders, avoiding excessive cooperation with 
environmentally neutral stakeholders is also important to enable environmental product innovation. 
 Cooperation with environmentally concerned and environmentally neutral stakeholders does not affect environmental patents. 
Wagner (2009) User integration and cooperation with fringe stakeholders positively affect radical SOI. 
Wagner (2011) Cooperation with fringe stakeholders has an effect on process innovations as well as on the level of the novelty of innovation. 
Yang and Park 
(2016) 
Diverse sources of external knowledge, although having positive main effects on innovation outcomes, negatively moderate the 
relationship between a firm’s intended environmental sustainability and its actual achievement of SOI. 
Zimmerling et al. 
(2017) 
By involving users in SOI, firms do not only tap the knowledge of users' needs, but also the solution knowledge that provides the 
basis for new product functionalities or service components. 
* For papers that study other aspects of SOI, only the findings relevant to this thesis (external stakeholders’ engagement in SOI) are presented.  
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Moreover, theories such as NRBV and dynamic capabilities, which have their foundations in 
RBV, have also found their way into the research on open SOI. The former theoretical 
framework drew management scholars’ attention to the limitations as well as the possibilities 
that lie in the natural environment, which is ignored in RBV (Hart, 1995). By emphasizing the 
increasing importance of environmental and social issues in gaining competitive advantage, 
this theory implies that key resources such as stakeholder integration enable firms to integrate 
these issues in developing sustainable products and processes (Hart, 1995; Hart et al., 2011).  
In one of the first attempts to test this assumption of NRBV, Sharma et al. (1998) found that 
joint problem solving and information sharing with secondary stakeholders in the Canadian oil 
and gas industry was a key determinant of a set of firm-level outputs, including product and 
process innovations. However, in industries such as telecommunications, which are not 
generally associated with direct impacts on the natural environment, firms rely on the 
knowledge exchanged within their value chain to develop SOI, while also highlighting their 
achievements through various media channels to build a positive reputation (Bhupendra et al., 
2018). Therefore, NRBV assumptions should be considered with caution in different industry 
contexts which have various degrees of impact on the natural environment; this relates to the 
extent firms’ competitive advantage is dependent on capabilities emerging from positive 
relationships with the natural environment. 
The dynamic capability theory, as the second extension of RBV, holds that in addition to their 
endowed resources, firms need to “renew their competences so as to achieve congruence with 
the changing business environment” (Teece et al., 1997, p. 515). In this regard, changes in 
technologies, regulative frameworks and societal needs, as features of sustainability contexts, 
require continuous reconfiguration of internal and external resources and competencies (Amui 
et al., 2017; Aragón-Correa et al., 2008). The reviewed articles that build on this theory 
evidence the existence of certain organizational processes as the microfoundations of dynamic 
capabilities (Teece, 2007), including internally focused (Behnam et al., 2018; Kazadi et al., 
2016), externally focused (Kennedy et al., 2017; Ketata et al., 2015) and a combination of 
internally and externally focused processes (Ayuso et al., 2006; Dangelico et al., 2017).  
As for internal processes, establishing shared visions and intra-organizational communication 
to integrate the externally acquired knowledge is of utmost important for SOI (Dangelico et al., 
2017; Kazadi et al., 2016). Concerning external processes, Kennedy et al. (2017) reveal that 
building trust-based relationships to secure a continuous dialogue with external stakeholders, 
particularly in the early stages of product/process development, can reduce the risk of failure in 
addressing social and environmental issues. Despite the valuable contributions of these recent 
studies, the full spectrum of capabilities and their microfoundations that enable firms to 
identify, understand, integrate and exploit external knowledge are yet to be examined. 
Alongside RBV and its extensions, stakeholder theory is the other theoretical underpinning that 
is relatively prevalent in the open SOI literature. Studies in this research stream have mainly 
focused on exploring how stakeholders with different attributes, including primary and 
secondary stakeholders (Ayuso et al., 2011; Du et al., 2016; Goodman et al., 2017), or those 
showing different degrees of environmental/social concerns (Segarra-Ona et al., 2017; Wagner, 
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2007), affect SOI outputs. Common to both categories is the evidence that not only do 
traditional stakeholders such as customers and suppliers, but also stakeholders such as NGOs 
and local communities, possess knowledge and ideas that might affect SOI, either directly 
(Goodman et al., 2017) or indirectly through general innovation capabilities (Segarra-Ona et 
al., 2017). Nonetheless, Wagner (2007) suggests that firm managers should adjust their 
engagement practices according to different types of stakeholders by considering that too much 
cooperation with those who are not primarily concerned about environmental issues might 
impede SOI activities. 
Application of stakeholder theory is nonetheless limited in the open SOI literature, as most  
publications emphasize the attributes of stakeholders, which leaves the ‘attributes of 
stakeholder relationships’ an understudied area. According to stakeholder theorists, stakeholder 
engagement can be generally categorized into transactional and relational engagements by 
considering the reciprocity level of relationships between a focal firm and its stakeholders 
(Hillman et al., 2001; Jones, 1995). Transactional or one-way interaction implies learning about 
the needs and expectations of stakeholders without their direct involvement in the knowledge 
creation process (Herremans et al., 2016), whereas relational or two-way interaction entails 
knowledge exchange processes between a firm and its stakeholders (Onkila, 2011). Considering 
that the original conception of stakeholder theory lies in relationships with stakeholders as the 
unit of analysis (Hörisch et al., 2014), future research should investigate how transactional and 
relational attributes affect SOI.      
2.7.3.2 Internal capabilities required for open SOI 
As discussed in section 2.2, although open innovation moves the locus of innovation outside 
organizational boundaries, it does not by any means dispel the need for internal capabilities 
required to utilize the externally acquired knowledge. As such, the literature on open SOI has 
so far investigated a wide variety of internal capabilities and their role in enabling firms to 
achieve different types of SOI. However, the findings are sparse and fragmented, which makes 
it too difficult (if not impossible) to understand how these capabilities should be combined in 
different stages of open innovation, from obtaining external knowledge to making use of it. To 
fill this gap, this section builds on the theory of absorptive capacity and its three dimensions of 
recognition, assimilation and exploitation capabilities in order to synthesize the findings from 
the literature. Table 6 maps these findings, based on the three aforementioned capabilities and 
their microfoundations.  
According to Lane et al. (2006) and Todorova and Durisin (2007), recognition capability 
enables a firm to identify and understand external knowledge resources. In the second step, 
assimilation provides the ability to integrate external and internal knowledge, which could 
result in only a slight change, or in an entire transformation, of a firm’s existing knowledge 
base. Finally, firms should be able to exploit the new knowledge by applying it to their daily 
operations in order to develop innovations. All in all, recognition, assimilation and exploitation 
capabilities allow a firm to convert external knowledge into innovative outputs.    
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Table 6: Insights from the reviewed articles regarding internal capabilities 
Capability dimension Identified microfoundations Key references 
Recognition 
Internal R&D De Marchi (2012); del Rio et al. (2015); Frey 
et al. (2013); Galliano et al. (2015); Horbach 
et al. (2013); Ketata et al. (2015); Mothe et 
al. (2017); Muscio et al. (2017); Rodriguez 
et al. (2017) 
Competence mapping capability Behnam et al. (2018); Kazadi et al. (2016) 
Employee training Bos-Brouwers (2010); Cainelli et al. (2015); 
De Marchi et al. (2013); Ketata et al. (2015) 
Managerial social and 
environmental awareness 
Ingenbleek et al. (2016); Peng et al. (2016) 
Assimilation 
Flexible structure and open culture Ayuso et al. (2006) 
Knowledge management Ayuso et al. (2011); Kazadi et al. (2016) 
Cross-functional coordination Dangelico et al. (2017); Ghisetti et al. 
(2015); Laperche et al. (2013) 




Behnam et al. (2018); Kazadi et al. (2016) 
The sampled articles reveal various resources, routines and processes that underlie the 
recognition capability for SOI, including R&D (De Marchi, 2012; Horbach et al., 2013), 
competence mapping (Behnam et al., 2018; Kazadi et al., 2016), employee training (Cainelli et 
al., 2015; Ketata et al., 2015) and managerial social/environmental awareness (Ingenbleek et 
al., 2016; Peng et al., 2016). Among these, the majority of articles consider internal R&D 
processes as the most prominent component of firms’ prior knowledge required for identifying 
and understanding external knowledge. The technological complexity of SOI, particularly the 
more radical innovations such as cleaner production technologies, make R&D a more important 
resource for these innovations than general innovations (Galliano et al., 2015). Others, such as 
Ghisetti et al. (2015) and Mothe et al. (2017), took a step further and found a moderating role 
for R&D in the relationship between external knowledge acquisition and innovative outputs, 
hence claiming that higher degrees of technological knowledge emerging from R&D can 
reinforce the positive effect that openness has on SOI. 
A relatively smaller part of the literature that deals with recognition capability has extended the 
limited R&D-based view to absorptive capacity and found support for the necessity of other 
types of organizational routines for improving firms’ knowledge base. In this regard, employee 
training allows smaller firms to compensate for their lack of formal R&D knowledge by 
updating their personnel on changes in environmental, social and market areas, alongside more 
general technological knowledge (Bos-Brouwers, 2010). Besides educating employees, the way 
managers interpret environmental and social issues can have a significant influence on their 
engagement with external stakeholders. Thus, managers’ response to these issues in the form 
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of directing firms’ activities towards innovation in products and processes is predicted by their 
awareness and understanding of social responsibilities (Ingenbleek et al., 2016) and 
environmental protection (Peng et al., 2016). Increasing environmental and social awareness 
among managers can also help their respective firms to establish stakeholder relationships that 
are based on mutual understanding and common language (Eccles et al., 2014), as crucial 
components of competitive advantage in corporate sustainability contexts. 
Next to recognition capability, the review also highlighted the existence of various 
microfoundations for assimilation capability. Although it is widely agreed in the literature that 
intra-organizational relationships support the integration of external and internal knowledge, 
researchers suggest different processes and routines to augment such relationships, which can 
be differentiated in terms of their formality. The first group includes formal organizational 
processes such as knowledge management (Ayuso et al., 2011; Kazadi et al., 2016) and cross-
functional coordination (Dangelico et al., 2017; Ghisetti et al., 2015; Laperche et al., 2013), 
whereas the second considers informal processes such as boundary spanning (Holmes et al., 
2009) and nurturing open culture (Ayuso et al., 2006).  
For example, Dangelico et al. (2017) highlight that facilitating collaborations between 
specialized environmental units and functional departments (e.g. R&D and marketing), as well 
as within the functions will increase the probability of designing products that address 
environmental and economic sustainability. Instead, in the case of firm-NGO collaborations, 
boundary-spanners act as conduits of knowledge in an informal way, as they explore external 
opportunities and ‘travel around’ different functional departments to exchange ideas and 
solutions (Holmes et al., 2009). It is important to note the fact that formal and informal 
mechanisms of integration do not work in all firms and in all situations, hence factors such as 
levels of hierarchy and trust should be taken into account in choosing the most appropriate 
process for assimilation capability. However, jointly pursuing formal and informal processes, 
for example knowledge management and nurturing open culture, seems to be an appropriate 
strategy, but has yet to be examined in the literature. 
The final capability, exploitation, has received minimal attention from researchers in the field 
of open SOI. As shown in Table 6, only two studies have recently investigated stakeholder 
relationship management as a microfoundation for the capability of utilizing external 
knowledge in SOI. Both studies base their empirical setting at the project level and argue that 
in an ongoing SOI project, a firm should be able to retain its relationships with external 
stakeholders in such a way that secures the exchange of knowledge until the desired project 
outcome is achieved (Behnam et al., 2018; Kazadi et al., 2016). As more tensions could arise 
(particularly between firms and secondary stakeholders such as NGOs) in the later stages of 
innovation projects, when firms aim to apply the integrated knowledge into the development of 
tangible outputs, trust and commitment to shared goals play a key role in the ultimate success 
of innovations (Behnam et al., 2018). Considering the restricted scope of SOI and corporate 
sustainability in specific projects, broader firm-level studies are needed to provide a more 
complete understanding of other microfoundations of exploitation capability.     
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2.7.3.3 Open innovation processes  
It would be expected that all three processes of outside-in, inside-out and coupled open 
innovation are investigated in the literature on open SOI. However, among the reviewed 
articles, none reflects on the inside-out process, which is nonetheless in line with the focus of 
this thesis on outside-in and coupled processes. Therefore, in this section, the findings from the 
literature are discussed in general according to these processes and the different types of 
stakeholders included in each one. In between the main processes of outside-in and coupled 
open innovation, a small strand of research has focused exclusively on open innovation tools 
(methods) to explore how these processes are implemented in a more practical way. The three 
papers on the latter topic will be discussed first. 
Among the three aforementioned studies, the research conducted by Arnold (2017) highlights 
that SOI can particularly benefit from four types of open innovation tools: innovation 
workshops, sustainability-related web communities, ideas contests and dialogue. She defines 
these tools as enablers of collaboration between a firm and its external stakeholders, particularly 
customers, NGOs and society at large. In her view, special attention should be paid to the level 
of interaction in these open innovation tools, which can consequently influence external 
knowledge transfer and learning abilities from this knowledge (Arnold, 2011). For example, 
workshops and web communities allow firms to interact intensively with external stakeholders 
and to have access to their tacit knowledge about environmental and social issues. Accordingly, 
Hansen et al. (2011) focus exclusively on ideas contests as an open innovation tool with a 
medium level of interaction, in order to examine its suitability for generating SOI. In this regard, 
they develop a matrix crossing market and environmental impacts of innovations, in which the 
most advanced SOIs are placed in the upper right-hand cell. However, their findings do not 
show a great contribution from such contests for SOI, especially concerning the environmental 
impacts of innovations. 
Concerning outside-in open innovation, the widespread belief in the literature on open SOI is 
that both external knowledge sourcing and the acquisition of knowledge embedded in 
technologies/R&D services are beneficial for the propensity of firms to achieve SOI outputs 
(Cainelli et al., 2015; Frey et al., 2013; Ketata et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2017). Nonetheless, 
while firms should be able to source/acquire knowledge from a diverse range of external 
stakeholders, some studies have not found supporting evidence for the positive contribution of 
certain specific stakeholders, such as suppliers (Segarra-Ona et al., 2017), customers (De 
Marchi, 2012) and research organizations (Bonte et al., 2013). Such contradictory results can 
be explained by the various ways SOI is operationalized, as well as the variance in terms of 
empirical settings. To illustrate this point, Segarra-Ona et al. (2017) measure SOI as an 
innovation capability that emerges from general innovations in products and processes. Thus, 
although suppliers’ knowledge about products and processes is shown to be significant for 
general innovations, it does not directly exert any effect on SOI. 
Based on these contradictory results, scholars have recently started to build a contingent link 
between external knowledge sourcing and SOI. In one of these studies, Mothe et al. (2017) 
assert that although sporadic sourcing activities may result in SOI outputs, firms that 
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persistently utilize external knowledge in their innovation are in a relatively better position to 
devise innovative outputs. Indeed, by conducting external knowledge sourcing over time, firms 
also develop a set of processes and routines (a capability) to diversify their channels of access 
to external knowledge. Other studies, such as those of Ghisetti et al. (2015) and Muscio et al. 
(2017), turn our attention to the deteriorating effect of excessive external knowledge sourcing 
on SOI, since too many external activities limit a firm’s resources required for the subsequent 
stages of knowledge assimilation and exploitation. Thus, instead of a straightforward 
relationship between outside-in open innovation and SOI, firms should be aware of the limits 
for and conditional effects of their reliance on external knowledge. 
In contrast to outside-in open innovation, which is usually shown to comprise multiple types of 
stakeholders, the coupled process has been mostly conceptualized as restricted collaboration 
with specific stakeholder groups, mainly value chain partners and universities (Bonte et al., 
2013; Laperche et al., 2013) and NGOs/local communities (Holmes et al., 2009; Wagner, 2009, 
2011). The point of departure of these studies is that knowledge in the context of corporate 
sustainability is not only distributed (hence requires open innovation in general), but is also 
complex and embedded in socially complex relationships and thereby can be effectively 
exchanged via two-way interactions between a focal firm and its stakeholders. 
2.7.4 Recap of the literature review and the research purposes of this thesis 
The above thematic analysis has highlighted a set of imperatives for further research on open 
SOI, which will be addressed in this thesis. As proposed by the overall RQ and the theoretical 
background, the study is specifically interested in developing knowledge on the associations 
between external stakeholders, SOI outputs and financial performance, as well as on the 
conditions under which these associations can be evidenced. Accordingly, the research gaps 
identified through the systematic literature review lay the basis for building the theoretical 
framework (Figure 9), which relates the proposed RQs in the appended papers. 
 
Figure 9: Theoretical framework 
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innovations, or to particular types of external stakeholder such as NGOs. Therefore, paper 1 in 
this thesis employs an integrative theoretical approach to capability building in open innovation 
contexts, namely absorptive capacity, and seeks to answer the question (RQ1), “What are the 
capabilities, and their underlying skills and routines, that build the absorptive capacity required 
for SOI in the minerals industry?” This theoretical underpinning will then enable us to explore 
the underlying skills and routines that form a firm’s capability in the sequential processes of 
recognizing, assimilating and exploiting external stakeholders’ knowledge for pursuing SOI.  
Second, previous research has primarily sought to examine internal and/or external components 
of open SOI (i.e. capabilities and open innovation processes), which consequently leaves the 
inter-organizational component understudied. This research gap is particularly relevant to the 
phenomenon of open SOI, as the flow of knowledge between a firm and its external 
stakeholders is more likely to be hampered due to the ‘distant’ knowledge bases and 
sustainability objectives. In this regard, the theoretical advancements in the literature on 
proximity dimensions offer promising avenues for research on SOI by describing how 
cognitive, institutional and organizational distances in firm-stakeholder relationships can be 
overcome to unfold innovative results, particularly in peripheral economic regions that also 
lack the advantage of local knowledge spillovers. Accordingly, paper 2 aims to answer the 
second RQ of the thesis (RQ2), which asks: “What proximity dimensions, i.e., institutional, 
cognitive and organizational proximities, or any combinations of them, explain the SOI outputs 
of companies in the minerals industry?”  
Third, the thematic analysis showed that existing findings regarding the contribution of 
different open innovation processes to SOI outputs are far from conclusive. Hence, RQ3 asks: 
“To what extent does stakeholder engagement affect a firm’s SOI outputs?” The answer to this 
question is pursued in paper 3, which draws on stakeholder theory and formulates outside-in 
and coupled processes of open innovation as transactional and relational attributes of 
stakeholder engagement in SOI, and thereby provides a clearer theoretical explanation for why 
we should expect a link between open innovation and SOI outputs. Paper 3 also deals with 
another gap in the open SOI literature, which is the scarcity of insights into whether stakeholder 
engagement and SOI are conducive to financial performance. Among the reviewed papers, only 
one study (Jones et al., 2017) has conducted empirical examination of such associations, which 
is nonetheless confined to only universities as external stakeholders. More specifically, the final 
RQ of this thesis (RQ4) is informed by NRBV, proposing SOI outputs as a critical factor in 
obtaining financial benefits by practicing corporate sustainability (reflected in engaging 
stakeholders). This question therefore asks: “To what extent do SOI outputs mediate the 
association between stakeholder engagement and financial performance?”        
In addition, the descriptive analysis of the open SOI literature revealed the limitations regarding 
the types of stakeholders and SOI outputs in the reviewed articles, as well as the need for single-
industry focus to rule out the effect of multisector variances. Therefore, in answering the overall 
question and sub-questions of this thesis, data from the minerals industry is drawn on to explore 




3 Research design and methods 
This chapter describes the philosophical and methodological approach of the thesis. In doing 
so, it discusses the way its stance on the ontology and epistemology of the phenomenon under 
study is applied in practice to inform the research design. Second, a detailed description of the 
methods used for the data collection and analysis is provided. The variety of techniques used 
to ensure the validity and reliability of the research instruments are also briefly described.      
3.1 Reflections on philosophical paradigms 
It is widely accepted that philosophical paradigms lie on a spectrum from positivist to 
interpretivist approaches. According to positivist ontology, a social phenomenon exists “out 
there” and can be directly measured, while interpretivism underlines the complexity of social 
phenomena and aims at gaining interpretive understanding of the multiple realities regarding a 
single phenomenon (Payne & Payne, 2004). Considering, for example, innovation, a positivist 
researcher is likely to use purely objective measurements such as patents or investments (e.g. 
in R&D) to gauge innovative outputs. In contrast, an interpretivist one portrays innovations in 
the way they are understood by the respective firms and relies on managers’ and other 
stakeholders’ interpretations of what innovation entails.  
Such an ontological disposition resonates directly with the dominant epistemological views in 
these two paradigms. As argued by Guba (1990), positivism asserts that it is both “possible and 
essential” for researchers to remain distant from the phenomenon under investigation in order 
to eliminate bias from the outcomes. On the other hand, the interaction between researchers and 
social phenomena is at the heart of interpretivism, as it is the only means of unlocking the 
perceptions held by social actors about a phenomenon.  
While these two paradigms are regarded as extremes concerning their ontological and 
epistemological views, the paradigm of critical realism is placed in between. Critical realism is 
close to the positivist view of the objective nature of social phenomena (meaning reality exists), 
but acknowledges that our knowledge about these phenomena is incomplete and cannot be 
generalized to every context (Sayer, 1992). Putting it differently, critical realism goes beyond 
the positivist epistemology regarding the limitation of our knowledge of observable events, 
hence highlights that we can also know about unobservable entities underlying a phenomenon 
(Payne et al., 2004). Consequently, the difficulty in establishing the truth of unobservable 
entities makes our knowledge fallible in the realist school of thought. For example, authors such 
as Zollo and Winter (2002) assert that while organizational capabilities are not per se observable 
entities, research can draw on the processes and routines underlying such capabilities to 
elucidate capability generation over time.      
This thesis follows the philosophical assumptions in critical realism due to its strong emphasis 
on explaining the underlying mechanisms and structures behind social phenomena, rather than 
uncovering general laws. As stated by Bechara and Ven (2007, p. 61), critical realism maintains 
“a mind independent, stratified reality consisting of underlying structures and mechanisms that 
determine how things come to behave”. The view held in this thesis is that firms’ practices 
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regarding SOI comprise a set of entities, structures and mechanisms that generate specific 
innovative outputs. These structures and mechanisms include, but are not limited to, 
combinations of physical (e.g. minerals, technologies), social (e.g. employees, their 
interactions) and organizational (e.g. relationships with external stakeholders) entities.  
However, considering the complexity of SOI and the varying causal power of these mechanisms 
in various situations, the aim of this thesis is not to predict innovative or economic results, but 
instead to explain under what conditions and how such results come about (Sayer, 2000). 
Indeed, while the complexity of SOI and its underlying mechanisms (as the reality) hinder us 
from gaining a perfect understanding of what causes (and results from) SOI, the explanatory 
knowledge created in the thesis is the result of continuous cross referencing between the 
theories and empirical data. This is achieved by employing an abductive research design to 
explain the different internal (firm capabilities), external (transactional and relational attributes 
of firms’ engagement with their stakeholders) and inter-organizational (the extent of firms’ 
proximity to their stakeholders) mechanisms underlying SOI. The following section describes 
how such an abductive approach is implemented in the appended papers. 
3.2 Research design 
The purpose of making philosophical assumptions is to facilitate the move towards choosing 
the appropriate method(s) for data collection and analysis, or, as Saunders et al. (2009) put it, 
to “peel away” the outer layers of the research onion in designing the research process. Figure 
10 illustrates how the different elements of research design in this thesis are mapped according 
to the research onion model. In what follows in this section, the choices of reasoning approach, 
research strategies, methodology and data collection techniques are discussed, considering 
critical realism as the adopted philosophical paradigm (the outermost layer of the research 
onion).  
 

































As concerning the approach to reasoning, the three papers in the thesis employ an abductive 
approach, although in different ways, to explain the phenomenon of open SOI. In paper 1, 
absorptive capacity, and particularly its underlying processes of recognizing, assimilating and 
exploiting external knowledge (Lane et al., 2006) is used as the theoretical underpinning for the 
empirical qualitative case study. In such studies, this line of reasoning merges the strengths of 
deductive and inductive approaches by means of starting from a general theory as a source of 
inspiration, and subsequently drawing on insights from the data to provide explanations for why 
particular patters are observed (Bergene, 2007). As abduction requires consideration of 
alternative theories and explanations of observed patterns, the thematic analysis in this paper 
was conducted by means of consecutive and recursive processes of coding and classification in 
order to continuously move between emerging capabilities and data material. Moreover, the 
paper employs a theoretical sampling approach (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007), such that cases 
were selected based on their potential to provide in-depth knowledge to inform the theory, 
instead of being driven by practical considerations.  
In a somewhat different manner regarding abduction, while papers 2 and 3 basically test 
theories with quantitative data, the hypotheses developed in these papers are inspired by a priori 
knowledge of the authors of the empirical setting and SOI phenomenon. Indeed, theories are 
applied by sensing the empirical world, in contrast to a deductive approach that proceeds from 
an already known theory to develop a set of testable hypotheses. Adopting a purely deductive 
approach runs the risk of only conveying the ‘truth’ that already exists in a general theory and 
thereby does not reveal the underlying similarities and anomalies between different cases 
(firms, in this thesis) that are of interest in social science (Reichertz, 2014). This is particularly 
important from a critical realist point of view, in which social phenomena are considered too 
complex to be understood by pure descriptions of correlational or causal effects. For example, 
in paper 2, although the literature highlights the importance of all aspects of proximity in inter-
organizational relationships (Aguiléra et al., 2012; Boschma, 2005), previous observations 
regarding the peripheral localization of mineral firms have informed the theoretical framework 
of this paper and its focus on non-geographical dimensions of proximity, compared to the 
geographical alternative.                    
As shown in Table 7, which summarizes the methodological choices and analytical techniques 
used in the thesis, it was decided to conduct a qualitative case study and an industry-wide survey 
to obtain the data. Based on the discussion in section 1.4, the RQs in this thesis were generated 
by identifying and constructing critical gaps in the literature on open SOI. However, such a 
‘gap-spotting’ approach should not be juxtaposed with quantitative data collection techniques 
(such as surveys), nor with the deductive hypothesis-testing line of reasoning (Alvesson et al., 
2011). Qualitative researches should also convince their readers by illustrating gaps in the 
current understandings, which in turn necessitates the building or elaborating of theories (Pratt, 
2009). Thus, the overall aim of the thesis to fill certain gaps does not set any limit regarding the 
use of both qualitative and quantitative data; this choice is justified by the different research 
objectives pursued in the appended papers. 
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Table 7: Overview of the different elements of research design in the appended papers 
Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 
Research 
objective 
Exploring the underlying 
skills and routines that 
form a firm’s capability in 
recognizing, assimilating 
and exploiting external 
stakeholders’ knowledge 
for pursuing SOI.     
Explaining in what 
ways and to what extent 
different types of SOI 
outputs are conditioned 
upon various aspects of 
proximity between a 
firm and its external 
stakeholders.  
Explaining the extent to 
which stakeholder 
engagement affects SOI 
outputs, and whether the 
latter conditions the impact 
of stakeholder engagement 










Annual reports, news and 
data from conference 
presentations and internet 
documents. 
101 responses to the 
online questionnaire 
designed by the author. 
101 responses to the online 
questionnaire designed by 
the author. 
Sales values and operational 
profits obtained via Proff® 
(the openly accessible 




Thematic analysis by 
following three steps of 
open, axial and selective 
coding in NVivo. 
Logit regression by 
SPSS. 
Ordinal and linear regression, 
as well as analysis of 
mediation using the 
Preacher-Hayes 









Creating case database. 
Asking for interviewee 




Using a theoretical 
framework. 
Using established 
measures to the greatest 
extent possible. 
Conducting a pilot 
study. 




Using established measures 
to the greatest extent 
possible. 
Conducting a pilot study. 
Considering and testing 
alternative variable 
measurements and model 
specifications. 
Using time-lagged data for 
financial performance. 
Hence, although all three papers in the thesis raise “what” type of questions, they imply two 
different meanings considering their particular objectives: exploratory and explanatory (Yin, 
2009). The former, as in RQ1, requires in-depth knowledge beyond the surface of any construct 
or variable in order to enable us to reveal how a phenomenon comes about. As we were 
interested in revealing capabilities, either those owned/developed by an individual firm, or 
those that emerge at the interaction with peer companies (at the industry level), an embedded 
single-case study strategy was used in paper 1. To collect data from the cases, insights from 
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semi-structured interviews with firm managers were combined with published company reports 
and other available materials. Section 3.3.1 describes the interview process in detail. 
On the other hand, a larger amount of data was necessary to study the relationships between 
various determinants of SOI, innovative outputs and financial performance in order to answer 
the explanatory “what” type of questions raised in papers 2 and 3. In this regard, a survey 
strategy allowed the collection of quantitative data across the entire industry. Other research 
strategies such as experiment or archival data are not very possible (if not impossible) 
considering the geographical spread of mineral firms in Norway, as well as the lack of data on 
their innovation and stakeholder engagement activities on a large scale. Section 3.3.2 presents 
the activities undertaken to design the questionnaire and to administer the quantitative data 
collection.    
3.3 Data collection and data analysis 
Concerning the methodological choices, the thesis is in a general sense mixed method research 
on open SOI. That is, while both qualitative and quantitative data are collected, each are 
subsequently analysed using qualitative and quantitative techniques (Saunders et al., 2009). 
However, as discussed in section 3.2, these techniques are not combined in the individual 
papers, as specific types of data (quantitative or qualitative) were needed to address different 
objectives (exploratory and explanatory) in them.      
3.3.1 Semi-structured interviews and thematic analysis 
As shown in Table 7, the first objective of the thesis is to explore the capabilities and their 
underlying microfoundations that enable mineral firms to undertake SOI. Considering the 
complexity of SOI capabilities, and in line with other studies in the field of open SOI (e.g. 
Brunner et al., 2013; Driessen & Hillebrand, 2013), a theoretical sampling strategy was 
employed to include firms with a certain level of innovation activities, as well as demonstrating 
a track record of success in engaging external stakeholders in these activities.  
In doing so, a three-stage process was followed: first, considering the above criteria, an initial 
list of 40 Norwegian mineral firms was nominated based on the insights obtained from 
publications such as industry analysis and company reports. This list was then reduced to 27 by 
means of reviewing media outlets (mostly newspapers and company websites) and observations 
made at events such as the annual meeting of the Association of Norwegian Mineral Industry. 
Finally, the list was discussed with three independent industry experts working in the 
association, Mineral Cluster Norway and a consulting company. This led to the exclusion of 
five more firms, leaving a list of 22. Throughout this process, contextual factors were 
deliberately taken into account that could have effected firms’ level of stakeholder engagement 
and innovation activities, hence an attempt was made to ensure that firms operating in different 
sub-sectors and geographical locations were represented in the study. 
Next, the chief executive officers (CEOs) of these firms were approached for interview. An 
email containing a brief description of the purpose of the study and the desired structure for the 
interview (duration, tentative date, etc.) was sent to these managers, of whom 16 agreed to 
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participate in the research. Although showing their interest to participate, half of the 16 CEOs 
suggested another manager in their respective firms, explaining that the theme of the interview 
was of greater relevance for particular functional managers. This line of argument was also 
aligned with the adopted research design, as the intention was to capture data from informants 
who were indeed embedded in the phenomenon (Gioia et al., 2013), with the hope that their 
experience-based interpretations would provide knowledge of the characteristics of capabilities 
and innovation practices. Consequently, the interviewee in some case firms was a manager 
directly responsible for innovation activities, for example the sales manager, R&D manager, 
production manager or business development manager. An overview of the interviewees is 
presented in Appendix 1. 
The aim of the interviews was to obtain insight into the routines and processes that firms use to 
develop recognition, assimilation and exploitation capabilities. Therefore, it was necessary to 
have a set of predetermined questions that could help reveal the emergence of these capabilities. 
Nonetheless, the need to consider a certain degree of flexibility in the interviews was also 
recognized, since asking follow-up questions or omitting irrelevant ones in some cases should 
be allowed in order to obtain the full range of data required for analysis (Qu & Dumay, 2011). 
Hence, a semi-structured approach was adopted, as this is more suitable for establishing a 
balance between a focus on pre-determined topics and a flexible flow, the latter being important 
to give the interviewees the chance to use their own words and to elaborate on the details of 
their capability building processes. A variety of open, probing and specific questions was 
developed on topics related to drivers of innovation, knowledge-exchange mechanisms and 
internal processes for building capabilities. Despite the differences between interviews 
regarding the content and the flow of questions, an interview protocol (see Appendix 2) 
containing a common set of questions, together with a procedural explanation of the interview, 
was sent to the interviewees prior to the interviews. 
Considering the wide geographic dispersal of the case firms, and the probable logistic issues 
involved in visiting them in person, all the interviews were conducted via Skype. Compared to 
other remote methods such as telephone interviewing, Skype has the advantage of face-to-face 
connection with the informants, which is important for increasing the responsiveness of the 
interviewees and building a good rapport (Deakin & Wakefield, 2014). Moreover, following 
the suggestions of Qu et al. (2011), the interviews began with a brief reiteration of the purpose 
of the research, and the interviewees were asked if they had any questions before starting the 
interview. However, terms such as ‘sustainability’ were purposely avoided during the 
interviews and further elaboration on stakeholder engagement in SOI was saved until the end 
of conversations. 
The recorded interviews were transcribed immediately after each interview. This allowed them 
to be summarized and issues or topics identified which needed to be taken into account in the 
next interview. As concerns analysis of the interview material, NVivo software package was 
used to perform the three steps of coding: open coding, axial coding and selective coding 
(Dougherty, 2002; Gioia et al., 2013). First, the data were read independently and concepts and 
expressions related to sustainability drivers, different types of SOI, internal capabilities and 
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external sources of knowledge were searched for. In the second phase, our discussions about 
the similarities and differences between these concepts across the different cases, as well as 
several rounds of consultation with the literature, led to identification of a set of second-order 
codes. Finally, the material was reviewed and recoded by using the codes from the second step 
to clarify the emerging themes and their relationships.  
To improve the quality of the methods employed for collection and analysis of the qualitative 
data, Yin (2009) argues for the importance of establishing research reliability and validity. 
Regarding reliability, he suggests two specific practices: developing an interview protocol and 
creating a database containing all the case material, which were both done in this thesis. For 
validity, he differentiates between construct, internal and external aspects. The former entails 
avoiding the use of subjective conceptualizations and judgements. In doing so, the transcripts 
were sent to the interviewees to obtain their feedback and further reflections. Furthermore, 
when available, the interview data were triangulated with other data materials (such as annual 
reports, news and data from conference presentations and internet documents) to check the 
convergence of informants’ explanations with the objective information.  
Concerning internal validity, particular attention was paid to similarities and dissimilarities 
between emerging concepts in the different case firms, thereby enabling us to consider rival 
explanations for an observed pattern. For example, while the majority of informants pointed to 
the importance of sharing experiences among co-workers in a specific unit/function for 
assimilating external knowledge, such routines were not perceived to be of high relevance when 
the acquired knowledge was highly multidisciplinary. On these occasions, our findings instead 
highlight the significance of intra-firm communication channels across, for example, technical 
and market divisions. For external validity, although the intention was not to generalize the 
findings, using absorptive capacity as a general theory could assist in extending the findings to 
other similar contexts. 
3.3.2 Survey and regression analysis 
The first step in collecting the quantitative data was to produce a database of firms that should 
be included in the survey. As argued in section 1.3, firms operating in the four non-energy 
sectors of the minerals industry in Norway serve as the empirical setting for the study. These 
firms are classified under divisions 7 (mining of metal ores) and 8 (other mining and quarrying) 
of the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) published by the United Nations 
(2008). A search was made for these two firm categories listed in the Norwegian register of 
business enterprises (Foretaksregisteret), in which all firms are required by law to register. This 
search resulted in 690 hits (in October 2015). From this, 193 firms were shortlisted based on 
two criteria: first, their establishment date must have been at the latest January 2013, since the 
survey covers the period 2013-2015. Second, in accordance with established innovation surveys 
such as CIS, they must have had five or more employees, a figure which is considered as a 
rough proxy for having a certain level of human resources available for innovation and 
stakeholder engagement.  
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Therefore, the final population comprised 193 firms operating in four different sectors of the 
Norwegian minerals industry. It was purposely decided to take a census of all these firms 
instead of using sampling because of the heterogeneity of the population, which necessitates 
inclusion of all its small segments (Daniel, 2012). For example, using the proportional sampling 
method based on firm size, geographical location or minerals sector might have led to the 
undesirable exclusion of firms with specific characteristics (e.g. large firms or those in the High 
North region), which can behave differently in relation to innovation and stakeholder 
engagement. Having established this list, the next step involved obtaining the firms’ contact 
information (including email address, postal address and phone number), since a complete and 
updated list of email addresses was not available through either the register or other authorities 
(such as the Norwegian Directorate of Mining). This was done by inspecting firms’ websites or 
their social media pages. At the end of this stage, a complete database of 193 firms, including 
their contact information, was generated to be used for collecting data through a questionnaire. 
The second step in the survey process was to develop the questionnaire. Due to the 
comprehensiveness of the research topic, a web survey was considered more appropriate 
(compared to mail or telephone surveys) in order to provide firms with flexibility, both in 
preparing for questions and reviewing their answers before submitting the questionnaire 
(Saunders et al., 2009). Accordingly, the tailored design method developed by Dillman et al. 
(2014) was closely followed for the phrasing of questions, testing the questionnaire, configuring 
the online survey instrument and contacting the target population. As argued in section 2.7.2.2, 
concerning the inability of existing surveys to capture open SOI activities, it was necessary to 
customize the pool of items that were available from these surveys against the dependent and 
independent variables in the thesis. Therefore, an extensive review was conducted of the 
literature on proximity dimensions, open innovation, stakeholder theory and SOI, which 
resulted in the refinement of the constructs and structure of CIS to be used. An overview of the 
questions used in the survey is presented in Appendix 3.    
Subsequently, a web survey was designed using the online survey platform Questback. For 
clarification, definitions were provided of concepts such as innovation and collaboration, which 
might be interpreted differently by the respondents. Then, a personalized email invitation was 
sent to the CEOs of the identified 193 firms, with a link to the online questionnaire. The email 
package and the questionnaire were administered in Norwegian to ease the communication with 
the firms. Included in the email were also: 1) a cover letter that provided a brief description of 
the research background and motivation; and 2) a supporting letter from the Secretary General 
of the Association of Norwegian Mineral Industry to encourage firms to participate in the 
survey.  
During the survey period from February to April 2017, a total of 101 companies provided 
complete responses, representing a response rate of 52%. Two rounds of reminders followed 
up the original e-mail, each sent two weeks apart. Moreover, follow-up contacts were made by 
phone in order to fill in the missing data. The non-responders were also contacted by phone; in 
some cases the person who had received the email refused to participate in the research because 
of time limitations or fear of information leakage. Figure 11 shows the number of responses 
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received at each stage of the data collection. Similar to the interviews, while most 
questionnaires were answered by the CEOs (82 of 101), some of them referred the survey to 
another manager in their respective firms who was directly responsible for innovation activities, 
including the R&D manager, regional manager, production manager or health, safety and the 
environment (HSE) executive. The survey data are available through the open data repository 
at UiT The Arctic University of Norway (Ghassim, 2018).  
 
Figure 11: Flowchart illustrating responses at the three stages and the overall (non-)responses 
Despite their advantages in reducing the cost and time required for data collection and analysis, 
web surveys are prone to lower response rates compared to telephone or mail surveys (Dillman 
et al., 2014). To face this issue, two specific actions were undertaken to increase the 
respondents’ engagement in the survey: first, initial contacts were made with selected firms 
from different mineral sectors during the annual meeting of the industry that is organized by 
the Association of Norwegian Mineral Industry. Second, a synopsis of the preliminary results 
Population (sample) size: 193 
Responses after the 
first invitation: 55 
Total responses after 
first reminder: 72 
Total responses after 
the second reminder: 82 
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from the interviews was published on the association’s website and social media pages to 
increase awareness of the research. These actions collectively helped in obtaining a response 
rate higher than the average in management and organization studies, which is around 30% 
(Saunders et al., 2009). Moreover, no significant differences were found between the non-
respondents, early and late responses (including the two subgroups of respondents after the 
reminder email and those after the follow-up phone call) in terms of firm size, sales value and 
innovation outcome. As such, non-response bias was not an issue in the study. 
To analyse the data obtained via the survey, SPSS software was used as the primary tool for 
conducting descriptive and regression analyses. Logit, ordinal and linear regression techniques 
were employed according to the nature of the dependent variables, namely SOI outputs and 
financial performance. In paper 2, the aim is to explain in what ways and to what extent 
organizational, cognitive and institutional dimensions of proximity between a firm and its 
external stakeholders affect SOI outputs. More specifically, one area of interest is examining 
the likely association between these dimensions of proximity and different types of SOI, i.e. 
process, product and social innovations. Three dummies were then created for each of these 
innovation outputs, given a value of 1 when a firm had reported innovation during the period 
2013-2015. Therefore, the binary measures used for the dependent variables led to use of logit 
models to regress the hypothesized effect of proximity dimensions. 
Paper 3 pursues a dual objective, which in turn necessitates development of two separate 
general regression models that lay the basis for the ultimate mediation analysis: first, an ordinal 
model to explain the extent to which stakeholder engagement affects SOI outputs, and second, 
a linear model to examine whether these outputs have any impact on financial performance. In 
the first general model, SOI outputs is the dependent variable, which is measured along a 4-
point scale (0 to 3), on which 0 indicates no innovations in the three categories of SOI and 3 
specifies at least one type of innovation in each of the categories. In the second model, SOI 
outputs act as the independent variable, and financial performance, which is measured by a 
firm’s return on sale, serves as the dependent variable. Having established these two paths, 
testing the mediation hypothesis deals particularly with examining the size and significance of 
the indirect link (that goes through SOI outputs) between stakeholder engagement and financial 
performance. To this end, the Preacher-Hayes bootstrapping technique, which is an add-on 
macro in SPSS, was used. 
The final task remaining with regards to the survey was to examine its construct validity, since 
a modified version of CIS was developed by including a broader range of external stakeholders, 
as well as using specific proxies for SOI. According to Dillman et al. (2014), a validity 
examination method that combines cognitive interviews with a small pilot study is helpful in 
determining whether the respondents have the same understanding of the questions and 
instructions as the researcher. Accordingly, prior to data collection, a draft of the questionnaire 
was sent to six CEOs from the sample firms and two industry informants, who were interviewed 
about the understandability of the items and concepts in the questionnaire. This test resulted in 
some minor adaptations and reformulations of questionnaire items. 
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Given the possible sensitivity of the results to the measures used for the variables, model 
robustness was checked by changing the measures and subsequently running a different 
regression technique. For instance, in paper 3, ordinal regression was used to examine the effect 
of stakeholder engagement on SOI outputs, which is measured along a 4-point scale. For the 
robustness check, SOI was also measured as a nominal variable (meaning that different levels 
of SOI output have not a natural ordering) and the analysis was run using the multinomial logit 


























4 Summary of the papers 
This chapter provides brief summaries of the three papers appended to the thesis, including 
their backgrounds, empirical studies, main findings and contributions.    
4.1 Paper 1: Understanding the micro-foundations of internal capabilities for open 
innovation in the minerals industry: a holistic sustainability perspective  
The discussion throughout this thesis emphasized that achieving sustainability in the minerals 
industry requires a holistic approach to innovation, which necessitates a purposive inflow of 
knowledge from various external stakeholders. While providing a myriad of opportunities, this 
open approach to innovation could also be challenging, in that mineral firms need to have 
sufficient absorptive capacity, i.e. the capability to utilize external knowledge internally. As 
also elaborated in section 2.7.4, existing studies have not paid sufficient attention to the 
extensiveness of such capability in SOI contexts. Therefore, this paper builds on a process view 
of absorptive capacity including ‘recognition’, ‘assimilation’ and ‘exploitation’ of external 
knowledge, and sets out to explore the skills and routines (microfoundations) that underlie a 
firm’s capabilities in these three components of absorptive capacity. 
The paper conducts an embedded single-case study of 16 mineral firms in Norway. Semi-
structured interviews with firm managers form the basis of analysis, for which the emerging 
themes were coded and classified via a consecutive and recursive process. The findings point 
to the firms’ efforts in acquiring knowledge from key external stakeholders including suppliers, 
customers, social communities and NGOs, research organizations and other firms in their 
industry. The necessity to engage such a wide range of stakeholders does in turn make it 
inevitable that they develop four types of capabilities in accordance with the recognition, 
assimilation and exploitation components of absorptive capacity. First, a capability in keeping 
abreast of changes in technologies and markets is developed based on employees’ prior 
educational and professional experience, as well as new recruitment and training programs. 
Next, increasing awareness about social issues complements the previous capability towards 
identifying and understanding (recognizing) different types of technical, market and social 
knowledge. Third, the data indicate that arranging periodic meetings and encouraging peer-to-
peer interactions within and between different functions assist the firms in facilitating the 
internal knowledge dissemination required to integrate the acquired external knowledge 
internally (assimilating). Fourth, firms improve their ability in applying the new knowledge 
(exploitation) by means of piloting new, innovative solutions that comprise experimentation, 
small-scale testing and the maintenance of external relationships to receive appropriate 
feedback on their innovations. At the higher level, the capabilities for recognition and 
assimilation accrue to the industry as a whole when the intermediary organizations, meeting 
arenas and informal employee networks contribute to strengthening the mutual understanding 
between firms and external stakeholders. 
Besides addressing the dearth of research on SOI capabilities, this detailed study provides 
insights into the building blocks of absorptive capacity in business contexts, where innovation 
is more than simply conducting R&D activities and pursuing commercial objectives. 
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4.2 Paper 2: Sustainability-oriented innovation in the minerals industry: an empirical 
study on the effect of non-geographical proximity dimensions 
Compared to the previous paper, that studies the internal capabilities that condition a firm’s 
benefits from external stakeholders, paper 2 shifts the focus to the inter-organizational factors 
that are at play when considering the flow of knowledge and innovation. To this end, the paper 
underlines that the difficulty in recognizing and assimilating external knowledge in SOI 
contexts (due to the diversity of knowledge areas and sustainability objectives) is especially 
visible in peripheral regions that are characterized by limited knowledge spillover. The results 
of such a double obstacle pose significant challenges to firms, bearing in mind that most of the 
knowledge required for SOI (particularly technical and social) is highly uncodified and thus 
likely to be dependent on geographical proximity between firms and external stakeholders. The 
paper then posits that in the absence of such proximity, the importance of non-geographical 
dimensions of proximity is paramount for SOI. Therefore, it hypothesizes that cognitive, 
organizational and institutional proximities are positively related to different types of SOI 
outputs. Cognitive proximity explains the similarity between knowledge bases, while 
organizational proximity refers to the degree of coordination between firms and external 
stakeholders. Institutional proximity comprises formal and informal dimensions that signify 
similarity in “rules and laws” and “cultural norms and habits” respectively. 
The empirical analysis in this paper draws on the survey data from 101 mineral firms in 
Norway, as discussed in section 3.3.2. To test the hypotheses, the paper uses logit models and 
regresses the effect of cognitive, organizational and institutional proximities on process, 
product and social innovations in separate models; the last model for each type of SOI examines 
the cumulative effect of all the aforementioned proximity dimensions. The results corroborate 
previous studies (De Marchi et al., 2013; Ketata et al., 2015), in that cognitive proximity 
(measured by employees’ level of education) is significant for process and product types of 
SOI, but it also extends the literature by revealing the effect of two different education types 
(master’s and above vs. bachelor’s and vocational training) on these innovative outputs. 
Organizational proximity (measured by the number of collaborations beyond the local region) 
is found to be significant for implementation of social innovations, which is in line with 
previous literature that argues for the importance of mutual communication in creating social 
values (Ayuso et al., 2006). Finally, the two dimensions of institutional proximity increase the 
probability of SOI, although formal rules and laws can enable process and product innovations, 
whereas informal norms only trigger the social type of SOI. 
The contribution of this paper lies in extending the literature on innovation in peripheral regions 
by taking into account a more complete range of innovations that are necessary for development 
in such regions. Moreover, the empirical studies in this domain have focused primarily on a 
single type of proximity, and hence the combined effect of various dimensions of proximity on 
innovation have remained understudied. However, the observed positive signs for combined 
proximity dimensions should be further examined in the future research to examine whether 
they generate complementary or substitution effects on SOI outputs.       
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4.3 Paper 3: Linking stakeholder engagement to profitability through sustainability-
oriented innovation: a quantitative study in the minerals industry 
The emerging literature on stakeholder engagement is mostly qualitative, and the few studies 
that have employed a quantitative design are far from conclusive due to their contradictory 
results. Adding to this inconsistency is the lack of knowledge about the potential financial 
benefits from engaging in stakeholder relationships and pursuing SOI, which may in turn 
impede managers’ ability to fully recognize the value of such engagements for their firms’ 
survival in the long term. Therefore, the overarching purpose of paper 3 is to explain the extent 
to which stakeholder engagement affects SOI outputs, and whether firms with higher 
engagement and reported innovations do also observe superior financial performance. To this 
end, the paper combines the survey data used in the previous paper with firms’ financial data 
obtained via Proff® (the openly accessible database of accounting data in Norway). 
An important deficiency in the few quantitative studies is that the hypotheses regarding the 
association between stakeholder engagement and SOI are built on empirical insights from 
earlier studies, instead of being theoretically informed. To remedy this, paper 3 draws on 
stakeholder theory and distinguishes between two main types of stakeholder engagement, 
namely transactional and relational interactions (Hillman et al., 2001; Jones, 1995), and argues 
for their positive effects on augmenting a firm’s SOI outputs through two different mechanisms. 
In the transactional, or one-way, interaction process, the primary intention of the firm is to learn 
about the needs and expectations of stakeholders without their direct involvement in the 
learning processes, whereas relational, or two-way, interactions entail the co-creation of 
knowledge through exchange processes between a firm and its stakeholders. Therefore, it seems 
likely that transactional engagement is not per se beneficial for innovation due to its inability 
to provide timely access to the relevant external knowledge. However, paper 3 proposes and 
shows that frequent transactions are positively related to SOI, as they involve a time dimension 
that adds to the depth of these relationships, and hence enable a firm to obtain access to valuable 
knowledge such as established solutions from competitors or weak signals related to social and 
environmental issues. Relational interactions, on the other hand, rely on the trust and mutual 
commitment arising from collaborations and are inherently deep enough to provide firms with 
the required knowledge. As a result, engaging a diverse set of stakeholders through relational 
engagement improves the odds of achieving higher SOI outputs. 
Concerning the financial benefit from stakeholder engagement and SOI, our hypotheses are 
based on the resource-based view (RBV) of the firm and argue that SOI outputs are typical 
examples of valuable, rare and inimitable assets, as they enable a firm to continuously respond 
to rapidly changing business environments by addressing the needs of a wide range of external 
stakeholders. Nonetheless, the paper posits that stakeholder engagement is not directly 
associated with superior performance as their (financial) benefit begins to appear once they are 
able to transform the acquired knowledge from external stakeholders into innovative outputs. 
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A B S T R A C T
It is indisputable that achieving sustainability in the minerals industry requires a holistic approach to innovation
that utilizes the breadth of knowledge found outside the industry. While providing a myriad of opportunities,
this open approach to innovation would also be challenging in that companies need to have sufficient absorptive
capacity, i.e. the ability to ‘recognize’, ‘assimilate’ and ‘exploit’ external knowledge when developing their
processes and products. Despite recent theoretical advances, we do not yet fully understand the determinants of
these three components of absorptive capacity for innovations aimed at sustainability. By employing a quali-
tative design with data obtained from 16 interviews conducted within Norway's minerals industry, this study
explores the skills and routines that comprise micro-foundations of the capabilities for absorptive capacity. The
analysis reveals that, in order to achieve recognition, companies need to firstly keep abreast of technological and
market changes that emanate from sustainability transition, and secondly increase their awareness about social
issues. Accordingly, assimilation depends on the established routines for facilitating dissemination of internal
knowledge, whereas exploitation occurs by means of the piloting of innovative new solutions. This paper con-
tributes to the sustainability-oriented innovation literature by demonstrating how companies in sustainability-
sensitive industries could benefit from various types of external knowledge in their innovation activities. It also
provides some insights into the nature of open innovation and absorptive capacity beyond high-tech industries
and research and development-based knowledge.
1. Introduction
The ever-increasing pressure on the global minerals industry1 to
align sustainability and profit has raised the importance of a transition
that includes the economic, environmental and social aspects of the
business in this sector (Lei et al., 2013). Recent years have evidenced
growing interest among policymakers and businesses regarding the key
role that innovation plays in moving towards sustainability transitions,
particularly in energy-intensive and environmentally sensitive busi-
nesses such as the minerals industry (OECD, 2011a; Smith et al., 2010;
Song and Oh, 2015). In contrast to the limited outcomes from tradi-
tional approaches to innovation, an integrated sustainability-oriented
innovation (SOI) allows companies to “make intentional changes to
their products, processes or practices to serve the specific purpose of
creating and realizing social and environmental value in addition to
economic returns” (Adams et al., 2016, p. 180). By employing SOI,
companies could address the environmental and social aspects of sus-
tainability in a more proactive and strategic way, hence going beyond
myopic practices such as pollution control and the reduction of social
risks (Hart, 1995; Onkila, 2011). For example, responses to the im-
perative of reducing waste and pollution have shifted from just man-
datory compliance with legal regulations to innovative actions such as
creating value from waste and sustainability reporting (Bocken et al.,
2014). In economic terms, whereas the mineral industry's margin from
productivity advances and operational efficiency is shrinking, a broader
approach to innovation could provide opportunities to meet new
market demands from green industries and to gain social acceptance by
creating new channels of interaction with societal stakeholders
(Deloitte, 2016; Klewitz and Hansen, 2014; Nidumolu et al., 2009).
Research has shown that successful innovation requires organiza-
tional capabilities to build and reconfigure various types of knowledge
resources (Rothaermel and Hess, 2007; Teece, 2007). Concurrently,
sustainability transition signifies rapid changes in technologies, market
demands, environmental regulations and social expectations (Lozano,
2015) which in turn require continuous modification in the knowledge
base of firms (Teece, 2007). Moreover, tackling environmental and
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social issues increases the necessity to understand the needs and im-
pacts of a wide variety of stakeholders regarding innovation outcomes
(Hall and Vredenburg, 2003; Sharma, 2005). To this end, companies are
increasingly adopting open innovation, which is defined as “a dis-
tributed innovation process that involves purposively managed
knowledge flows across the organizational boundary” (Chesbrough and
Bogers, 2014). Examples in the mineral industry that evidence such an
open approach to innovation are Anglo American's open collaboration
forum (Waller, 2014), LKAB's joint venture with two equipment man-
ufacturer for the development of remote monitoring technology
(Westergren and Holmström, 2012), the involvement of local commu-
nities in gold mining in Central America (Erzurumlu and Erzurumlu,
2015) and the intensive collaboration regarding Elkem Solar Silicon
(Ceccaroli and Tronstad, 2016).
As open innovation moves the locus of innovation outside organi-
zational boundaries, innovation capabilities will depend on the ab-
sorptive capacity of firms, i.e. their ability to utilize externally acquired
knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lawson and Samson, 2001).
We follow the definition of Lane et al. (2006) of absorptive capacity,
which suggests a sequential process of ‘recognize, assimilate and ex-
ploit’ for building this capacity. In their view, prior knowledge of in-
dividual employees shapes the basis of understanding external knowl-
edge, while integrating it with the existing knowledge base creates new
knowledge outputs for developing innovations. Considering SOI, the
diversity of external knowledge required to conduct process, product
and social innovations necessitates various internal skills and routines
in order to learn from a diverse range of external linkages (Adams et al.,
2016). SOI-related capabilities are extensive and typically outside an
individual firm's existing resource base (Lozano, 2007), especially when
considering small mineral companies (Milanez and de Oliveira, 2013).
Therefore, it is crucial for companies to identify skills and routines that
underlie the different stages of recognizing, assimilating and exploiting
different types of external knowledge.
Existing studies in this domain have not paid sufficient attention to
the specificity of capabilities for innovation in sustainability contexts,
particularly through a perspective that considers the comprehensive-
ness of SOI by taking into account all three aspects of sustainability
transitions (Amui et al., 2017; Chen, 2016). For instance, Ayuso et al.
(2006) proposed stakeholder dialogue and knowledge integration as the
organizational capabilities required to absorb external knowledge, and
introduced a set of structural and cultural mechanisms that facilitate
the development of these capabilities. However, one caveat to this
finding is the limited conceptualization of absorptive capacity that has
led to other underlying mechanisms being ignored, such as employees'
prior knowledge. In a quantitative study, Albort-Morant et al. (2016)
used empirical data from the Spanish automotive industry to sub-
stantiate the fact that learning and integrating capabilities are im-
portant for success in environmental innovations. However, their
standard measure of ‘capability’ may have handicapped their findings,
as SOI capabilities are believed to differ from those for traditional in-
novations.
Considering the above, there is a need to enhance our knowledge of
the specific skills and routines for undertaking SOI that help firms to
move through the processes of recognizing, assimilating and exploiting
external knowledge. Thus, this paper aims to answer the following re-
search question: what are the capabilities, and their underlying skills
and routines, that build the absorptive capacity required for SOI in the
minerals industry? Accordingly, we use an exploratory case-study de-
sign (Yin, 2009), with data from 16 companies in Norway that form the
empirical setting for this research.
By identifying the micro-foundations of capabilities (i.e. the un-
derlying routines for building them) that are essential for SOI, this study
contributes to the recent debate about how various (and somewhat
conflicting) aspects of sustainability can be realized through internal
and external learning mechanisms for innovation (Amui et al., 2017;
Watson et al., 2017). Moreover, our fine-grained analysis of the
determinants of absorptive capacity responds to the call for more re-
search into the intra-organizational building blocks of this construct
(Lewin et al., 2011). As scholars have paid scant attention to determi-
nants beyond research and development (R&D)-based knowledge
(Vega‐Jurado et al., 2008) or innovations with non-commercial pur-
poses (Murphy et al., 2012), our empirical insights from the Norwegian
minerals industry reveal some specific aspects of absorptive capacity
when pursuing an innovation approach that entails both commercial
benefits (for companies) and non-commercial benefits (for society).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the next section
provides an overview of the empirical setting; Section 3 describes the
theoretical background; Section 4 deals with the research design and
methodology; Section 5 presents the results of the case study; and
Section 6 discusses the findings and implications.
2. The empirical setting: Norway's minerals industry
The Norwegian minerals industry produces a diverse range of mi-
nerals of various commodity types. The ore minerals sector dominated
the industry until some decades ago, while industrial minerals, natural
stone and construction minerals have gradually gained increasing im-
portance in terms of employment and sales value. By production vo-
lume, Norway is among Europe's most important producers of olivine,
nepheline, titanium minerals, iron ore, marble, quartz and flake gra-
phite (Geological Survey of Norway, 2016). Furthermore, the country
has promising potential for increasing the supply of minerals required
for growth in green and high-tech industries such as renewable energy,
the manufacturing of electric cars, electronics and aerospace.
Despite its historical presence, the size of the Norwegian minerals
industry is quite small compared to other mineral-rich countries or the
other domestic natural resource-based industries, such as oil and gas. In
2015, the industry had ≈ 6000 employees, distributed over 690 com-
panies operating ≈ 1000 mines and quarries. It had a turnover of
roughly USD 1.55 billion (NOK 13.3 billion) in 2015, of which > 50%
was from export markets. Even though the direct contribution of the
minerals industry to Norway's gross domestic product (GDP) is very
small (≈0.4% based on data from 2015), a recent analysis showed that
the minerals value chain (considering manufacturing of mineral-based
products, excluding oil and gas) contributes 12% of total GDP in
Norway (The Science Park in Bodø, 2017). In addition, this industry has
had a significant development effect in several peripheral regions of
Norway, in terms of both direct employment and growth of local sup-
plier industries (Smeds et al., 2016).
According to Siggelkow (2007), empirical settings for single-case
research should provide a unique opportunity to obtain first-hand
knowledge about the phenomenon under study. We consider that the
Norwegian minerals industry, owing to some of its characteristics,
makes an attractive case for a study of capability building and an open
SOI approach. According to the Norwegian government's strategy for
this industry, “efficient, socially responsible and environmentally-
friendly operation” should be at the core of development, and that new
knowledge, cooperation and technological improvements should play
an important role in realizing these intentions (Ministry of Trade and
Industry, 2013). The openness of the economy and the relatively high
proportion of small and medium-sized enterprises in the minerals in-
dustry – with a consequently limited internal knowledge base – will
then favor a focus on externally oriented learning.
As shown in Table 1, addressing higher productivity growth and
stricter environmental requirements by means of technological devel-
opments has led to a continuous improvement in key economic and
environmental indicators. Moreover, while measures to ensure that
companies act in a socially responsible way have yet to be developed,
the government has exerted extra effort through the new Mineral Act to
ensure the protection of nature-based activities related to herding and
fish farming that are part of the livelihoods of the locals. Concerning
market situations, geographical proximity to the European market and
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access to a long coastline constitute competitive advantages for export-
oriented mineral companies in Norway. In innovation terms, this has
made knowledge exchange easier, especially in the case of linkages
with process and manufacturing industries.
3. Background and theoretical framework
Following the OECD (2011b), sustainability transition denotes
moving towards a form of industrial growth where triple-bottom-line
objectives (i.e. social, environmental and economic) are taken into
account. This multidimensional growth emphasizes the demand for
innovative solutions that not only bring economic advantage, but also
improve social well-being and decrease detriments to the natural en-
vironment (Smith et al., 2010). For the purpose of this paper, we define
innovation as “the search for, and the discovery, experimentation, de-
velopment, imitation and adoption of new products, new production
processes and new organizational setups” (Dosi, 1988, p. 222). Ac-
cordingly, SOI comprises product, process and social
innovations (Klewitz et al., 2014) that may originate either inside or
outside a firm's boundary.
The following subsections provide the theoretical groundwork that
directed our purpose to explore which internal capabilities the minerals
industry should develop in order to pursue an open innovation ap-
proach in its SOI activities.
3.1. The broadening scope of external learning linkages for SOI
In recent decades, learning processes and innovations have in-
creasingly become shared activities in industrial settings. Innovation is
currently the result of interactions among various actors as components
of an innovation system (Fagerberg et al., 2009). According to this open
innovation paradigm, a company should be able to manage knowledge
inflows and outflows across its boundaries (Chesbrough, 2003), yet the
inward flow is more significant in non-high-tech settings such as the
minerals industry (Bartos, 2007). In this respect, companies may gain
access to external knowledge via two basic mechanisms, namely
transactional and collaborative relationships (Greco et al., 2016);
whereas the former implies monitoring the outside environment and/or
sourcing technologies on a market basis, the latter represents active
partnerships to develop new knowledge and innovation.
While companies can generally acquire knowledge from different
external sources, a central topic in the literature has been to identify the
main sources of knowledge inputs for innovation in different industries.
A pioneering idea in this respect is the taxonomy provided by Pavitt
(1984), which groups firms into three categories, namely supplier-
dominated, production-intensive and science-based. In Pavitt's view,
the first category of firms is mainly dependent on the flow of knowledge
from suppliers and, to a lesser degree, from large customers and re-
search organizations, whereas engineering service providers and R&D
institutions are the essential knowledge providers for the second and
third categories, respectively. In a similar vein, Asheim and Gertler
(2005) make a distinction between industries with analytical and syn-
thetic knowledge bases and go on to argue that firms in the first
category draw substantially from basic science and knowledge pro-
duced in research organizations, while those with a synthetic knowl-
edge base mostly interact with their suppliers and customers.
Regardless of different classifications, scholars seem to agree on a
dependency between external knowledge sources and the type of
knowledge they provide for innovation activities (i.e. technical, scien-
tific, market, etc.). Existing studies suggest that companies rely on their
suppliers to obtain technical knowledge related to process innovations,
either in the form of knowledge embedded in technologies or by buying
engineering services (Robertson et al., 2012). In the minerals industry,
collaborative technology development projects could benefit both the
mineral company and the equipment supplier by lessening the risk of
failure, providing complementary access to financial resources and al-
lowing the possibility of testing prototypes in a real operational setting
(Lager et al., 2015). Moreover, managers in this industry are increas-
ingly focusing on outsourcing their non-core activities (Morris et al.,
2012), which could result in more flexibility in their linkages with
suppliers compared with collaborative arrangements that require deep
involvement and shared commitments.
As for knowledge about markets, existing customers and potential
markets at large are the main sources of insight that drive innovative
product solutions (Bogers and Lhuillery, 2011). Owing to the scarcity of
mineral raw materials and their importance in global supply chains,
manufacturing industries are reportedly concerned about relationships
with their suppliers of raw materials (George et al., 2015). Moreover,
interaction with raw-material suppliers is considered a crucial factor for
the sustainability of product life cycles and ultimate market success.
Pujari (2006) highlights the role of early-stage interaction with sup-
pliers in maintaining a good reputation and increasing eco-efficiency
and product quality. Not surprisingly, there is a shortage of research on
such interactions from the perspective of the minerals industry. More
attention to this shortfall is particularly important when considering the
rise in the importance of rare earth and industrial minerals for appli-
cations in high-tech and renewable industries (Wang et al., 2017),
which calls for an investigation of the dynamics of learning from (po-
tential) customers for these mineral products.
Although not a main focus in non-high-tech sectors, innovation-
based development in the minerals industry also requires the estab-
lishment of linkages with research organizations (Andersen et al.,
2015). Industry–university interactions in such sectors create the ap-
plied knowledge required to address specific process- or product-related
issues (Asheim et al., 2005). These interactions have proven beneficial
for sustainable innovation through learning that happens via both
formal collaborations, for example R&D projects, and informal re-
lationships between scientists and industrial personnel (De Marchi,
2012; Grimpe and Fier, 2010). The supply of human capital and en-
gineering services from universities could also contribute to industrial
development in mining regions (Figueiredo and Piana, 2016) which,
among other positive consequences, would improve both the reputation
and social responsibility of the companies concerned.
Beyond technical, market and scientific knowledge, the emerging
literature on SOI points to the importance of societal stakeholders for
innovation success, particularly those innovative outcomes that target
social rather than commercial values. Drawing on several case studies
in the UK, Holmes and Smart (2009) demonstrated the value of inter-
acting with non-profit-making organizations as a source of knowledge
on societal issues. Successful management of mining projects in the
realm of stricter socio-environmental regulations is dependent on in-
teractive communications with local stakeholders (Corder, 2015). This
is in accordance with the results of a growing literature which draws on
the concept of ‘social license to operate’ (Prno and Scott Slocombe,
2012) to argue that disregarding the interests and expectations of locals
endangers both productivity and efficiency gains in this sector.
Suopajärvi et al. (2016) conducted an in-depth empirical study to show
that approaches towards social sustainability should go beyond reactive
practices (such as the transparency of waste management activities)
Table 1




2013 2014 2015 2016
Labor productivity (ktonnes/employee) 15.60 16.14 17.59 20.91
Energy intensity (GWh/billion NOK income) 154 133 122 112
Emission intensity (ktonnes of CO2 equivalent/
billion NOK income)
40.05 39.41 36.88 34.23
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and further involve the community in the early stages of planning for
mine development.
Nevertheless, the literature on external learning linkages to the
minerals industry is rather sparse and is mainly focused on interactions
with suppliers in user–producer relationships, which consequently do
not reflect the industry's need for a broader approach towards in-
novation and sustainability. Our perspective in considering various
types of knowledge relevant to SOI, including technical, market, sci-
entific and social knowledge, and their respective external sources,
could provide some insights into how firms respond to the broadening
scope of learning linkages by developing their internal skills and com-
petencies.
3.2. Internal capabilities for absorbing external knowledge
The above discussion suggests that various types of external
knowledge sources are conducive to innovation, which may result in an
expectation that learning and innovation are automatic results of ex-
posure to an external environment. However, studies have found that
these outcomes should not always be taken for granted. Instead, de-
liberate efforts and adequate amounts of ‘internal’ knowledge and
competence are required to build the capacity for effective learning
from these linkages (Zollo and Winter, 2002). This school of thought
refers to a firm's absorptive capacity, a concept coined by Cohen and
Levinthal (1990) and defined as the capability to utilize knowledge
originating outside the firm. The term ‘capability’ is central to this
conceptualization as it points to the ‘dynamic’ nature of absorptive
capacity, which not only captures firms’ resources (skills and knowl-
edge competencies) but also their reconfiguration by means of organi-
zational routines in order to comply with changes in the outside en-
vironment (Teece, 2007).
Since its introduction, absorptive capacity has undergone significant
examinations regarding its definition, measurement and underlying
processes. For the purpose of this paper, we follow recent contributions
that have specifically advanced this construct by (1) developing a
process-based view of it and (2) extending it beyond R&D-based
knowledge and commercial innovations. Regarding its definition and
construct clarification, it is generally accepted that absorptive capacity
is a multidimensional concept comprising three sequential processes:
recognizing, assimilating and exploiting the external knowledge (Lane
et al., 2006). Accordingly, our theoretical framework (Fig. 1) proposes
that firms should develop recognition, assimilation and exploitation
capabilities in order to convert external knowledge into different types
of SOI, which are driven by various sustainability-related objectives.
Firstly, recognition capability enables a firm to identify and un-
derstand external knowledge resources. In the second step, assimilation
provides the ability to integrate acquired and internal knowledge,
which could result in only a slight change or in an entire transformation
of the existing knowledge base (Todorova and Durisin, 2007). Finally,
firms should be able to apply the new knowledge in their operations in
order to improve performance.
Generally, firms use different routines for accumulation of these
three capabilities, which depend to a large degree on the source of
knowledge and its R&D intensity. While early investigations relied on
the R&D activities of firms to examine their degree of absorptive ca-
pacity, there is growing support for the contribution of other types of
skills and routines to this capacity (Bogers and Lhuillery, 2011;
Vega‐Jurado et al., 2008). Nevertheless, for technological changes in
products and processes, R&D activities play an important role in de-
veloping the scientific knowledge base of a firm and thereby improving
the capability to exploit the external knowledge acquired from re-
search-based organizations (Horbach, 2008). Besides R&D, direct in-
volvement in manufacturing processes and engineering activities can
also trigger incremental innovations which, in most cases, can be ap-
plied to problem-solving strategies regarding specific product or pro-
cess requirements (Hervas-Oliver et al., 2012). Similarly, Bogers and
Lhuillery (2011) adopted a functional perspective to show that, in ad-
dition to R&D, marketing- and manufacturing-related practices in a firm
also absorb the relevant external knowledge required for product and
process innovations.
At an intra-firm level, recognition and assimilation capabilities
could also be enhanced by linkages between competitors or firms from
different sectors within an industry. In this regard, both informal in-
teractions via employee networks and formal collaborations in the form
of strategic alliances have proved to be useful (Dantas and Bell, 2009;
Madhok and Osegowitsch, 2000). Therefore, whereas R&D activities
lead to the creation of new knowledge, technological innovations also
rely on capabilities beyond R&D that are created by combinations of
already existing knowledge by means of ‘learning by doing and using’
(Jensen et al., 2007).
On the other hand, non-commercial innovations in terms of im-
provements in social practices call for an absorptive capacity that dif-
fers in terms of its underlying skills and routines. Murphy et al. (2012)
delineate that, in the case of external linkages with societal stake-
holders, fundamental differences between the expectations of busi-
nesses and locals lead to large learning gaps that should be bridged by
effective communications. In another study of the absorptive capacity
for social innovations, Veldhuizen et al. (2013) maintained that an open
culture, employee involvement and an hierarchical structure drive ef-
fective dialogue and knowledge integration for sustainable innovations.
The above review reveals the lack of a thorough, fine-grained un-
derstanding of recognition, assimilation and exploitation capabilities
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Fig. 1. Theoretical framework. Illustration by the authors according to Lane et al. (2006).
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4. Research design and methodology
To answer the research question, we adopted an abductive quali-
tative approach that is appropriate for elaborating on existing theories
where “gaps or oversights need to be filled in” (Pratt, 2009, p. 859).
Considering our research question, while the literature argues for the
necessity of recognition, assimilation and exploitation capabilities, the
mechanisms through which these capabilities unfold in the context of
SOI have yet to be thoroughly specified. Thus, our use of abductive
reasoning in this paper is that we start from the general theory of ab-
sorptive capacity, hence drawing on our empirical insights to re-
contextualize this theory in relation to the different capabilities for SOI.
Accordingly, an embedded single-case design (Yin, 2009) is used to
study various mineral companies as the subunit for our eventual unit of
analysis (the industry). This allows the industry to be maintained as the
target of the study for exploring the accumulation of capabilities, while
at the same time investigating the micro-foundations of these cap-
abilities at firm level by doing a comparative analysis among the
companies. Regarding the subunit of analysis (embedded companies),
we employed a theoretical sampling strategy (Emmel, 2013) to select
cases that could provide in-depth knowledge of the phenomenon under
study. Insight derived from reviewing available documents such as in-
dustry analyses and annual reports was combined with observations
made at the annual meeting of the industry to select companies with
certain degrees of internal and external innovation activities. We de-
liberately took into account a variety of cases in terms of sectors and
geographical locations in Norway. Consequently, a list of 22 potential
sample cases was prepared, of which 16 companies agreed to partici-
pate in our research.
The informants in this study have an executive responsibility for
innovation activities in their respective companies. The aim is to cap-
ture data via people who are embedded in the phenomenon (Gioia
et al., 2013), with the intention that their experience-based inter-
pretations can provide knowledge of the characteristics of capabilities
and innovation practices in their companies. None of the authors knew
the informants beforehand, and nor did they have any relationships or
engagement with the companies. To collect the required data, we pre-
pared a list of questions that revolved around drivers of innovation,
various knowledge-exchange mechanisms and internal processes for
building innovation capabilities. We deliberately did not use the term
‘sustainability’ during the interviews to avoid potential social desir-
ability bias. This list of questions, together with a procedural explana-
tion of the data collection, led to the development of an interview
protocol (see Appendix A) that supports the reliability (replicability) of
our research (Yin, 2009). The first author conducted the interviews via
Skype, which enabled a close face-to-face connection with the in-
formants, regardless of their geographic dispersal (Deakin and
Wakefield, 2014). The interviews lasted on average one and a half
hours, and were conducted during a 6-month period in 2016.
All the interviews were recorded and transcribed, and totaled 220
pages of single-spaced text. We used the NVivo software package to
carry out the analysis in three main phases, i.e. coding, classification
and cross-tabulation. Based on the principles of inductive thematic
analysis (Gioia et al., 2013), we followed a consecutive and recursive
process of coding and classification. Firstly, the authors read the data
independently and looked for concepts and expressions related to sus-
tainability drivers, different types of SOI, internal capabilities and ex-
ternal sources of knowledge. This first-order analysis led to the identi-
fication of 86 distinct concepts. In the second phase, we discussed the
similarities and differences between these concepts across the cases in
order to classify them under fewer themes, which left us with 27 dis-
tinct groups, which we called second-order themes. Then, after several
recursive processes of consultation with the existing literature, these
themes were reduced to seven ultimate constructs. In the third and final
phase of the analysis, the relationship between the emerged constructs
was tabulated in a co-occurrence matrix, which indicates pieces of data
that receive two specific codes. This matrix has the advantage of pro-
viding both qualitative and quantitative (i.e. how many times a co-oc-
currence is evidenced) insights, allowing us to look for patterns that
link SOI types with drivers of sustainability, external linkages and in-
ternal capabilities. Appendix B presents an example section of the data
structure to illustrate the emergence of ultimate constructs from first-
order codes, together with an overview of the second-order themes.
In order to establish the credibility of our findings, we considered
two strategies to check for construct and external validity (Yin, 2009).
Firstly, the transcripts were sent to the interviewees to obtain their
feedback and further reflections. When available, the interview data
were triangulated with other information from each company (such as
annual reports, news and data from conference presentations and in-
ternet documents) to check the consistency of the data. In the case of
inconsistencies, we asked the informants for clarifications and com-
ments concerning specific points. Secondly, the multiple cases em-
bedded in our holistic case enabled us to apply replication logic (Yin,
2009, p. 54) by means of looking for similar (literal replication) and
contrasting (theoretical replication) results across our cases, thereby
increasing the generalizability of our findings to other similar contexts.
5. Findings
5.1. Descriptive case findings
The companies in our study belong to the four main sectors of the
minerals industry in Norway, namely construction minerals, metallic
ores, industrial minerals and natural/dimension stones. Among these
16 companies, five are large, six are medium-sized, four are small and
one is a micro-enterprise.2 For reasons of confidentiality, the original
names of the companies were changed to the letters A–P and are re-
ferred to by these letters throughout the paper. Appendix C presents an
overview of the case companies and interviewees.
As shown in Appendix B, the outputs from NVivo provide some
descriptive statistics of the data, including the number of times that a
specific concept or expression appeared in the transcribed interviews.
Considering the different types of SOI in the minerals industry, process
innovations seem to be more prevalent (being mentioned 70 times by
the interviewees), followed by product and social innovations (58 and
37 references, respectively). Our results indicate that suppliers and
research organizations are the most frequent external sources of
knowledge used in the Norwegian minerals industry, while companies
have yet to establish appropriate mechanisms for gaining knowledge
from their societal stakeholders and customers. These external linkages
represent a diversity of networks in terms of geographical location,
ranging from local societal stakeholders to those that cross national
boundaries. Interestingly, the results evidence that local and interna-
tional networks are used equivalently, which in turn points to the fact
that the knowledge required for SOI is geographically dispersed.
In the following, the case study results are presented in three sec-
tions based on the related sets of final constructs that emerged from the
coding process. The first set demonstrates the link between drivers of
SOI activities and their outcomes; the second set discusses the char-
acteristics of linkages with external knowledge sources; and the third
section synthesizes the findings around processes for developing ab-
sorptive capacity.
5.2. What are the drivers and outcomes of SOI activities in the minerals
industry?
Norwegian mineral companies are primarily concerned with in-
novating within their extraction and production operations. These
2 Micro, small and medium-sized companies are those with fewer than 10, 50
and 250 employees, respectively (European Commission, 2012).
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process innovations usually occur in the form of utilizing new tech-
nologies and making continuous incremental improvements to existing
equipment or processes. While such improvements have been important
due to the quest for cost-cutting, pressure from environmental regula-
tions made it inevitable that advanced technologies would be em-
ployed. According to case L:
“(…) so the further development in this industry relies on production
processes that are able to increase the yield, decrease the waste materials
and pollutants, and make progress in energy efficiency.”
The above quote signifies a trend in the sample that suggests the
existence of three main drivers for process innovations in this industry:
reducing emissions and waste; increasing productivity; and improving
energy efficiency. Productivity enhancement, which includes factors
such as labor, resource and capital, has always been at the top of the
agenda for managers in this industry. In Norway, the existence of an
attractive oil and gas sector that attracts a large share of funding op-
portunities, as well as high labor costs, intensifies the importance of
productivity for economic sustainability. On the other hand, waste/
pollution reduction and energy-efficient strategies are mostly directed
towards environmental sustainability through either end-of-pipe solu-
tions such as utilizing water treatment equipment or more proactive
and strategic practices, including recovery/reuse processes and the
employment of clean technologies.
While the industry is mostly concerned with process improvements,
the interview data show that two objectives motivate the companies to
undertake product innovations: increasing the quality (purity) of their
raw-material products; and finding new applications for the minerals.
As the chief executive officer (CEO) of company G remarked:
“The idea in our company as our survival strategy was to look into the
different ore minerals and investigate what kinds of special applications
could be developed for those minerals.”
Moreover, the R&D manager of company J explained what forces
them to focus not only on process improvements, but also on new-
product developments:
“(…) there will be then an increased demand for highly purified minerals
that are absolutely necessary for production of more sustainable solu-
tions for power production, electric cars, windmills, etc. And to achieve
our objectives in product development projects, changes in machinery
and enrichment processes are required.”
Tougher competition in the market for raw materials, especially in
the metallic ore and industrial minerals sectors, has urged companies to
invest in developing specialized products for niche markets. For ex-
ample, one company in our sample is involved in developing an entirely
new product that can assist in removing nuclear pollutants. In this way,
the company will be able to bring environmental value to society while
ensuring its competitive advantage in a rather saturated market for
standard products.
Besides innovative outcomes in processes and products, we found an
increasing awareness about societal issues which, in turn, led to the
creation of a third innovation path, i.e. social innovation. As stated by
the CEO of company D, whereas creating a better social profile could be
achieved as a by-product of improvements in areas such as pollution
control, the increasing power of interest organizations requires addi-
tional efforts with clearer contributions to social well-being:
“During several interactions with stakeholders, we have learned that the
community around our mine expects us to provide more jobs in the re-
gion. This is now one of our highest priorities that can strengthen our tie
with them.”
We conclude that there is a necessity to ensure a ‘social license to
operate’ in order to achieve sustainability in this industry, because in-
sufficiency of social practices might result in having to cease or delay
operations at the mine. Therefore, social innovations could enable the
minerals industry to obtain social approval as an essential component of
their long-term economic sustainability strategy.
Table 2
Illustrative quotes regarding the characteristics of external linkages.
Knowledge source Acquisition mechanisms Geographical breadth Illustrative quotes
Suppliers • Transactional (purchase of machinery,
contracting out technical services)




“There is a certain supply of equipment from Scandinavian players,
I mean both Sweden and Finland, that have a strong supplier sector
for the mining industry which are quite front end-oriented and
innovative in many ways.” (Company N)
“Collaboration [with technology suppliers] is not common, with
some exceptions for example (…) because they needed data about
the metallurgical properties of our raw material to develop their
washing equipment.” (Company E)
Customers • Transactional (monitoring the markets,
conferences, on-site visits)
• Collaborative (product development projects)
Varied, depending on the
target market
“I’m actively taking part in international conferences, so we have a
general clue about what is happening in our potential markets and
their demand.” (Company A)
“I think the development of our X product fits very well with the
definition of a collaborative relationship as we were in close
collaboration with the solar cell manufacturers from the start of
that project.” (Company J)
Universities/research
institutes
• Transactional (outsourcing R&D services,
personal contacts with researchers)
• Collaborative (R&D projects)
Mostly nationally focused “We initiated mineral exploration in a very unconventional area
where we have collaborators from NTNU and a university in
Denmark.” (Company B)
“At the meetings organized by the industry cluster, people from the
research organizations share their knowledge about specific issues
of interest for the industry.” (Company J)
Society/NGOs • Collaborative (open meetings with the locals,
dialogue with NGOs, form expert groups from
local businesses)
Local but in some complex
cases extending to national
scope
“Before making final decisions, we found and involved those
people who were more willing to be engaged and then organized
them in several groups to take care of some of the development
requirements.” (Company P)
“We are aware that it will not be enough if the knowledge only goes
one way, for example only by distributing some reports.”
(Company I)
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5.3. What characterizes external-learning linkages for minerals
sustainability?
All the firms in our study had some experience of incorporating
external sources in their innovation processes, including suppliers,
customers, research organizations and local communities/interest or-
ganizations. As depicted in our theoretical framework, we distinguish
between these linkages in terms of their knowledge content, i.e. tech-
nical, scientific, market and social knowledge. The case study shows
that such a variation resulted in using different mechanisms for ac-
quiring external knowledge, as well as reconciling the geographical
scope of the knowledge search. Table 2 presents some example quotes
to illustrate the knowledge acquisition mechanisms and the geo-
graphical breadth of external linkages with the four aforementioned
knowledge sources.
In Norway, and as far as our sample represents, linkages between
the mineral companies and their suppliers occur mostly on a transac-
tional basis, in the form of buying machinery and technical services.
Choosing the right suppliers appears to be particularly appropriate as it
enables the mineral companies to gain access to the high-quality
knowledge embedded in efficient/clean technologies and/or people. To
maximize the benefit from such learning, a firm should exhibit a spe-
cific level of internal knowledge that is necessary for implementing and
customizing the technologies. Indeed, we found that buying ready-to-
use technologies is becoming less common as greater interaction be-
tween equipment suppliers and mineral companies (users of technolo-
gies) is needed during customization of the final solutions:
“When we need equipment, we usually refer to our selected suppliers that
are located wherever in the EU. So they come back to us with their offers
(…) then we enter into a contract to customize the equipment based on
our specific requirements.”
When necessary, relationships with suppliers may turn out to be
highly collaborative. The main logic behind collaborative arrangements
is to ensure the mutual flow of knowledge between the mineral com-
panies and their suppliers, which in turn emanates from the complexity
of knowledge required to develop the final process solution. For in-
stance, in the case of company E (see Table 2), the unconventionality of
the raw material has made it inevitable for the company to collaborate
closely with its washing equipment supplier and to provide them with
access to operational data over a relatively long period. The complexity
aspect of knowledge also resonates by broadening the geographical
scope of linkages with suppliers, as the need for advanced technological
solutions and expertise increases the importance of being aware of
global actors and their offerings. Although geographical distance may
decrease the ease of knowledge flow, the existence of institutional
frameworks such as trust-based culture and policies for promoting
partnerships could remove some of the obstacles. As remarked by sev-
eral companies in our study, closely related cultures and the existence
of policy initiatives for nurturing collaboration in the Nordic region are
decisive factors for the flow of technology and knowledge from Sweden
and Finland, which are the homes of strong supplier industries.
“I would say that they [our relationships with suppliers] are more often
regional, and by region, I’m thinking about Scandinavia. Sometimes we
have contacts in other countries (…) but the point with the Scandinavian
partners is that we easily trust each other.” – Company H
While doing business in such a globalized industry does not allow
for price competition, the majority of our cases showed their increasing
interest in monitoring market changes and product innovations. In most
cases, the person responsible for the marketing activities of the com-
pany was evidenced to be in charge of monitoring the markets, parti-
cularly those in high-tech and/or renewable energy industries. In
smaller companies, the CEO plays this gatekeeper role, whereas in
larger ones the sales manager/market developer is the one who tries to
ensure that the relevant market knowledge is transmitted to the
company. Nevertheless, developing radical products pushes down-
stream linkages to be more collaborative, instead of just a one-way
knowledge flow to the mineral companies. This radical nature relates to
an entirely new application (e.g. the development of a mineral product
for remediation of radioactive waste from the sea) or to advanced
technical knowledge (e.g. producing crack-free and low-emission con-
crete). As noted by company C:
“We collaborate a lot with concrete producers. Especially with one of
them, we are combining our technical expertise and production em-
ployees in order to find out the best possible way to make good concrete.”
The findings on the geographical breadth of downstream linkages
show notable variance among companies in the minerals industry. On
some occasions, especially in the case of industrial minerals, the
knowledge-exchange process occurs in a broadly international domain.
This is also the case for complex and radical innovation projects. In
contrast, in the case of construction minerals, the physical character-
istics of which are to a large extent location-dependent, companies look
for market knowledge from customers in their vicinity. Moreover, as
customers tend to consider the sustainability of a product's life cycle
from the very beginning, it is important to involve them in product
development projects at an early stage.
Norwegian research organizations have traditionally played a sig-
nificant role in creating the scientific competencies required for de-
veloping the country's resource-based industries (Fagerberg et al.,
2009). As expected, little internal R&D activity in the minerals industry
is compensated for by outsourcing the production of scientific knowl-
edge to competent institutions and universities. The Norwegian Uni-
versity of Science and Technology (NTNU) and the Foundation for
Scientific and Industrial Research (SINTEF) are the most significant
players in this regard. In some cases, mineral companies had some
experience of being engaged in collaborative and publicly funded re-
search projects led by a big research organization such as SINTEF or
NTNU. However, involvement in large projects requires more internal
resources (both financial and human) and trust, and hence the lack of
any of these factors could result in a preference for dyadic relationships
(i.e. those between a single company and a research organization) ra-
ther than those that involve other companies and research organiza-
tions.
“When we collaborate with a research institution, we share proprietary
information about our processes or products. When other companies are
a part of a project, we are afraid of losing this information to our
competitors.” – Company O
The data signify that the minerals industry is mostly nationally or-
iented when it comes to scientific linkages. Indeed, the presence of a
globally competitive process industry (in terms of both cleanliness and
productivity) in Norway has led to the development of strong research
groups within the universities/R&D institutes that leverage their in-
ternal skills and external networks to supply a large share of the re-
quired knowledge in the minerals industry. Nevertheless, in a couple of
cases where the aim was to develop advanced products or to undertake
patent-driven research, mineral companies opted to involve foreign
research organizations. Interestingly, even in these cases, a Norwegian
research organization was also part of the collaboration, in order to
ease the acquisition and further application of the scientific knowledge.
Our case study also sheds some light on the characteristics of lin-
kages with societal stakeholders. Firstly, we found evidence to argue
that companies are incrementally moving towards collaborative
knowledge exchange, using mechanisms such as dialogue with interest
organizations (e.g. environmental non-governmental organizations
[NGOs]) about their environmental impact, which could consequently
lead to remedial actions within the operations. Secondly, the degree of
organizational involvement is increasing as companies are trying to
incorporate knowledge about social issues into various organizational
levels and functions in order to address the complexity of absorbing this
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type of knowledge. Following the CEO of company B:
“Obtaining [social] information is expensive. I don’t mean monetary
value, but the amount of time and engagement that should be spent.
When we want to discuss with the communities, a team including man-
agers, consultants and production engineers has to show up.”
Thirdly, social linkages are found to be geographically limited to
where the mine or processing plant is located. This is due to the high
local impact of the minerals industry, both in a positive (regional de-
velopment) and negative (socio-environmental impact) manner.
Moreover, social knowledge is mostly intuitive (e.g. the expectations of
locals) and based on context-specific experience (e.g. nature-based ac-
tivities such as fishing or reindeer husbandry) that adds to its tacitness
and the difficulty of assimilation. Therefore, geographical proximity to
the external sources of social knowledge could assist mineral companies
in converting the relevant knowledge into innovative outcomes.
5.4. What capabilities underlie the absorptive capacity for SOI?
Considering the findings presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, mineral
companies exhibit capabilities that absorb various types of external
knowledge (technical, scientific, market and social) in order to practice
process, product and social innovations. As the process perspective on
absorptive capacity illustrates (see Fig. 1), these capabilities can be
categorized under recognition, assimilation and exploitation processes.
Our data suggest that four types of capabilities underlie these processes:
(1) keeping abreast of changes in technologies and markets; (2) in-
creasing awareness about social issues; (3) facilitating internal knowl-
edge dissemination; and (4) piloting new, innovative solutions. While
the first two capabilities focus on identifying and understanding ex-
ternal knowledge (recognition), the third and fourth lay the foundations
for integrating it with prior knowledge (assimilation) and applying the
resultant new knowledge for innovative purposes (exploitation), re-
spectively. Table 3 summarizes the findings regarding these capabilities
and their micro-foundations (underlying skills and routines).
With regard to recognition, mineral companies seem to require a
specific degree of prior knowledge on related technologies and markets
to locate and understand the external knowledge. To follow up the
continuous changes in what the potential markets for minerals perceive
as sustainable solutions, some cases in our study referred to practices
such as participation in conferences, which is not only a knowledge
source in itself, but also an arena enabling them to identify other
sources of knowledge by means of networking. On these occasions, the
market knowledge accrued by the company acts as a facilitator for fu-
ture knowledge acquisition through the existing network. Moreover,
keeping abreast of changes in technologies and markets necessitates an
ability to employ the relevant staff and train them on a regular basis. Our
case study shows that understanding the knowledge embodied in
technologies plays a central role in innovation activities in this in-
dustry. The proper operation of equipment requires a substantial level
of prior experience at the individual-employee level that is not available
based on existing skills or via user manuals/general instructions.
Therefore, companies opt to recruit technicians who, through their
earlier careers have the practical skills to work with specific equipment.
In cases where some prior knowledge exists, training and continuing
education seem to be more prevalent due to the high cost of labor in
Norway. On-the-job training has been found to be particularly im-
portant for familiarizing staff about the incremental technology devel-
opments regarding waste reduction and recycling processes. As noted
by company I:
“The main reason [to educate employees] has been to adjust our pro-
duction processes according to the environmental regulations since they
are sometimes changing overnight.”
The recognition component of absorptive capacity in our case study
demonstrates a specific capability for understanding external social
knowledge, referred to here as awareness about social issues. In this
regard, we found that acquiring social knowledge relies primarily on
the managers’ desire to act ethically. This desire is a decisive factor for
establishing a positive reputation in local communities, which conse-
quently makes them willing to share their knowledge with the mineral
companies. In contrast, as noted by company H, companies that only
respond to coercive forces (e.g. pressure from the government) are
often perceived by societal stakeholders as possessing a lack of re-
sponsibility, thereby losing the opportunity to build trust-based re-
lationships and gain access to the valuable knowledge required for
continuous improvements in social sustainability.
“These [environmental] rules are quite strict in Norway and the gov-
ernment forces us to follow the best practices for tailings disposal (…) but
here the challenge is to get the locals to trust in us and collaborate with
us.”
Table 3
Illustrative quotes about the micro-foundations of capabilities for building absorptive capacity.
Identified capabilities and micro-foundations Excerpts from the interviews
Recognition (1) Keeping abreast of changes in technologies and
markets
– Prior knowledge base
– Recruiting new technicians and university graduates
– Employee training and continuing education
(2) Increasing awareness about social issues
– Managers’ desire to act ethically
– Setting specific objectives for responding to social issues
“(…) recruited from northern parts of Sweden and Finland since we purchased new equipment from
suppliers in those countries” (Company D)
“Cooperation with technical colleges for training our employees is helping us to secure the need for
competence” (Company C)
“(…) achieving success when the managers had a passion for resolving social conflicts” (Company K)
“(…) the corporate social responsibility (CSR) projects were truly small, so we had to be quite
realistic about the target and be specific on the required information to meet those targets”
(Company I – regional manager)
Assimilation (3) Facilitating internal knowledge dissemination
– Sharing experiences among co-workers in a specific unit/
function
– Intra-firm communication channels across technical,
market and social knowledge bases
“(…) promoted communication inside the company in such a way that it became part of the
organizational culture” (Company D)
“To ensure knowledge sharing among more than one plant, we expect the unit managers to arrange
meetings to find a solution” (Company F)
“To modify our product, we should fully understand a customer's desired specifications for the
product, (…) and this knowledge is not something that our marketing people have. Then (…) discuss
it internally within the production and R&D departments” (Company G)
Exploitation (4) Piloting new innovative solutions
– Experimentation and testing process-related changes
– Piloting new products and socially related practices on a
small scale
– Maintaining external relationships to receive appropriate
feedback
“In these changes [on the machinery], the employees’ knowledge about our minerals and processes is
essential to experiment [with] what works and what doesn’t work” (Company L)
“(…) to decrease the rest materials by implementing a new technique for drilling and blasting (…),
but we had to check with one of our customers first to see whether they are satisfied with the new
product” (Company M)
“After publishing our first sustainability report, we recognized through our meetings with
environmental activists that caring about the employees’ safety is something that might capture their
interest. Then we used this insight in our future communications with them” (Company B)
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The desire to act in accordance with social expectations is then
combined with the capability to set specific social objectives, as the
complexity of environmental and social issues might hinder companies
for approaching them at the right time (i.e. prioritizing daily operations
due to the lack of sufficient time and financial resources). As seen in
cases I and O, breaking down complex issues into specific targets and
communicating those targets to the societal stakeholders helped the
companies to identify experts or interest organizations as potential
sources of social knowledge.
Concerning assimilation, the findings suggest that internal knowledge
dissemination, both within and across different units/functions, is required
to integrate external knowledge with existing skills and abilities. To
ensure this integration, some cases in our sample have managed to
reach such a level of maturity in internal communication that knowl-
edge sharing became part of their organizational culture. Arranging
periodic meetings and encouraging peer-to-peer interactions are per-
ceived to be fundamental parts of assimilation, as a great deal of
knowledge about technologies, markets and social issues is tacit and
cannot flow easily without face-to-face communications. More inter-
estingly, as pointed out by cases B and N, the necessity for involvement
of various functions in the assimilation processes is likely to increase
across the spectrum from technological to social knowledge. That is, in
order to integrate external market knowledge, technical staff from
production and R&D functions should also be involved, as well as those
responsible for marketing activities, and for social knowledge, in ad-
dition to the above, those in charge of communication with societal
stakeholders should also be engaged.
“Our systematic view to information from locals or voluntary agencies
gives us a good way of improving and making more sense from them (…)
they speak a different language that is not easy to understand (…) so
different people work together in organized teams.” – Company N
In this respect, knowledge-sharing processes that happen between
firms are also crucial. For instance, companies that use similar ma-
chinery and technical processes – such as those involved in the metallic
ore and industrial minerals sectors – noticed a benefit from sharing
their experiences, which in turn resulted in assimilation at an inter-firm
(industry) level. Nevertheless, coordinating inter-firm knowledge
sharing seems to be challenging for individual companies, and this is
where intermediary organizations such as the Mineral Cluster Norway3
and the Association of Norwegian Mineral Industry4 are crucial in
providing such opportunities.
“We are a member of a technical committee in the industry association
(…) once we talked about our problems with equipment. This is a pro-
blem for the whole industry (…) so our aggregates were used as a case
and we get good ideas from other companies.” – Company E
Finally, insights into how companies exploit knowledge resulting
from assimilation processes support the existence of three interrelated
capabilities: experimentation, small-scale testing and the maintenance of
external relationships. As reflected in the quote from case L in Table 3,
experimentation represents utilizing a combination of knowledge,
particularly on technical solutions, for the purpose of trial and error and
incremental changes. In such cases, knowledge gained from elsewhere
(training, co-workers, etc.) is combined with prior experiences for
further ‘learning by doing’ and the achievement of innovative out-
comes. Similarly, we evidenced that successful product and social in-
novations need to be tested by users and stakeholders on a small scale,
before implementation in larger projects and markets. As noted by the
companies themselves, addressing sustainability often entails some
trade-off between its different aspects, which in turn necessitates testing
an innovative solution before final development and implementation.
For instance, achieving a lower environmental footprint may come at
the expense of lower product quality (e.g. the durability of a natural
stone) and challenges with regard to satisfying customers. Therefore, as
the third capability for exploitation depicts, successful exploitation re-
quires the ability to retain external linkages up to the point that the
desired commercial or non-commercial (e.g. social) value is created.
This capability serves as a feedback loop from the exploitation step to
the acquisition of new knowledge from external sources.
6. Discussions
6.1. Discussion of findings
This qualitative study adopted a process view of absorptive capacity
to explore the capabilities for recognition, assimilation and exploitation
of external knowledge in order to undertake SOI activities. More spe-
cifically, attention was directed towards capabilities for pursuing a
broad innovation approach, where learning from various external
knowledge sources is necessary for economic, environmental and social
sustainability. To this end, we demonstrated the knowledge char-
acteristics that condition the use of knowledge-acquisition mechanisms,
and revealed a set of skills and routines that contribute to the devel-
opment of certain capabilities for absorbing the acquired knowledge.
Regarding the mechanisms for knowledge acquisition, we followed
the open-innovation literature and differentiated between transactional
and collaborative types of relationships with external knowledge
sources (Greco et al., 2016). Our findings suggested that, while mineral
companies generally take advantage of both of these mechanisms,
choosing one or the other depends on the complexity and tacitness of
the knowledge, so that high complexity and/or high tacitness are
conducive to the use of more collaborative mechanisms. As proposed by
Lane et al. (2006), these two knowledge characteristics are important
factors as they explain the ease of gaining access to the external
knowledge bases. In this regard, while tacitness depicts the extent to
which the knowledge can be codified and transferred, complexity refers
to how unknown (in terms of a technology or market) a form of
knowledge is for a company.
In the case of technical knowledge where suppliers are the major
source, the knowledge flow seems to be primarily one-way (towards the
mineral companies), unless the suppliers’ existing technical solutions
and services do not meet the process requirements. In these complex
(technological) situations, mineral companies contribute to the pro-
duction of new knowledge (e.g. washing equipment) by means of pro-
viding information and the opportunity to test the equipment in a real
operating environment (Lager et al., 2015). Similarly, with regard to
scientific and market knowledge, transactional mechanisms have been
found to be more prevalent, as collaborations designed to develop these
types of knowledge ‒ which are often far beyond a mineral company's
knowledge base ‒ could disperse internal resources and have a detri-
mental effect on the innovation outcomes (Greco et al., 2016). With
respect to social knowledge, tacitness plays an important role in moti-
vating the mineral companies to collaborate with their societal stake-
holders. Knowledge about social issues and the expectations of locals
could not be codified as it involves individuals’ perceptions about the
impacts of a company (Hall et al., 2003; Suopajärvi et al., 2016). Thus,
mutual interactions are necessary for building trust-based relationships,
which in turn result in shared understandings about social issues and
the expectations of local communities regarding the minerals industry.
For recognizing (understanding) the external knowledge, our data
corroborate the importance of prior knowledge within a company for
building absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Contrary to
the traditional approaches to innovation, SOI necessitates a broader
range of prior knowledge regarding technical, scientific and market
aspects, as well as a desire by managers to participate in knowledge-
exchange processes with societal stakeholders (Sharma, 2005). More-
over, while prior knowledge and a desire by managers to act ethically
3 http://www.mineralklyngenorge.no.
4 https://www.norskbergindustri.no/about-us—info-in-english/.
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represent static capabilities (i.e. resources), we argue that successful
recognition requires dynamic capabilities, such as new recruitment and
training, that assist mineral companies to keep abreast of changes in
technologies and markets. In his seminal paper, Teece (2007) suggests
that rapid changes in the business environment call for continuous
modifications to a company's knowledge base. Accordingly, in line with
Lozano (2015), our findings indicate that sustainability transition im-
plies rapid changes in technologies, market demands, environmental
regulations and social expectations, thereby highlighting the im-
portance of continuous learning through organizational routines such
as employee training that consequently increase a company's ability to
understand the external knowledge.
Our case study provides supporting evidence for the importance of
internal knowledge dissemination as a capability for the assimilation
(integration) of external knowledge. The existing literature on absorp-
tive capacity argues that formal and informal mechanisms of knowl-
edge exchange within a company facilitate knowledge dissemination by
means of closing the cognitive gap among the employees (Vega‐Jurado
et al., 2008; Zahra and George, 2002). As formal mechanisms such as
using knowledge-exchange coordinators and job rotation have yet to be
developed in the Norwegian minerals industry, internal knowledge
dissemination hinges on informal peer-to-peer interactions. We further
contributed to the existing literature by demonstrating the inter-
relatedness between the assimilation of different knowledge types in
sustainability contexts. While successful integration of technical and
scientific knowledge entails interactions between a relatively limited
number of employees (mostly those involved in production), combining
external market knowledge involves a knowledge exchange between
those in charge of production and marketing activities. These cross-
functional interactions become even broader in the case of social
knowledge (Murphy et al., 2012) which, according to our findings, is of
a different ‘language’ and its further application in innovative activities
demands the contribution of several functions within a firm.
Finally, this paper proposes that the exploitation of external
knowledge in sustainability contexts rests on appropriate capabilities
for testing and piloting innovative, new solutions, regardless of their
type (product, process or socially oriented practices). This finding
contributes to the debate on the importance of considering commercial
and non-commercial interests in SOI processes (Amui et al., 2017;
Watson et al., 2017) by showing that long-lasting external linkages with
societal stakeholders and customers can create mutual value for both
the focal company and its collaborators. As a fundamental capability in
such linkages, piloting innovative solutions provides significant feed-
back to a mineral company, enabling it to align its ultimate solution
with the needs of customers and/or societal stakeholders (Murphy
et al., 2012).
6.2. Implications for managers and policymakers
Considering the three outcomes of SOI, policymakers and managers
should get involved in efforts that go beyond the frequent focus of the
minerals industry on process improvements and economic sustain-
ability. Specifically, pursuing a social innovation path to tackle broader
sustainability issues calls for policy interventions that aim to increase
awareness about social issues (van der Have and Rubalcaba, 2016).
Taking a capability perspective, these policies should be directed to-
wards establishing a range of mechanisms for public engagement, from
formal acts such as regulations concerning the involvement of minority
groups to informal forums for dialogue between the companies, locals
and interest organizations. In this regard, the existence of performance
evaluation frameworks such as Towards Sustainable Mining in Canada
or Finland is crucial in providing key indicators for measuring the effect
of social linkages.
Owing to the financial and human resource limitations of individual
mineral companies, strengthening industrial clusters and professional
associations should be placed at the core of policy support tools to bring
together various companies and external knowledge sources. Although
the role of innovation intermediaries has rarely been discussed in the
context of non-high-tech industries, recent research suggests that these
organizations could help companies in the implementation of open
innovation by reducing misunderstandings between managers and
creating an arena for discussions among the industrial actors, govern-
mental agencies and societal stakeholders (Radnejad et al., 2017).
While the intermediary organizations in the Norwegian minerals in-
dustry are primarily focusing on forging external links with suppliers
and universities, engaging governmental agencies such as Innovation
Norway5 could offer funding and network opportunities to promote
links with potential markets for raw materials. Moreover, industrial
clusters and associations could act as neutral organizations between the
mineral companies and societal stakeholders (e.g. NGOs) by involving
the latter in knowledge-exchange arenas regarding social issues.
As for building the absorptive capacity for SOI, managers should
extend their organizational capabilities beyond the recognition com-
ponent, in order to take full advantage of external knowledge. In this
regard, firstly, more effort is required to assimilate technical, market
and social knowledge that often resides in various functions or in-
dividuals within a firm, and which consequently hinders its application
in addressing broader sustainability issues via innovative activities
(Watson et al., 2017). Accordingly, companies need to combine in-
formal and formal mechanisms for internal knowledge dissemination to
respond to the challenge of integrating various types of knowledge into
their existing knowledge bases. Secondly, our findings signify the ne-
cessity of ongoing external linkages even in the knowledge-application
step, in the sense that the new products or practices (as outcomes of the
exploitation of new knowledge for innovation) meet the expectations of
both the company and its stakeholders. As proposed by Watson et al.
(2017), this mutual understanding is particularly important for ac-
commodating varying expectations when economic sustainability runs
counter to environmental and social sustainability.
We reiterate that addressing sustainability objectives via innovation
is a demanding goal that implies the accumulation of a broad range of
capabilities and the efficient functioning of various external linkages.
Therefore, policymakers and managers should maintain a balance be-
tween policies and strategies for building the four types of capabilities
by taking into account the types of innovation outcome and the dif-
ferent components of absorptive capacity.
6.3. Conclusion and future research
To conclude, we believe that this study sheds some light on the
determinants of absorptive capacity for innovations aimed at sustain-
ability. By building on the extant literature and a rich empirical insight
from the Norwegian minerals industry, we demonstrated how mineral
companies can build appropriate capabilities concerning the different
components of absorptive capacity, i.e. recognition, assimilation and
exploitation. While some skills and routines for building these cap-
abilities exist, more effort is needed to increase understanding about the
various types of knowledge relevant to sustainability contexts. More
importantly, company-level strategies and national policies should ad-
dress the issue of strengthening the ability of firms to integrate and
apply external knowledge, with the aim of fulfilling different sustain-
ability objectives.
Nevertheless, this study has some limitations. The first concerns the
generalizability of the findings to other industrial settings that differ in
character from Norway's minerals industry. Therefore, we call for fu-
ture studies in other resource-intensive industries and national con-
texts, possibly in countries with dissimilar market and innovation
characteristics. In doing so, taking a longitudinal approach is highly
preferential as it will allow researchers to examine how these
5 http://www.innovasjonnorge.no/en/start-page.
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capabilities and their underlying routines change over a period of time
when firms/industries move through different SOI paths. Second, our
approach using qualitative data does not allow for an objective measure
of innovation outcomes and of how our interviewees differentiated
between incremental and radical innovations. To extend the theoretical
understanding, research could employ a quantitative design and use
survey-based data to test our arguments. Despite these limitations, we
believe that our work makes theoretical and practical contributions to
the topic of sustainability in the minerals industry, and could serve as a
springboard for future investigations.
Appendix A. Interview protocol for the study
Interviewee: ……………………….. Company and Position: ……………………………
Date and time: …………………………... Duration: ………………………………
Pre-interview comments: ………………………………………………………………………….
Introduction
To facilitate our note-taking, I would like to record our conversation. For your information, only researchers on the project will be privy to the
recorded interviews, which will be eventually deleted after they are transcribed.
We have planned this interview to last no longer than one hour. During this time, we have several questions that we would like to cover. If time
begins to run short, it may be necessary to interrupt you in order to push ahead and complete this line of questioning. Besides these questions,
our line of discussion might raise some extra questions and comments.
You have been invited to participate in this research because you have been identified as someone who has a great deal to share about innovation,
knowledge exchange and capability building in the minerals industry. This PhD research project as a whole focuses on the improvement of
innovation performance in the industry, with particular interest in understanding how the flow of knowledge and relevant capabilities
contribute to that performance. Our study does not aim to evaluate your company’s activities or your own experiences. Rather, we are trying to
learn more about innovation process, and internal and external practices that are important in this regard.
Interview questions
1. Could you please tell me about the main challenges of your company regarding innovation?
2. How do you deal with these challenges?
3. What are the main opportunities in your business?
4. How can these opportunities be maximized and result in value creation?
5. How does innovation help your company to deal with the challenges and opportunities?
6. Please describe the innovation process in your company.
7. Who are mostly involved in the innovation activities of your company? Both in terms of business units and organizational levels.
8. Please briefly describe how you look for knowledge outside your company.
9. What kinds of practices do you use for bringing in the external knowledge?
10. For which purposes do you use external knowledge in your activities?
11. Could you give me an example of a successful collaboration and a failure example?
12. In your company, what are the internal resources and skills required to do innovation?
13. What motives or purposes are pivotal when you want to choose an external knowledge source?
14. Are there any particular characteristics regarding the type of knowledge you use in your different innovation activities?
15. What are the main knowledge exchange arenas in this industry in Norway?
16. Please briefly describe how knowledge flow happens in those arenas.
Post-interview comments: …………………………………………………………………………
Appendix B. From second-order themes to ultimate constructs
Drivers of SOI External sources of knowledge
• Developing specialty products (36)* • Suppliers (105)
• Improving energy efficiency (49) • Research organizations (92)
• Improving employment attractiveness (19) • Society/NGOs (47)
• Increasing productivity (45) • Customers (59)
• Supplying the best quality of raw materials (21) Knowledge acquisition mechanisms
• Reducing emission and waste (53) • Collaborative relationship (57)
• Obtaining social approval (22) • Transactional relationship (54)
Capabilities for absorptive capacity Type of knowledge required for SOI
• Recognition – technology/market changes (73) • Technical know-how (65)
• Recognition – awareness about social issues (23) • Market knowledge (37)
• Assimilation (64) • Scientific knowledge (52)
• Exploitation (31) • Social knowledge (35)
Outcomes of SOI Geographical breadth of linkage
• Process innovation (70) • Local linkage (40)
• Product innovation (58) • National linkage (35)
• Social innovation (37) • International linkage (42)
*The numbers show how many times the second-order themes were mentioned by the interviewees.





















• The exogenous pressure for local procurement
• Region-specific minerals
• The culture of trust and openness in Norway
• National arenas for knowledge exchange
• Global actors in the minerals industry
• Geographically broad distribution of suppliers
• Product specialization calls for global approach 
• The complexity of knowledge in the industry
• Partnerships for specific innovative projects
• Meeting places/conferences as learning places
• Resource barriers to high-level contribution
• Personal contacts for inflow of knowledge 
Appendix C. Demographic overview of the interviewees
Company Sector Interviewee’s position Date of interview
A Natural and dimension stone Sales manager 15.12.2015
B Metallic ores CEO 18.12.2015
C Construction minerals CEO 21.12.2015
D Metallic ores CEO 11.01.2016
E Construction minerals Production manager 19.01.2016
F Construction minerals CEO 16.02.2016
G Industrial minerals CEO 18.02.2016
H Industrial minerals CEO 09.03.2016
I Construction minerals Regional manager 10.03.2016
J Industrial minerals R&D manager 06.04.2016
K Construction minerals Production manager 07.04.2016
L Natural and dimension stone CEO 08.04.2016
M Natural and dimension stone Business development manager 21.04.2016
N Metallic ores Chief commercial officer 03.05.2016
O Industrial minerals Process development manager 06.05.2016
P Industrial minerals CEO 11.05.2016
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social issues increases the necessity to understand the needs and im-
pacts of a wide variety of stakeholders regarding innovation outcomes
(Hall and Vredenburg, 2003; Sharma, 2005). To this end, companies are
increasingly adopting open innovation, which is defined as “a dis-
tributed innovation process that involves purposively managed
knowledge flows across the organizational boundary” (Chesbrough and
Bogers, 2014). Examples in the mineral industry that evidence such an
open approach to innovation are Anglo American's open collaboration
forum (Waller, 2014), LKAB's joint venture with two equipment man-
ufacturer for the development of remote monitoring technology
(Westergren and Holmström, 2012), the involvement of local commu-
nities in gold mining in Central America (Erzurumlu and Erzurumlu,
2015) and the intensive collaboration regarding Elkem Solar Silicon
(Ceccaroli and Tronstad, 2016).
As open innovation moves the locus of innovation outside organi-
zational boundaries, innovation capabilities will depend on the ab-
sorptive capacity of firms, i.e. their ability to utilize externally acquired
knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lawson and Samson, 2001).
We follow the definition of Lane et al. (2006) of absorptive capacity,
which suggests a sequential process of ‘recognize, assimilate and ex-
ploit’ for building this capacity. In their view, prior knowledge of in-
dividual employees shapes the basis of understanding external knowl-
edge, while integrating it with the existing knowledge base creates new
knowledge outputs for developing innovations. Considering SOI, the
diversity of external knowledge required to conduct process, product
and social innovations necessitates various internal skills and routines
in order to learn from a diverse range of external linkages (Adams et al.,
2016). SOI-related capabilities are extensive and typically outside an
individual firm's existing resource base (Lozano, 2007), especially when
considering small mineral companies (Milanez and de Oliveira, 2013).
Therefore, it is crucial for companies to identify skills and routines that
underlie the different stages of recognizing, assimilating and exploiting
different types of external knowledge.
Existing studies in this domain have not paid sufficient attention to
the specificity of capabilities for innovation in sustainability contexts,
particularly through a perspective that considers the comprehensive-
ness of SOI by taking into account all three aspects of sustainability
transitions (Amui et al., 2017; Chen, 2016). For instance, Ayuso et al.
(2006) proposed stakeholder dialogue and knowledge integration as the
organizational capabilities required to absorb external knowledge, and
introduced a set of structural and cultural mechanisms that facilitate
the development of these capabilities. However, one caveat to this
finding is the limited conceptualization of absorptive capacity that has
led to other underlying mechanisms being ignored, such as employees'
prior knowledge. In a quantitative study, Albort-Morant et al. (2016)
used empirical data from the Spanish automotive industry to sub-
stantiate the fact that learning and integrating capabilities are im-
portant for success in environmental innovations. However, their
standard measure of ‘capability’ may have handicapped their findings,
as SOI capabilities are believed to differ from those for traditional in-
novations.
Considering the above, there is a need to enhance our knowledge of
the specific skills and routines for undertaking SOI that help firms to
move through the processes of recognizing, assimilating and exploiting
external knowledge. Thus, this paper aims to answer the following re-
search question: what are the capabilities, and their underlying skills
and routines, that build the absorptive capacity required for SOI in the
minerals industry? Accordingly, we use an exploratory case-study de-
sign (Yin, 2009), with data from 16 companies in Norway that form the
empirical setting for this research.
By identifying the micro-foundations of capabilities (i.e. the un-
derlying routines for building them) that are essential for SOI, this study
contributes to the recent debate about how various (and somewhat
conflicting) aspects of sustainability can be realized through internal
and external learning mechanisms for innovation (Amui et al., 2017;
Watson et al., 2017). Moreover, our fine-grained analysis of the
determinants of absorptive capacity responds to the call for more re-
search into the intra-organizational building blocks of this construct
(Lewin et al., 2011). As scholars have paid scant attention to determi-
nants beyond research and development (R&D)-based knowledge
(Vega‐Jurado et al., 2008) or innovations with non-commercial pur-
poses (Murphy et al., 2012), our empirical insights from the Norwegian
minerals industry reveal some specific aspects of absorptive capacity
when pursuing an innovation approach that entails both commercial
benefits (for companies) and non-commercial benefits (for society).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the next section
provides an overview of the empirical setting; Section 3 describes the
theoretical background; Section 4 deals with the research design and
methodology; Section 5 presents the results of the case study; and
Section 6 discusses the findings and implications.
2. The empirical setting: Norway's minerals industry
The Norwegian minerals industry produces a diverse range of mi-
nerals of various commodity types. The ore minerals sector dominated
the industry until some decades ago, while industrial minerals, natural
stone and construction minerals have gradually gained increasing im-
portance in terms of employment and sales value. By production vo-
lume, Norway is among Europe's most important producers of olivine,
nepheline, titanium minerals, iron ore, marble, quartz and flake gra-
phite (Geological Survey of Norway, 2016). Furthermore, the country
has promising potential for increasing the supply of minerals required
for growth in green and high-tech industries such as renewable energy,
the manufacturing of electric cars, electronics and aerospace.
Despite its historical presence, the size of the Norwegian minerals
industry is quite small compared to other mineral-rich countries or the
other domestic natural resource-based industries, such as oil and gas. In
2015, the industry had ≈ 6000 employees, distributed over 690 com-
panies operating ≈ 1000 mines and quarries. It had a turnover of
roughly USD 1.55 billion (NOK 13.3 billion) in 2015, of which > 50%
was from export markets. Even though the direct contribution of the
minerals industry to Norway's gross domestic product (GDP) is very
small (≈0.4% based on data from 2015), a recent analysis showed that
the minerals value chain (considering manufacturing of mineral-based
products, excluding oil and gas) contributes 12% of total GDP in
Norway (The Science Park in Bodø, 2017). In addition, this industry has
had a significant development effect in several peripheral regions of
Norway, in terms of both direct employment and growth of local sup-
plier industries (Smeds et al., 2016).
According to Siggelkow (2007), empirical settings for single-case
research should provide a unique opportunity to obtain first-hand
knowledge about the phenomenon under study. We consider that the
Norwegian minerals industry, owing to some of its characteristics,
makes an attractive case for a study of capability building and an open
SOI approach. According to the Norwegian government's strategy for
this industry, “efficient, socially responsible and environmentally-
friendly operation” should be at the core of development, and that new
knowledge, cooperation and technological improvements should play
an important role in realizing these intentions (Ministry of Trade and
Industry, 2013). The openness of the economy and the relatively high
proportion of small and medium-sized enterprises in the minerals in-
dustry – with a consequently limited internal knowledge base – will
then favor a focus on externally oriented learning.
As shown in Table 1, addressing higher productivity growth and
stricter environmental requirements by means of technological devel-
opments has led to a continuous improvement in key economic and
environmental indicators. Moreover, while measures to ensure that
companies act in a socially responsible way have yet to be developed,
the government has exerted extra effort through the new Mineral Act to
ensure the protection of nature-based activities related to herding and
fish farming that are part of the livelihoods of the locals. Concerning
market situations, geographical proximity to the European market and
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access to a long coastline constitute competitive advantages for export-
oriented mineral companies in Norway. In innovation terms, this has
made knowledge exchange easier, especially in the case of linkages
with process and manufacturing industries.
3. Background and theoretical framework
Following the OECD (2011b), sustainability transition denotes
moving towards a form of industrial growth where triple-bottom-line
objectives (i.e. social, environmental and economic) are taken into
account. This multidimensional growth emphasizes the demand for
innovative solutions that not only bring economic advantage, but also
improve social well-being and decrease detriments to the natural en-
vironment (Smith et al., 2010). For the purpose of this paper, we define
innovation as “the search for, and the discovery, experimentation, de-
velopment, imitation and adoption of new products, new production
processes and new organizational setups” (Dosi, 1988, p. 222). Ac-
cordingly, SOI comprises product, process and social
innovations (Klewitz et al., 2014) that may originate either inside or
outside a firm's boundary.
The following subsections provide the theoretical groundwork that
directed our purpose to explore which internal capabilities the minerals
industry should develop in order to pursue an open innovation ap-
proach in its SOI activities.
3.1. The broadening scope of external learning linkages for SOI
In recent decades, learning processes and innovations have in-
creasingly become shared activities in industrial settings. Innovation is
currently the result of interactions among various actors as components
of an innovation system (Fagerberg et al., 2009). According to this open
innovation paradigm, a company should be able to manage knowledge
inflows and outflows across its boundaries (Chesbrough, 2003), yet the
inward flow is more significant in non-high-tech settings such as the
minerals industry (Bartos, 2007). In this respect, companies may gain
access to external knowledge via two basic mechanisms, namely
transactional and collaborative relationships (Greco et al., 2016);
whereas the former implies monitoring the outside environment and/or
sourcing technologies on a market basis, the latter represents active
partnerships to develop new knowledge and innovation.
While companies can generally acquire knowledge from different
external sources, a central topic in the literature has been to identify the
main sources of knowledge inputs for innovation in different industries.
A pioneering idea in this respect is the taxonomy provided by Pavitt
(1984), which groups firms into three categories, namely supplier-
dominated, production-intensive and science-based. In Pavitt's view,
the first category of firms is mainly dependent on the flow of knowledge
from suppliers and, to a lesser degree, from large customers and re-
search organizations, whereas engineering service providers and R&D
institutions are the essential knowledge providers for the second and
third categories, respectively. In a similar vein, Asheim and Gertler
(2005) make a distinction between industries with analytical and syn-
thetic knowledge bases and go on to argue that firms in the first
category draw substantially from basic science and knowledge pro-
duced in research organizations, while those with a synthetic knowl-
edge base mostly interact with their suppliers and customers.
Regardless of different classifications, scholars seem to agree on a
dependency between external knowledge sources and the type of
knowledge they provide for innovation activities (i.e. technical, scien-
tific, market, etc.). Existing studies suggest that companies rely on their
suppliers to obtain technical knowledge related to process innovations,
either in the form of knowledge embedded in technologies or by buying
engineering services (Robertson et al., 2012). In the minerals industry,
collaborative technology development projects could benefit both the
mineral company and the equipment supplier by lessening the risk of
failure, providing complementary access to financial resources and al-
lowing the possibility of testing prototypes in a real operational setting
(Lager et al., 2015). Moreover, managers in this industry are increas-
ingly focusing on outsourcing their non-core activities (Morris et al.,
2012), which could result in more flexibility in their linkages with
suppliers compared with collaborative arrangements that require deep
involvement and shared commitments.
As for knowledge about markets, existing customers and potential
markets at large are the main sources of insight that drive innovative
product solutions (Bogers and Lhuillery, 2011). Owing to the scarcity of
mineral raw materials and their importance in global supply chains,
manufacturing industries are reportedly concerned about relationships
with their suppliers of raw materials (George et al., 2015). Moreover,
interaction with raw-material suppliers is considered a crucial factor for
the sustainability of product life cycles and ultimate market success.
Pujari (2006) highlights the role of early-stage interaction with sup-
pliers in maintaining a good reputation and increasing eco-efficiency
and product quality. Not surprisingly, there is a shortage of research on
such interactions from the perspective of the minerals industry. More
attention to this shortfall is particularly important when considering the
rise in the importance of rare earth and industrial minerals for appli-
cations in high-tech and renewable industries (Wang et al., 2017),
which calls for an investigation of the dynamics of learning from (po-
tential) customers for these mineral products.
Although not a main focus in non-high-tech sectors, innovation-
based development in the minerals industry also requires the estab-
lishment of linkages with research organizations (Andersen et al.,
2015). Industry–university interactions in such sectors create the ap-
plied knowledge required to address specific process- or product-related
issues (Asheim et al., 2005). These interactions have proven beneficial
for sustainable innovation through learning that happens via both
formal collaborations, for example R&D projects, and informal re-
lationships between scientists and industrial personnel (De Marchi,
2012; Grimpe and Fier, 2010). The supply of human capital and en-
gineering services from universities could also contribute to industrial
development in mining regions (Figueiredo and Piana, 2016) which,
among other positive consequences, would improve both the reputation
and social responsibility of the companies concerned.
Beyond technical, market and scientific knowledge, the emerging
literature on SOI points to the importance of societal stakeholders for
innovation success, particularly those innovative outcomes that target
social rather than commercial values. Drawing on several case studies
in the UK, Holmes and Smart (2009) demonstrated the value of inter-
acting with non-profit-making organizations as a source of knowledge
on societal issues. Successful management of mining projects in the
realm of stricter socio-environmental regulations is dependent on in-
teractive communications with local stakeholders (Corder, 2015). This
is in accordance with the results of a growing literature which draws on
the concept of ‘social license to operate’ (Prno and Scott Slocombe,
2012) to argue that disregarding the interests and expectations of locals
endangers both productivity and efficiency gains in this sector.
Suopajärvi et al. (2016) conducted an in-depth empirical study to show
that approaches towards social sustainability should go beyond reactive
practices (such as the transparency of waste management activities)
Table 1




2013 2014 2015 2016
Labor productivity (ktonnes/employee) 15.60 16.14 17.59 20.91
Energy intensity (GWh/billion NOK income) 154 133 122 112
Emission intensity (ktonnes of CO2 equivalent/
billion NOK income)
40.05 39.41 36.88 34.23
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and further involve the community in the early stages of planning for
mine development.
Nevertheless, the literature on external learning linkages to the
minerals industry is rather sparse and is mainly focused on interactions
with suppliers in user–producer relationships, which consequently do
not reflect the industry's need for a broader approach towards in-
novation and sustainability. Our perspective in considering various
types of knowledge relevant to SOI, including technical, market, sci-
entific and social knowledge, and their respective external sources,
could provide some insights into how firms respond to the broadening
scope of learning linkages by developing their internal skills and com-
petencies.
3.2. Internal capabilities for absorbing external knowledge
The above discussion suggests that various types of external
knowledge sources are conducive to innovation, which may result in an
expectation that learning and innovation are automatic results of ex-
posure to an external environment. However, studies have found that
these outcomes should not always be taken for granted. Instead, de-
liberate efforts and adequate amounts of ‘internal’ knowledge and
competence are required to build the capacity for effective learning
from these linkages (Zollo and Winter, 2002). This school of thought
refers to a firm's absorptive capacity, a concept coined by Cohen and
Levinthal (1990) and defined as the capability to utilize knowledge
originating outside the firm. The term ‘capability’ is central to this
conceptualization as it points to the ‘dynamic’ nature of absorptive
capacity, which not only captures firms’ resources (skills and knowl-
edge competencies) but also their reconfiguration by means of organi-
zational routines in order to comply with changes in the outside en-
vironment (Teece, 2007).
Since its introduction, absorptive capacity has undergone significant
examinations regarding its definition, measurement and underlying
processes. For the purpose of this paper, we follow recent contributions
that have specifically advanced this construct by (1) developing a
process-based view of it and (2) extending it beyond R&D-based
knowledge and commercial innovations. Regarding its definition and
construct clarification, it is generally accepted that absorptive capacity
is a multidimensional concept comprising three sequential processes:
recognizing, assimilating and exploiting the external knowledge (Lane
et al., 2006). Accordingly, our theoretical framework (Fig. 1) proposes
that firms should develop recognition, assimilation and exploitation
capabilities in order to convert external knowledge into different types
of SOI, which are driven by various sustainability-related objectives.
Firstly, recognition capability enables a firm to identify and un-
derstand external knowledge resources. In the second step, assimilation
provides the ability to integrate acquired and internal knowledge,
which could result in only a slight change or in an entire transformation
of the existing knowledge base (Todorova and Durisin, 2007). Finally,
firms should be able to apply the new knowledge in their operations in
order to improve performance.
Generally, firms use different routines for accumulation of these
three capabilities, which depend to a large degree on the source of
knowledge and its R&D intensity. While early investigations relied on
the R&D activities of firms to examine their degree of absorptive ca-
pacity, there is growing support for the contribution of other types of
skills and routines to this capacity (Bogers and Lhuillery, 2011;
Vega‐Jurado et al., 2008). Nevertheless, for technological changes in
products and processes, R&D activities play an important role in de-
veloping the scientific knowledge base of a firm and thereby improving
the capability to exploit the external knowledge acquired from re-
search-based organizations (Horbach, 2008). Besides R&D, direct in-
volvement in manufacturing processes and engineering activities can
also trigger incremental innovations which, in most cases, can be ap-
plied to problem-solving strategies regarding specific product or pro-
cess requirements (Hervas-Oliver et al., 2012). Similarly, Bogers and
Lhuillery (2011) adopted a functional perspective to show that, in ad-
dition to R&D, marketing- and manufacturing-related practices in a firm
also absorb the relevant external knowledge required for product and
process innovations.
At an intra-firm level, recognition and assimilation capabilities
could also be enhanced by linkages between competitors or firms from
different sectors within an industry. In this regard, both informal in-
teractions via employee networks and formal collaborations in the form
of strategic alliances have proved to be useful (Dantas and Bell, 2009;
Madhok and Osegowitsch, 2000). Therefore, whereas R&D activities
lead to the creation of new knowledge, technological innovations also
rely on capabilities beyond R&D that are created by combinations of
already existing knowledge by means of ‘learning by doing and using’
(Jensen et al., 2007).
On the other hand, non-commercial innovations in terms of im-
provements in social practices call for an absorptive capacity that dif-
fers in terms of its underlying skills and routines. Murphy et al. (2012)
delineate that, in the case of external linkages with societal stake-
holders, fundamental differences between the expectations of busi-
nesses and locals lead to large learning gaps that should be bridged by
effective communications. In another study of the absorptive capacity
for social innovations, Veldhuizen et al. (2013) maintained that an open
culture, employee involvement and an hierarchical structure drive ef-
fective dialogue and knowledge integration for sustainable innovations.
The above review reveals the lack of a thorough, fine-grained un-
derstanding of recognition, assimilation and exploitation capabilities
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Fig. 1. Theoretical framework. Illustration by the authors according to Lane et al. (2006).
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4. Research design and methodology
To answer the research question, we adopted an abductive quali-
tative approach that is appropriate for elaborating on existing theories
where “gaps or oversights need to be filled in” (Pratt, 2009, p. 859).
Considering our research question, while the literature argues for the
necessity of recognition, assimilation and exploitation capabilities, the
mechanisms through which these capabilities unfold in the context of
SOI have yet to be thoroughly specified. Thus, our use of abductive
reasoning in this paper is that we start from the general theory of ab-
sorptive capacity, hence drawing on our empirical insights to re-
contextualize this theory in relation to the different capabilities for SOI.
Accordingly, an embedded single-case design (Yin, 2009) is used to
study various mineral companies as the subunit for our eventual unit of
analysis (the industry). This allows the industry to be maintained as the
target of the study for exploring the accumulation of capabilities, while
at the same time investigating the micro-foundations of these cap-
abilities at firm level by doing a comparative analysis among the
companies. Regarding the subunit of analysis (embedded companies),
we employed a theoretical sampling strategy (Emmel, 2013) to select
cases that could provide in-depth knowledge of the phenomenon under
study. Insight derived from reviewing available documents such as in-
dustry analyses and annual reports was combined with observations
made at the annual meeting of the industry to select companies with
certain degrees of internal and external innovation activities. We de-
liberately took into account a variety of cases in terms of sectors and
geographical locations in Norway. Consequently, a list of 22 potential
sample cases was prepared, of which 16 companies agreed to partici-
pate in our research.
The informants in this study have an executive responsibility for
innovation activities in their respective companies. The aim is to cap-
ture data via people who are embedded in the phenomenon (Gioia
et al., 2013), with the intention that their experience-based inter-
pretations can provide knowledge of the characteristics of capabilities
and innovation practices in their companies. None of the authors knew
the informants beforehand, and nor did they have any relationships or
engagement with the companies. To collect the required data, we pre-
pared a list of questions that revolved around drivers of innovation,
various knowledge-exchange mechanisms and internal processes for
building innovation capabilities. We deliberately did not use the term
‘sustainability’ during the interviews to avoid potential social desir-
ability bias. This list of questions, together with a procedural explana-
tion of the data collection, led to the development of an interview
protocol (see Appendix A) that supports the reliability (replicability) of
our research (Yin, 2009). The first author conducted the interviews via
Skype, which enabled a close face-to-face connection with the in-
formants, regardless of their geographic dispersal (Deakin and
Wakefield, 2014). The interviews lasted on average one and a half
hours, and were conducted during a 6-month period in 2016.
All the interviews were recorded and transcribed, and totaled 220
pages of single-spaced text. We used the NVivo software package to
carry out the analysis in three main phases, i.e. coding, classification
and cross-tabulation. Based on the principles of inductive thematic
analysis (Gioia et al., 2013), we followed a consecutive and recursive
process of coding and classification. Firstly, the authors read the data
independently and looked for concepts and expressions related to sus-
tainability drivers, different types of SOI, internal capabilities and ex-
ternal sources of knowledge. This first-order analysis led to the identi-
fication of 86 distinct concepts. In the second phase, we discussed the
similarities and differences between these concepts across the cases in
order to classify them under fewer themes, which left us with 27 dis-
tinct groups, which we called second-order themes. Then, after several
recursive processes of consultation with the existing literature, these
themes were reduced to seven ultimate constructs. In the third and final
phase of the analysis, the relationship between the emerged constructs
was tabulated in a co-occurrence matrix, which indicates pieces of data
that receive two specific codes. This matrix has the advantage of pro-
viding both qualitative and quantitative (i.e. how many times a co-oc-
currence is evidenced) insights, allowing us to look for patterns that
link SOI types with drivers of sustainability, external linkages and in-
ternal capabilities. Appendix B presents an example section of the data
structure to illustrate the emergence of ultimate constructs from first-
order codes, together with an overview of the second-order themes.
In order to establish the credibility of our findings, we considered
two strategies to check for construct and external validity (Yin, 2009).
Firstly, the transcripts were sent to the interviewees to obtain their
feedback and further reflections. When available, the interview data
were triangulated with other information from each company (such as
annual reports, news and data from conference presentations and in-
ternet documents) to check the consistency of the data. In the case of
inconsistencies, we asked the informants for clarifications and com-
ments concerning specific points. Secondly, the multiple cases em-
bedded in our holistic case enabled us to apply replication logic (Yin,
2009, p. 54) by means of looking for similar (literal replication) and
contrasting (theoretical replication) results across our cases, thereby
increasing the generalizability of our findings to other similar contexts.
5. Findings
5.1. Descriptive case findings
The companies in our study belong to the four main sectors of the
minerals industry in Norway, namely construction minerals, metallic
ores, industrial minerals and natural/dimension stones. Among these
16 companies, five are large, six are medium-sized, four are small and
one is a micro-enterprise.2 For reasons of confidentiality, the original
names of the companies were changed to the letters A–P and are re-
ferred to by these letters throughout the paper. Appendix C presents an
overview of the case companies and interviewees.
As shown in Appendix B, the outputs from NVivo provide some
descriptive statistics of the data, including the number of times that a
specific concept or expression appeared in the transcribed interviews.
Considering the different types of SOI in the minerals industry, process
innovations seem to be more prevalent (being mentioned 70 times by
the interviewees), followed by product and social innovations (58 and
37 references, respectively). Our results indicate that suppliers and
research organizations are the most frequent external sources of
knowledge used in the Norwegian minerals industry, while companies
have yet to establish appropriate mechanisms for gaining knowledge
from their societal stakeholders and customers. These external linkages
represent a diversity of networks in terms of geographical location,
ranging from local societal stakeholders to those that cross national
boundaries. Interestingly, the results evidence that local and interna-
tional networks are used equivalently, which in turn points to the fact
that the knowledge required for SOI is geographically dispersed.
In the following, the case study results are presented in three sec-
tions based on the related sets of final constructs that emerged from the
coding process. The first set demonstrates the link between drivers of
SOI activities and their outcomes; the second set discusses the char-
acteristics of linkages with external knowledge sources; and the third
section synthesizes the findings around processes for developing ab-
sorptive capacity.
5.2. What are the drivers and outcomes of SOI activities in the minerals
industry?
Norwegian mineral companies are primarily concerned with in-
novating within their extraction and production operations. These
2 Micro, small and medium-sized companies are those with fewer than 10, 50
and 250 employees, respectively (European Commission, 2012).
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process innovations usually occur in the form of utilizing new tech-
nologies and making continuous incremental improvements to existing
equipment or processes. While such improvements have been important
due to the quest for cost-cutting, pressure from environmental regula-
tions made it inevitable that advanced technologies would be em-
ployed. According to case L:
“(…) so the further development in this industry relies on production
processes that are able to increase the yield, decrease the waste materials
and pollutants, and make progress in energy efficiency.”
The above quote signifies a trend in the sample that suggests the
existence of three main drivers for process innovations in this industry:
reducing emissions and waste; increasing productivity; and improving
energy efficiency. Productivity enhancement, which includes factors
such as labor, resource and capital, has always been at the top of the
agenda for managers in this industry. In Norway, the existence of an
attractive oil and gas sector that attracts a large share of funding op-
portunities, as well as high labor costs, intensifies the importance of
productivity for economic sustainability. On the other hand, waste/
pollution reduction and energy-efficient strategies are mostly directed
towards environmental sustainability through either end-of-pipe solu-
tions such as utilizing water treatment equipment or more proactive
and strategic practices, including recovery/reuse processes and the
employment of clean technologies.
While the industry is mostly concerned with process improvements,
the interview data show that two objectives motivate the companies to
undertake product innovations: increasing the quality (purity) of their
raw-material products; and finding new applications for the minerals.
As the chief executive officer (CEO) of company G remarked:
“The idea in our company as our survival strategy was to look into the
different ore minerals and investigate what kinds of special applications
could be developed for those minerals.”
Moreover, the R&D manager of company J explained what forces
them to focus not only on process improvements, but also on new-
product developments:
“(…) there will be then an increased demand for highly purified minerals
that are absolutely necessary for production of more sustainable solu-
tions for power production, electric cars, windmills, etc. And to achieve
our objectives in product development projects, changes in machinery
and enrichment processes are required.”
Tougher competition in the market for raw materials, especially in
the metallic ore and industrial minerals sectors, has urged companies to
invest in developing specialized products for niche markets. For ex-
ample, one company in our sample is involved in developing an entirely
new product that can assist in removing nuclear pollutants. In this way,
the company will be able to bring environmental value to society while
ensuring its competitive advantage in a rather saturated market for
standard products.
Besides innovative outcomes in processes and products, we found an
increasing awareness about societal issues which, in turn, led to the
creation of a third innovation path, i.e. social innovation. As stated by
the CEO of company D, whereas creating a better social profile could be
achieved as a by-product of improvements in areas such as pollution
control, the increasing power of interest organizations requires addi-
tional efforts with clearer contributions to social well-being:
“During several interactions with stakeholders, we have learned that the
community around our mine expects us to provide more jobs in the re-
gion. This is now one of our highest priorities that can strengthen our tie
with them.”
We conclude that there is a necessity to ensure a ‘social license to
operate’ in order to achieve sustainability in this industry, because in-
sufficiency of social practices might result in having to cease or delay
operations at the mine. Therefore, social innovations could enable the
minerals industry to obtain social approval as an essential component of
their long-term economic sustainability strategy.
Table 2
Illustrative quotes regarding the characteristics of external linkages.
Knowledge source Acquisition mechanisms Geographical breadth Illustrative quotes
Suppliers • Transactional (purchase of machinery,
contracting out technical services)




“There is a certain supply of equipment from Scandinavian players,
I mean both Sweden and Finland, that have a strong supplier sector
for the mining industry which are quite front end-oriented and
innovative in many ways.” (Company N)
“Collaboration [with technology suppliers] is not common, with
some exceptions for example (…) because they needed data about
the metallurgical properties of our raw material to develop their
washing equipment.” (Company E)
Customers • Transactional (monitoring the markets,
conferences, on-site visits)
• Collaborative (product development projects)
Varied, depending on the
target market
“I’m actively taking part in international conferences, so we have a
general clue about what is happening in our potential markets and
their demand.” (Company A)
“I think the development of our X product fits very well with the
definition of a collaborative relationship as we were in close
collaboration with the solar cell manufacturers from the start of
that project.” (Company J)
Universities/research
institutes
• Transactional (outsourcing R&D services,
personal contacts with researchers)
• Collaborative (R&D projects)
Mostly nationally focused “We initiated mineral exploration in a very unconventional area
where we have collaborators from NTNU and a university in
Denmark.” (Company B)
“At the meetings organized by the industry cluster, people from the
research organizations share their knowledge about specific issues
of interest for the industry.” (Company J)
Society/NGOs • Collaborative (open meetings with the locals,
dialogue with NGOs, form expert groups from
local businesses)
Local but in some complex
cases extending to national
scope
“Before making final decisions, we found and involved those
people who were more willing to be engaged and then organized
them in several groups to take care of some of the development
requirements.” (Company P)
“We are aware that it will not be enough if the knowledge only goes
one way, for example only by distributing some reports.”
(Company I)
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5.3. What characterizes external-learning linkages for minerals
sustainability?
All the firms in our study had some experience of incorporating
external sources in their innovation processes, including suppliers,
customers, research organizations and local communities/interest or-
ganizations. As depicted in our theoretical framework, we distinguish
between these linkages in terms of their knowledge content, i.e. tech-
nical, scientific, market and social knowledge. The case study shows
that such a variation resulted in using different mechanisms for ac-
quiring external knowledge, as well as reconciling the geographical
scope of the knowledge search. Table 2 presents some example quotes
to illustrate the knowledge acquisition mechanisms and the geo-
graphical breadth of external linkages with the four aforementioned
knowledge sources.
In Norway, and as far as our sample represents, linkages between
the mineral companies and their suppliers occur mostly on a transac-
tional basis, in the form of buying machinery and technical services.
Choosing the right suppliers appears to be particularly appropriate as it
enables the mineral companies to gain access to the high-quality
knowledge embedded in efficient/clean technologies and/or people. To
maximize the benefit from such learning, a firm should exhibit a spe-
cific level of internal knowledge that is necessary for implementing and
customizing the technologies. Indeed, we found that buying ready-to-
use technologies is becoming less common as greater interaction be-
tween equipment suppliers and mineral companies (users of technolo-
gies) is needed during customization of the final solutions:
“When we need equipment, we usually refer to our selected suppliers that
are located wherever in the EU. So they come back to us with their offers
(…) then we enter into a contract to customize the equipment based on
our specific requirements.”
When necessary, relationships with suppliers may turn out to be
highly collaborative. The main logic behind collaborative arrangements
is to ensure the mutual flow of knowledge between the mineral com-
panies and their suppliers, which in turn emanates from the complexity
of knowledge required to develop the final process solution. For in-
stance, in the case of company E (see Table 2), the unconventionality of
the raw material has made it inevitable for the company to collaborate
closely with its washing equipment supplier and to provide them with
access to operational data over a relatively long period. The complexity
aspect of knowledge also resonates by broadening the geographical
scope of linkages with suppliers, as the need for advanced technological
solutions and expertise increases the importance of being aware of
global actors and their offerings. Although geographical distance may
decrease the ease of knowledge flow, the existence of institutional
frameworks such as trust-based culture and policies for promoting
partnerships could remove some of the obstacles. As remarked by sev-
eral companies in our study, closely related cultures and the existence
of policy initiatives for nurturing collaboration in the Nordic region are
decisive factors for the flow of technology and knowledge from Sweden
and Finland, which are the homes of strong supplier industries.
“I would say that they [our relationships with suppliers] are more often
regional, and by region, I’m thinking about Scandinavia. Sometimes we
have contacts in other countries (…) but the point with the Scandinavian
partners is that we easily trust each other.” – Company H
While doing business in such a globalized industry does not allow
for price competition, the majority of our cases showed their increasing
interest in monitoring market changes and product innovations. In most
cases, the person responsible for the marketing activities of the com-
pany was evidenced to be in charge of monitoring the markets, parti-
cularly those in high-tech and/or renewable energy industries. In
smaller companies, the CEO plays this gatekeeper role, whereas in
larger ones the sales manager/market developer is the one who tries to
ensure that the relevant market knowledge is transmitted to the
company. Nevertheless, developing radical products pushes down-
stream linkages to be more collaborative, instead of just a one-way
knowledge flow to the mineral companies. This radical nature relates to
an entirely new application (e.g. the development of a mineral product
for remediation of radioactive waste from the sea) or to advanced
technical knowledge (e.g. producing crack-free and low-emission con-
crete). As noted by company C:
“We collaborate a lot with concrete producers. Especially with one of
them, we are combining our technical expertise and production em-
ployees in order to find out the best possible way to make good concrete.”
The findings on the geographical breadth of downstream linkages
show notable variance among companies in the minerals industry. On
some occasions, especially in the case of industrial minerals, the
knowledge-exchange process occurs in a broadly international domain.
This is also the case for complex and radical innovation projects. In
contrast, in the case of construction minerals, the physical character-
istics of which are to a large extent location-dependent, companies look
for market knowledge from customers in their vicinity. Moreover, as
customers tend to consider the sustainability of a product's life cycle
from the very beginning, it is important to involve them in product
development projects at an early stage.
Norwegian research organizations have traditionally played a sig-
nificant role in creating the scientific competencies required for de-
veloping the country's resource-based industries (Fagerberg et al.,
2009). As expected, little internal R&D activity in the minerals industry
is compensated for by outsourcing the production of scientific knowl-
edge to competent institutions and universities. The Norwegian Uni-
versity of Science and Technology (NTNU) and the Foundation for
Scientific and Industrial Research (SINTEF) are the most significant
players in this regard. In some cases, mineral companies had some
experience of being engaged in collaborative and publicly funded re-
search projects led by a big research organization such as SINTEF or
NTNU. However, involvement in large projects requires more internal
resources (both financial and human) and trust, and hence the lack of
any of these factors could result in a preference for dyadic relationships
(i.e. those between a single company and a research organization) ra-
ther than those that involve other companies and research organiza-
tions.
“When we collaborate with a research institution, we share proprietary
information about our processes or products. When other companies are
a part of a project, we are afraid of losing this information to our
competitors.” – Company O
The data signify that the minerals industry is mostly nationally or-
iented when it comes to scientific linkages. Indeed, the presence of a
globally competitive process industry (in terms of both cleanliness and
productivity) in Norway has led to the development of strong research
groups within the universities/R&D institutes that leverage their in-
ternal skills and external networks to supply a large share of the re-
quired knowledge in the minerals industry. Nevertheless, in a couple of
cases where the aim was to develop advanced products or to undertake
patent-driven research, mineral companies opted to involve foreign
research organizations. Interestingly, even in these cases, a Norwegian
research organization was also part of the collaboration, in order to
ease the acquisition and further application of the scientific knowledge.
Our case study also sheds some light on the characteristics of lin-
kages with societal stakeholders. Firstly, we found evidence to argue
that companies are incrementally moving towards collaborative
knowledge exchange, using mechanisms such as dialogue with interest
organizations (e.g. environmental non-governmental organizations
[NGOs]) about their environmental impact, which could consequently
lead to remedial actions within the operations. Secondly, the degree of
organizational involvement is increasing as companies are trying to
incorporate knowledge about social issues into various organizational
levels and functions in order to address the complexity of absorbing this
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type of knowledge. Following the CEO of company B:
“Obtaining [social] information is expensive. I don’t mean monetary
value, but the amount of time and engagement that should be spent.
When we want to discuss with the communities, a team including man-
agers, consultants and production engineers has to show up.”
Thirdly, social linkages are found to be geographically limited to
where the mine or processing plant is located. This is due to the high
local impact of the minerals industry, both in a positive (regional de-
velopment) and negative (socio-environmental impact) manner.
Moreover, social knowledge is mostly intuitive (e.g. the expectations of
locals) and based on context-specific experience (e.g. nature-based ac-
tivities such as fishing or reindeer husbandry) that adds to its tacitness
and the difficulty of assimilation. Therefore, geographical proximity to
the external sources of social knowledge could assist mineral companies
in converting the relevant knowledge into innovative outcomes.
5.4. What capabilities underlie the absorptive capacity for SOI?
Considering the findings presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, mineral
companies exhibit capabilities that absorb various types of external
knowledge (technical, scientific, market and social) in order to practice
process, product and social innovations. As the process perspective on
absorptive capacity illustrates (see Fig. 1), these capabilities can be
categorized under recognition, assimilation and exploitation processes.
Our data suggest that four types of capabilities underlie these processes:
(1) keeping abreast of changes in technologies and markets; (2) in-
creasing awareness about social issues; (3) facilitating internal knowl-
edge dissemination; and (4) piloting new, innovative solutions. While
the first two capabilities focus on identifying and understanding ex-
ternal knowledge (recognition), the third and fourth lay the foundations
for integrating it with prior knowledge (assimilation) and applying the
resultant new knowledge for innovative purposes (exploitation), re-
spectively. Table 3 summarizes the findings regarding these capabilities
and their micro-foundations (underlying skills and routines).
With regard to recognition, mineral companies seem to require a
specific degree of prior knowledge on related technologies and markets
to locate and understand the external knowledge. To follow up the
continuous changes in what the potential markets for minerals perceive
as sustainable solutions, some cases in our study referred to practices
such as participation in conferences, which is not only a knowledge
source in itself, but also an arena enabling them to identify other
sources of knowledge by means of networking. On these occasions, the
market knowledge accrued by the company acts as a facilitator for fu-
ture knowledge acquisition through the existing network. Moreover,
keeping abreast of changes in technologies and markets necessitates an
ability to employ the relevant staff and train them on a regular basis. Our
case study shows that understanding the knowledge embodied in
technologies plays a central role in innovation activities in this in-
dustry. The proper operation of equipment requires a substantial level
of prior experience at the individual-employee level that is not available
based on existing skills or via user manuals/general instructions.
Therefore, companies opt to recruit technicians who, through their
earlier careers have the practical skills to work with specific equipment.
In cases where some prior knowledge exists, training and continuing
education seem to be more prevalent due to the high cost of labor in
Norway. On-the-job training has been found to be particularly im-
portant for familiarizing staff about the incremental technology devel-
opments regarding waste reduction and recycling processes. As noted
by company I:
“The main reason [to educate employees] has been to adjust our pro-
duction processes according to the environmental regulations since they
are sometimes changing overnight.”
The recognition component of absorptive capacity in our case study
demonstrates a specific capability for understanding external social
knowledge, referred to here as awareness about social issues. In this
regard, we found that acquiring social knowledge relies primarily on
the managers’ desire to act ethically. This desire is a decisive factor for
establishing a positive reputation in local communities, which conse-
quently makes them willing to share their knowledge with the mineral
companies. In contrast, as noted by company H, companies that only
respond to coercive forces (e.g. pressure from the government) are
often perceived by societal stakeholders as possessing a lack of re-
sponsibility, thereby losing the opportunity to build trust-based re-
lationships and gain access to the valuable knowledge required for
continuous improvements in social sustainability.
“These [environmental] rules are quite strict in Norway and the gov-
ernment forces us to follow the best practices for tailings disposal (…) but
here the challenge is to get the locals to trust in us and collaborate with
us.”
Table 3
Illustrative quotes about the micro-foundations of capabilities for building absorptive capacity.
Identified capabilities and micro-foundations Excerpts from the interviews
Recognition (1) Keeping abreast of changes in technologies and
markets
– Prior knowledge base
– Recruiting new technicians and university graduates
– Employee training and continuing education
(2) Increasing awareness about social issues
– Managers’ desire to act ethically
– Setting specific objectives for responding to social issues
“(…) recruited from northern parts of Sweden and Finland since we purchased new equipment from
suppliers in those countries” (Company D)
“Cooperation with technical colleges for training our employees is helping us to secure the need for
competence” (Company C)
“(…) achieving success when the managers had a passion for resolving social conflicts” (Company K)
“(…) the corporate social responsibility (CSR) projects were truly small, so we had to be quite
realistic about the target and be specific on the required information to meet those targets”
(Company I – regional manager)
Assimilation (3) Facilitating internal knowledge dissemination
– Sharing experiences among co-workers in a specific unit/
function
– Intra-firm communication channels across technical,
market and social knowledge bases
“(…) promoted communication inside the company in such a way that it became part of the
organizational culture” (Company D)
“To ensure knowledge sharing among more than one plant, we expect the unit managers to arrange
meetings to find a solution” (Company F)
“To modify our product, we should fully understand a customer's desired specifications for the
product, (…) and this knowledge is not something that our marketing people have. Then (…) discuss
it internally within the production and R&D departments” (Company G)
Exploitation (4) Piloting new innovative solutions
– Experimentation and testing process-related changes
– Piloting new products and socially related practices on a
small scale
– Maintaining external relationships to receive appropriate
feedback
“In these changes [on the machinery], the employees’ knowledge about our minerals and processes is
essential to experiment [with] what works and what doesn’t work” (Company L)
“(…) to decrease the rest materials by implementing a new technique for drilling and blasting (…),
but we had to check with one of our customers first to see whether they are satisfied with the new
product” (Company M)
“After publishing our first sustainability report, we recognized through our meetings with
environmental activists that caring about the employees’ safety is something that might capture their
interest. Then we used this insight in our future communications with them” (Company B)
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The desire to act in accordance with social expectations is then
combined with the capability to set specific social objectives, as the
complexity of environmental and social issues might hinder companies
for approaching them at the right time (i.e. prioritizing daily operations
due to the lack of sufficient time and financial resources). As seen in
cases I and O, breaking down complex issues into specific targets and
communicating those targets to the societal stakeholders helped the
companies to identify experts or interest organizations as potential
sources of social knowledge.
Concerning assimilation, the findings suggest that internal knowledge
dissemination, both within and across different units/functions, is required
to integrate external knowledge with existing skills and abilities. To
ensure this integration, some cases in our sample have managed to
reach such a level of maturity in internal communication that knowl-
edge sharing became part of their organizational culture. Arranging
periodic meetings and encouraging peer-to-peer interactions are per-
ceived to be fundamental parts of assimilation, as a great deal of
knowledge about technologies, markets and social issues is tacit and
cannot flow easily without face-to-face communications. More inter-
estingly, as pointed out by cases B and N, the necessity for involvement
of various functions in the assimilation processes is likely to increase
across the spectrum from technological to social knowledge. That is, in
order to integrate external market knowledge, technical staff from
production and R&D functions should also be involved, as well as those
responsible for marketing activities, and for social knowledge, in ad-
dition to the above, those in charge of communication with societal
stakeholders should also be engaged.
“Our systematic view to information from locals or voluntary agencies
gives us a good way of improving and making more sense from them (…)
they speak a different language that is not easy to understand (…) so
different people work together in organized teams.” – Company N
In this respect, knowledge-sharing processes that happen between
firms are also crucial. For instance, companies that use similar ma-
chinery and technical processes – such as those involved in the metallic
ore and industrial minerals sectors – noticed a benefit from sharing
their experiences, which in turn resulted in assimilation at an inter-firm
(industry) level. Nevertheless, coordinating inter-firm knowledge
sharing seems to be challenging for individual companies, and this is
where intermediary organizations such as the Mineral Cluster Norway3
and the Association of Norwegian Mineral Industry4 are crucial in
providing such opportunities.
“We are a member of a technical committee in the industry association
(…) once we talked about our problems with equipment. This is a pro-
blem for the whole industry (…) so our aggregates were used as a case
and we get good ideas from other companies.” – Company E
Finally, insights into how companies exploit knowledge resulting
from assimilation processes support the existence of three interrelated
capabilities: experimentation, small-scale testing and the maintenance of
external relationships. As reflected in the quote from case L in Table 3,
experimentation represents utilizing a combination of knowledge,
particularly on technical solutions, for the purpose of trial and error and
incremental changes. In such cases, knowledge gained from elsewhere
(training, co-workers, etc.) is combined with prior experiences for
further ‘learning by doing’ and the achievement of innovative out-
comes. Similarly, we evidenced that successful product and social in-
novations need to be tested by users and stakeholders on a small scale,
before implementation in larger projects and markets. As noted by the
companies themselves, addressing sustainability often entails some
trade-off between its different aspects, which in turn necessitates testing
an innovative solution before final development and implementation.
For instance, achieving a lower environmental footprint may come at
the expense of lower product quality (e.g. the durability of a natural
stone) and challenges with regard to satisfying customers. Therefore, as
the third capability for exploitation depicts, successful exploitation re-
quires the ability to retain external linkages up to the point that the
desired commercial or non-commercial (e.g. social) value is created.
This capability serves as a feedback loop from the exploitation step to
the acquisition of new knowledge from external sources.
6. Discussions
6.1. Discussion of findings
This qualitative study adopted a process view of absorptive capacity
to explore the capabilities for recognition, assimilation and exploitation
of external knowledge in order to undertake SOI activities. More spe-
cifically, attention was directed towards capabilities for pursuing a
broad innovation approach, where learning from various external
knowledge sources is necessary for economic, environmental and social
sustainability. To this end, we demonstrated the knowledge char-
acteristics that condition the use of knowledge-acquisition mechanisms,
and revealed a set of skills and routines that contribute to the devel-
opment of certain capabilities for absorbing the acquired knowledge.
Regarding the mechanisms for knowledge acquisition, we followed
the open-innovation literature and differentiated between transactional
and collaborative types of relationships with external knowledge
sources (Greco et al., 2016). Our findings suggested that, while mineral
companies generally take advantage of both of these mechanisms,
choosing one or the other depends on the complexity and tacitness of
the knowledge, so that high complexity and/or high tacitness are
conducive to the use of more collaborative mechanisms. As proposed by
Lane et al. (2006), these two knowledge characteristics are important
factors as they explain the ease of gaining access to the external
knowledge bases. In this regard, while tacitness depicts the extent to
which the knowledge can be codified and transferred, complexity refers
to how unknown (in terms of a technology or market) a form of
knowledge is for a company.
In the case of technical knowledge where suppliers are the major
source, the knowledge flow seems to be primarily one-way (towards the
mineral companies), unless the suppliers’ existing technical solutions
and services do not meet the process requirements. In these complex
(technological) situations, mineral companies contribute to the pro-
duction of new knowledge (e.g. washing equipment) by means of pro-
viding information and the opportunity to test the equipment in a real
operating environment (Lager et al., 2015). Similarly, with regard to
scientific and market knowledge, transactional mechanisms have been
found to be more prevalent, as collaborations designed to develop these
types of knowledge ‒ which are often far beyond a mineral company's
knowledge base ‒ could disperse internal resources and have a detri-
mental effect on the innovation outcomes (Greco et al., 2016). With
respect to social knowledge, tacitness plays an important role in moti-
vating the mineral companies to collaborate with their societal stake-
holders. Knowledge about social issues and the expectations of locals
could not be codified as it involves individuals’ perceptions about the
impacts of a company (Hall et al., 2003; Suopajärvi et al., 2016). Thus,
mutual interactions are necessary for building trust-based relationships,
which in turn result in shared understandings about social issues and
the expectations of local communities regarding the minerals industry.
For recognizing (understanding) the external knowledge, our data
corroborate the importance of prior knowledge within a company for
building absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Contrary to
the traditional approaches to innovation, SOI necessitates a broader
range of prior knowledge regarding technical, scientific and market
aspects, as well as a desire by managers to participate in knowledge-
exchange processes with societal stakeholders (Sharma, 2005). More-
over, while prior knowledge and a desire by managers to act ethically
3 http://www.mineralklyngenorge.no.
4 https://www.norskbergindustri.no/about-us—info-in-english/.
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represent static capabilities (i.e. resources), we argue that successful
recognition requires dynamic capabilities, such as new recruitment and
training, that assist mineral companies to keep abreast of changes in
technologies and markets. In his seminal paper, Teece (2007) suggests
that rapid changes in the business environment call for continuous
modifications to a company's knowledge base. Accordingly, in line with
Lozano (2015), our findings indicate that sustainability transition im-
plies rapid changes in technologies, market demands, environmental
regulations and social expectations, thereby highlighting the im-
portance of continuous learning through organizational routines such
as employee training that consequently increase a company's ability to
understand the external knowledge.
Our case study provides supporting evidence for the importance of
internal knowledge dissemination as a capability for the assimilation
(integration) of external knowledge. The existing literature on absorp-
tive capacity argues that formal and informal mechanisms of knowl-
edge exchange within a company facilitate knowledge dissemination by
means of closing the cognitive gap among the employees (Vega‐Jurado
et al., 2008; Zahra and George, 2002). As formal mechanisms such as
using knowledge-exchange coordinators and job rotation have yet to be
developed in the Norwegian minerals industry, internal knowledge
dissemination hinges on informal peer-to-peer interactions. We further
contributed to the existing literature by demonstrating the inter-
relatedness between the assimilation of different knowledge types in
sustainability contexts. While successful integration of technical and
scientific knowledge entails interactions between a relatively limited
number of employees (mostly those involved in production), combining
external market knowledge involves a knowledge exchange between
those in charge of production and marketing activities. These cross-
functional interactions become even broader in the case of social
knowledge (Murphy et al., 2012) which, according to our findings, is of
a different ‘language’ and its further application in innovative activities
demands the contribution of several functions within a firm.
Finally, this paper proposes that the exploitation of external
knowledge in sustainability contexts rests on appropriate capabilities
for testing and piloting innovative, new solutions, regardless of their
type (product, process or socially oriented practices). This finding
contributes to the debate on the importance of considering commercial
and non-commercial interests in SOI processes (Amui et al., 2017;
Watson et al., 2017) by showing that long-lasting external linkages with
societal stakeholders and customers can create mutual value for both
the focal company and its collaborators. As a fundamental capability in
such linkages, piloting innovative solutions provides significant feed-
back to a mineral company, enabling it to align its ultimate solution
with the needs of customers and/or societal stakeholders (Murphy
et al., 2012).
6.2. Implications for managers and policymakers
Considering the three outcomes of SOI, policymakers and managers
should get involved in efforts that go beyond the frequent focus of the
minerals industry on process improvements and economic sustain-
ability. Specifically, pursuing a social innovation path to tackle broader
sustainability issues calls for policy interventions that aim to increase
awareness about social issues (van der Have and Rubalcaba, 2016).
Taking a capability perspective, these policies should be directed to-
wards establishing a range of mechanisms for public engagement, from
formal acts such as regulations concerning the involvement of minority
groups to informal forums for dialogue between the companies, locals
and interest organizations. In this regard, the existence of performance
evaluation frameworks such as Towards Sustainable Mining in Canada
or Finland is crucial in providing key indicators for measuring the effect
of social linkages.
Owing to the financial and human resource limitations of individual
mineral companies, strengthening industrial clusters and professional
associations should be placed at the core of policy support tools to bring
together various companies and external knowledge sources. Although
the role of innovation intermediaries has rarely been discussed in the
context of non-high-tech industries, recent research suggests that these
organizations could help companies in the implementation of open
innovation by reducing misunderstandings between managers and
creating an arena for discussions among the industrial actors, govern-
mental agencies and societal stakeholders (Radnejad et al., 2017).
While the intermediary organizations in the Norwegian minerals in-
dustry are primarily focusing on forging external links with suppliers
and universities, engaging governmental agencies such as Innovation
Norway5 could offer funding and network opportunities to promote
links with potential markets for raw materials. Moreover, industrial
clusters and associations could act as neutral organizations between the
mineral companies and societal stakeholders (e.g. NGOs) by involving
the latter in knowledge-exchange arenas regarding social issues.
As for building the absorptive capacity for SOI, managers should
extend their organizational capabilities beyond the recognition com-
ponent, in order to take full advantage of external knowledge. In this
regard, firstly, more effort is required to assimilate technical, market
and social knowledge that often resides in various functions or in-
dividuals within a firm, and which consequently hinders its application
in addressing broader sustainability issues via innovative activities
(Watson et al., 2017). Accordingly, companies need to combine in-
formal and formal mechanisms for internal knowledge dissemination to
respond to the challenge of integrating various types of knowledge into
their existing knowledge bases. Secondly, our findings signify the ne-
cessity of ongoing external linkages even in the knowledge-application
step, in the sense that the new products or practices (as outcomes of the
exploitation of new knowledge for innovation) meet the expectations of
both the company and its stakeholders. As proposed by Watson et al.
(2017), this mutual understanding is particularly important for ac-
commodating varying expectations when economic sustainability runs
counter to environmental and social sustainability.
We reiterate that addressing sustainability objectives via innovation
is a demanding goal that implies the accumulation of a broad range of
capabilities and the efficient functioning of various external linkages.
Therefore, policymakers and managers should maintain a balance be-
tween policies and strategies for building the four types of capabilities
by taking into account the types of innovation outcome and the dif-
ferent components of absorptive capacity.
6.3. Conclusion and future research
To conclude, we believe that this study sheds some light on the
determinants of absorptive capacity for innovations aimed at sustain-
ability. By building on the extant literature and a rich empirical insight
from the Norwegian minerals industry, we demonstrated how mineral
companies can build appropriate capabilities concerning the different
components of absorptive capacity, i.e. recognition, assimilation and
exploitation. While some skills and routines for building these cap-
abilities exist, more effort is needed to increase understanding about the
various types of knowledge relevant to sustainability contexts. More
importantly, company-level strategies and national policies should ad-
dress the issue of strengthening the ability of firms to integrate and
apply external knowledge, with the aim of fulfilling different sustain-
ability objectives.
Nevertheless, this study has some limitations. The first concerns the
generalizability of the findings to other industrial settings that differ in
character from Norway's minerals industry. Therefore, we call for fu-
ture studies in other resource-intensive industries and national con-
texts, possibly in countries with dissimilar market and innovation
characteristics. In doing so, taking a longitudinal approach is highly
preferential as it will allow researchers to examine how these
5 http://www.innovasjonnorge.no/en/start-page.
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capabilities and their underlying routines change over a period of time
when firms/industries move through different SOI paths. Second, our
approach using qualitative data does not allow for an objective measure
of innovation outcomes and of how our interviewees differentiated
between incremental and radical innovations. To extend the theoretical
understanding, research could employ a quantitative design and use
survey-based data to test our arguments. Despite these limitations, we
believe that our work makes theoretical and practical contributions to
the topic of sustainability in the minerals industry, and could serve as a
springboard for future investigations.
Appendix A. Interview protocol for the study
Interviewee: ……………………….. Company and Position: ……………………………
Date and time: …………………………... Duration: ………………………………
Pre-interview comments: ………………………………………………………………………….
Introduction
To facilitate our note-taking, I would like to record our conversation. For your information, only researchers on the project will be privy to the
recorded interviews, which will be eventually deleted after they are transcribed.
We have planned this interview to last no longer than one hour. During this time, we have several questions that we would like to cover. If time
begins to run short, it may be necessary to interrupt you in order to push ahead and complete this line of questioning. Besides these questions,
our line of discussion might raise some extra questions and comments.
You have been invited to participate in this research because you have been identified as someone who has a great deal to share about innovation,
knowledge exchange and capability building in the minerals industry. This PhD research project as a whole focuses on the improvement of
innovation performance in the industry, with particular interest in understanding how the flow of knowledge and relevant capabilities
contribute to that performance. Our study does not aim to evaluate your company’s activities or your own experiences. Rather, we are trying to
learn more about innovation process, and internal and external practices that are important in this regard.
Interview questions
1. Could you please tell me about the main challenges of your company regarding innovation?
2. How do you deal with these challenges?
3. What are the main opportunities in your business?
4. How can these opportunities be maximized and result in value creation?
5. How does innovation help your company to deal with the challenges and opportunities?
6. Please describe the innovation process in your company.
7. Who are mostly involved in the innovation activities of your company? Both in terms of business units and organizational levels.
8. Please briefly describe how you look for knowledge outside your company.
9. What kinds of practices do you use for bringing in the external knowledge?
10. For which purposes do you use external knowledge in your activities?
11. Could you give me an example of a successful collaboration and a failure example?
12. In your company, what are the internal resources and skills required to do innovation?
13. What motives or purposes are pivotal when you want to choose an external knowledge source?
14. Are there any particular characteristics regarding the type of knowledge you use in your different innovation activities?
15. What are the main knowledge exchange arenas in this industry in Norway?
16. Please briefly describe how knowledge flow happens in those arenas.
Post-interview comments: …………………………………………………………………………
Appendix B. From second-order themes to ultimate constructs
Drivers of SOI External sources of knowledge
• Developing specialty products (36)* • Suppliers (105)
• Improving energy efficiency (49) • Research organizations (92)
• Improving employment attractiveness (19) • Society/NGOs (47)
• Increasing productivity (45) • Customers (59)
• Supplying the best quality of raw materials (21) Knowledge acquisition mechanisms
• Reducing emission and waste (53) • Collaborative relationship (57)
• Obtaining social approval (22) • Transactional relationship (54)
Capabilities for absorptive capacity Type of knowledge required for SOI
• Recognition – technology/market changes (73) • Technical know-how (65)
• Recognition – awareness about social issues (23) • Market knowledge (37)
• Assimilation (64) • Scientific knowledge (52)
• Exploitation (31) • Social knowledge (35)
Outcomes of SOI Geographical breadth of linkage
• Process innovation (70) • Local linkage (40)
• Product innovation (58) • National linkage (35)
• Social innovation (37) • International linkage (42)
*The numbers show how many times the second-order themes were mentioned by the interviewees.





















• The exogenous pressure for local procurement
• Region-specific minerals
• The culture of trust and openness in Norway
• National arenas for knowledge exchange
• Global actors in the minerals industry
• Geographically broad distribution of suppliers
• Product specialization calls for global approach 
• The complexity of knowledge in the industry
• Partnerships for specific innovative projects
• Meeting places/conferences as learning places
• Resource barriers to high-level contribution
• Personal contacts for inflow of knowledge 
Appendix C. Demographic overview of the interviewees
Company Sector Interviewee’s position Date of interview
A Natural and dimension stone Sales manager 15.12.2015
B Metallic ores CEO 18.12.2015
C Construction minerals CEO 21.12.2015
D Metallic ores CEO 11.01.2016
E Construction minerals Production manager 19.01.2016
F Construction minerals CEO 16.02.2016
G Industrial minerals CEO 18.02.2016
H Industrial minerals CEO 09.03.2016
I Construction minerals Regional manager 10.03.2016
J Industrial minerals R&D manager 06.04.2016
K Construction minerals Production manager 07.04.2016
L Natural and dimension stone CEO 08.04.2016
M Natural and dimension stone Business development manager 21.04.2016
N Metallic ores Chief commercial officer 03.05.2016
O Industrial minerals Process development manager 06.05.2016
P Industrial minerals CEO 11.05.2016
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6 Discussion and implications 
Having presented the three papers, the main findings of the thesis will now be presented in 
response to the overall RQ and sub-questions. The theoretical contributions of the work will 
then be summarized and potential future directions for research in the field of open SOI 
outlined. After presenting the limitations of the thesis, the findings in terms of implications for 
firm managers and policymakers will be discussed.       
6.1 Findings 
As guided by the overall RQ, the thesis developed three main objectives relating to the 
conditions under, and the extent to which, engaging external stakeholders can result in superior 
SOI outputs and financial performance. In this section, the empirical findings from the 
appended papers are drawn upon and the answers that the thesis has provided with respect to 
the three research objectives will be synthesized. A summary of these findings with respect to 
the overall RQ and the three research objectives is presented in Table 8.        
Under which conditions can engaging external stakeholders result in superior SOI outputs? 
The systematic literature review in chapter 2 revealed that existing studies in the field of open 
SOI have paid insufficient attention to the factors that can provide better conditions for firms 
to convert external knowledge into innovative outputs. The empirical analysis conducted in 
papers 1 and 2 found that two sets of conditional factors are of utmost importance in a firm’s 
quest for developing sustainable process, products and organizational practices; namely, its 
internal capabilities and the proximity to external stakeholders. With the aim of providing a 
synthesis of the findings regarding these factors, Figure 12 illustrates capabilities and proximity 
dimensions in two levels of hierarchy, respectively referred to as first-order and second-order 
conditions under which engaging external stakeholders can result in superior SOI outputs.  
 
Figure 12: First- and second-order conditions for converting external knowledge into SOI outputs 
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Table 8: Summary of the findings from the empirical papers 
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 Two sets of different but interdependent conditional factors are of utmost importance: firms’ internal capabilities and their 
proximity to external stakeholders. 
 To identify and understand external knowledge, firms need to keep abreast of changes in technologies and markets. This 
capability can develop the cognitive and formal institutional proximities between firms and external stakeholders. 
 Next, firms need to increase their awareness of social issues, which in turn operates the informal dimension of institutional 
proximity and closes the normative gap in firm-stakeholder relationships. 
 In order to integrate external knowledge internally, firms should combine informal mechanisms such as peer-to-peer 
interactions, with formal arrangements such as using knowledge exchange coordinators to increase cross-functional 
collaborations. This capability is important for establishing an optimum degree of organizational proximity. 
 Exploiting the new knowledge rests on the capabilities to retain stakeholder relationships in the latter stages of innovation, 
together with experimentation and small-scale testing of new products and social practices. 
To what extent can 
engaging external 





 Engineering- and science-related education backgrounds (cognitive proximity) are positively related to process and product 
innovations respectively.  
 The similarity between rules and regulations (formal institutions) is positively related to both process and product innovations. 
On the contrary, the similarity between cultural norms and moral values (informal institutions) is positively related to the 
social type of SOI. 
 A diversity of collaborations beyond the local region (organizational proximity) is positively related to social (but not process 
nor product) innovations. However, a diversity of collaborations regardless of their geographical loci triggers the relational 
aspect of stakeholder engagement and allows a firm to achieve broader SOI outputs (all three types of SOI). 
 Not only the diversity, but also the intensity (frequency), of transactional relationships are important for achieving broader 
SOI outputs. 
Under which condition 
can engaging external 




 The effect of stakeholder engagement on financial performance (measured by profitability) appears to be conditioned on the 
achievement of SOI outputs. In other words, there exists no direct link between engaging external stakeholders in innovation 
processes and profitability, and SOI fully mediates the association between stakeholder engagement (both transactional and 
relational) and financial performance. 
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The logic of this conceptual framework is that different dimensions of proximity (second-order 
conditions) effectuate various capabilities (first-order conditions) for SOI. Regarding the latter, 
a firm’s internal capabilities are reflected in a sequential process of recognizing, assimilating 
and exploiting external stakeholders’ knowledge, in which each of these building blocks 
emerges from a set of organizational skills and routines. Moreover, the exploitation capability 
is not only related to the first two capabilities from a linear perspective, but also initiates a 
feedback loop that enables a firm to reconfigure its skills and routines in order to recognize and 
assimilate the external knowledge. These two capabilities can in turn trigger the proximity 
dimensions in the upper level of the illustrated hierarchy. Based on the findings from papers 1 
and 2, the remaining part of this section give a more detailed account of capabilities, proximity 
dimensions, and the relationship between them, with respect to their role in stakeholder 
engagement and SOI.     
As concerns capabilities, and in line with recent conceptual works (Amui et al., 2017; Watson 
et al., 2017), this study found two main reasons why SOI capabilities are specific and different 
from what a firm might already possess regarding its general innovations: first, the fact that 
sustainability spans different areas of technology, markets and society; and second, the 
imperative for engaging with stakeholders who are more concerned with environmental and 
social sustainability than economic impacts of innovations. This situation makes it inevitable 
for a firm to understand knowledge areas that might be far from its existing knowledge base, as 
well as to ensure ongoing feedback from external stakeholders regarding its products and 
processes, so that environmental and social expectations can be fulfilled. Therefore, firms draw 
on a diverse range of organizational skills and routines to develop their capabilities in 
recognizing, assimilating and exploiting external stakeholders’ knowledge. 
In the first step, successfully identifying and understanding external knowledge (recognition) 
in SOI contexts requires a priori knowledge of different areas of technology, markets and 
society. This is reflected in the development of two distinct capabilities for recognition: 1) 
keeping abreast of changes in technologies and markets; and 2) increasing awareness of social 
issues. With respect to the first capability, not only can internal R&D assist firms in overcoming 
the greater complexity of SOI, for example in the case of cleaner technologies, but employee 
training and new recruitment are also important mechanisms for improving technical and 
market knowledge bases. In the latter group of mechanisms, capabilities emerge by means of 
dynamic processes of learning and the development of existing knowledge in order to address 
rapid changes in technologies, market demands, environmental regulations and social 
expectations, which is a specific characteristic of sustainability contexts (Lozano, 2015).  
From a proximity perspective, this thesis demonstrates that keeping abreast of changes in 
technologies and markets allows firms to activate two second-order conditions for achieving a 
higher degree of learning and innovation, namely cognitive and formal institutional 
mechanisms. Considering cognitive proximity, this finding is in accordance with what Ketata 
et al. (2015) refer to as the twofold advantage of developing a technological knowledge base, 
as it not only increases a firm’s capacity to understand knowledge coming from different 
sources, but also eases their assessment of how to choose the most relevant knowledge for a 
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specific innovation purpose. Similarly, paper 2 conceptualizes that improved knowledge of 
regulative frameworks (as a result of a capability to follow up the changes in this respect) can 
close the formal institutional gap in firm-stakeholder relationships. Closing this gap is 
particularly important for aligning various sustainability objectives; for example, through 
reducing tensions between economic and environmental improvements, which in turn plays a 
significant role in facilitating the flow of knowledge from external stakeholders.       
Alongside the capability to follow up the latest developments in a multiplicity of areas related 
to sustainability, successful recognition in SOI contexts is also dependent on the way managers 
interpret and act upon environmental and social issues. This capability relies primarily on 
managers’ desire to act ethically, and can result in a positive reputation among 
socially/environmentally concerned stakeholders, hence making them willing to share their 
knowledge and expectations due to trust-related factors (Eccles et al., 2014; Sharma, 2005). 
Indeed, as shown in Figure 12, increasing awareness of social issues is the type of capability in 
the recognition phase that can operate the informal dimension of institutional proximity; that 
is, to close the normative gap in firm-stakeholder relationships. Accordingly, this thesis 
emphasizes that managers show their desire to engage in broader sustainability issues by 
providing transparent information on firms’ performance with respect to social and 
environmental impacts (Herremans et al., 2016). Such a desire should then be combined with 
organizational routines to set specific sustainability objectives regarding social and 
environmental issues, as the complexity of such issues might hinder a firm from approaching 
them at the right time.     
Regarding assimilation as the second step in the capability building process, the explorative 
study in this thesis highlights the presence of organizational routines that facilitate internal 
knowledge dissemination, either within a specific function or organization wide. In agreement 
with previous works (Ayuso et al., 2006; Dangelico et al., 2017), the findings indicate that 
informal mechanisms such as periodic meetings and peer-to-peer interactions are a prerequisite 
for nurturing an open culture within a firm, yet formal arrangements such as using knowledge 
exchange coordinators are required to increase cross-functional collaborations. Consequently, 
combining these mechanisms can assist a firm to achieve a balance between flexibility and 
control regarding transactions of knowledge, which is in turn an important factor in establishing 
an optimum degree of organizational proximity to external stakeholders (Boschma, 2005). To 
this end, formal mechanisms mitigate the uncertainty about ownership rights by controlling 
knowledge exchange through hierarchical frameworks (as in the case of the knowledge 
coordinators discussed above), while informal ones establish weak ties and thereby allow better 
access to novel information.       
Finally, firms rely on their capability in piloting innovative solutions in order to exploit the new 
knowledge that results from integrating external knowledge internally. Exploring this capability 
in more detail revealed that beyond retaining stakeholder relationships in the latter stages of 
innovation, which is similarly demonstrated by recent studies on SOI projects (Behnam et al., 
2018; Kazadi et al., 2016), successful exploitation is also dependent on experimentation and 
small-scale testing of new products and social practices. Long-lasting engagement practices 
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bring about more commitment (from both firms and external stakeholders) to shared goals, 
which is as an important factor in achieving corporate sustainability objectives. Moreover, by 
ensuring engagement in the long-term, firms can test whether an innovative output fulfills the 
requirements of external stakeholders, irrespective of the economic, social or environmental 
nature of these requirements.  
Therefore, this thesis suggests that the exploitation phase of the capability building process and 
its underlying mechanisms do not relate directly to proximity dimensions, but actuate them by 
means of the feedback loops to recognition and assimilation capabilities (see Figure 12). As an 
example, to respond to environmental pressures, a firm studied in paper 1 employed a new 
blasting technique to reduce the waste materials, but this environmental improvement has 
caused an increase in the price, which according to the firm displeased an important customer. 
Subsequently, the feedback from this customer in the piloting of the product was used to engage 
another relevant stakeholder, an NGO, to set environmental objectives that allowed an 
improvement process in a stepwise manner, in such a way that the economic aspect was not 
compromised. Therefore, engaging the new stakeholder and setting specific objectives (rather 
than idealistic ones) allowed the firm to close the normative gap (with societal stakeholders) 
created by the lack of trust in its commitment to broader sustainability objectives.        
To what extent can engaging external stakeholders result in superior SOI? 
Having explored the conditions under which stakeholder engagement can result in better SOI 
outputs, the next task was to explain the extent of possible associations between these two 
constructs. To this end, papers 2 and 3 employed different perspectives on stakeholder 
engagement, and addressed the gap identified in the literature review by providing quantitative 
evidence for external stakeholders’ contribution to SOI outputs. More specifically, paper 2 
found that various dimensions of proximity in firm-stakeholder relationships were associated 
with individual types of SOI (process, product and social practices) in different ways.  To 
complement the results obtained on the determinants of SOI, paper 3 operationalized it as an 
aggregated and evolving outcome, in which transactional and relational types of stakeholder 
engagement were demonstrated to be conducive to higher levels of SOI. Figure 13 provides a 
summary of the nature of the associations found between different aspects of stakeholder 
engagement (proximity dimensions and types of engagement) and SOI outputs.           
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Concerning proximity dimensions, it was argued in the previous section that firms draw on a 
range of capabilities in an attempt to get closer to the ‘worldviews’ of their external 
stakeholders, which comprise cognitive, institutional and organizational foundations. 
Regarding the first dimension, the thesis determines that keeping abreast of developments in 
technological and market areas makes a firm cognitively closer to external stakeholders, 
particularly value chain partners and universities, which are more relevant sources for technical 
and market knowledge (Fitjar et al., 2013; Robertson et al., 2012). Nonetheless, cognitive 
proximity in industrial settings with synthetic knowledge bases is seen as similarities in two 
different types of knowledge, i.e. engineering and scientific ones, which are measured by means 
of employees’ educational background. As shown in Figure 13, engineering-related and 
science-related cognitive proximities are positively associated with process and product types 
of SOI respectively, which provides support for the claim that specific innovative outputs are 
driven by somewhat different knowledge bases.  
Process innovations are characterized by how well engineering staff are able to combine 
different facets of existing knowledge regarding implementation and improvement of technical 
operations and managerial systems. However, this is not to ignore the importance of developing 
completely new knowledge in the form of, for instance, cleaner production technologies or 
environmental management systems, but as discussed in section 2.4, it should be emphasized 
that SOI can be also achieved through incremental improvements and without conducting R&D 
activities. 
Despite the observed difference between the cognitive dimensions of process and product 
innovations, it was found that a similar type of institutional proximity (the formal dimension) 
explains both these SOI outputs. In other words, a significant effect of informal institutions on 
product and process innovations was not observed, and this dimension of proximity seems to 
be only related to the third type of SOI, i.e. social practices. To explain this finding, one can 
refer to the fact that formal and informal institutions deal with two diverse mechanisms of 
uncertainty reduction; while the former regulates the governing rules and laws in inter-
organizational relations, the latter entails the set of cultural norms and moral values surrounding 
stakeholder engagement (Boschma, 2005; Rodriguez-Pose, 2013). Additionally, we already 
know that value chain partners and universities are likely to hold back their knowledge due to 
insecure intellectual property rights and/or rewards for investing in environmental/social 
improvements (Bstieler et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2017). A similar situation might occur in a 
firm’s relations with NGOs and governmental authorities when these stakeholders do not trust 
in or commit to the environmental/social contribution of the firm (Brunner et al., 2013; 
Suopajärvi et al., 2016). Therefore, the positive effect of formal institutions accrues more to 
process and product innovations, as they are primarily dependent on the flow of knowledge 
from value chain partners and universities, whereas informal institutions affect social practices 
due to their strong reliance on engaging secondary stakeholders. 
Finally, the thesis investigated the extent to which outside-in and coupled processes of open 
innovation affect SOI outputs in the minerals industry. For the latter process, two different but 
interrelated mechanisms upon which collaborations with external stakeholders can influence 
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SOI were considered and tested, which resulted in interesting insights into the attributes of 
coupled open SOI. First, paper 2 used collaborations as an indicator for organizational 
proximity, but only focused on collaborations beyond a firm’s local region to rule out the 
potential effect of geographical proximity on the extent of interactions and innovative outputs. 
The regression analysis then revealed that the diversity of non-local collaborations was 
significantly related to SOI, but only to its social type. On the other hand, paper 3 hypothesized 
that collaborations (regardless of their geographical loci) trigger the relational aspect of 
stakeholder engagement, and thereby allow a firm to evolve towards broader SOI, in which all 
three types of innovation outputs can be realized. The paper then found that the odds of 
achieving higher SOI outputs improved by 78.9% with a unit increase in the number of 
stakeholders engaged through collaborative mechanisms.  
At first glance, this result would seem to contradict the lack of support in paper 2 for the 
association between collaborations and two other types of SOI, i.e. process and product 
innovations. However, the insights from the interviews in paper 1 signify that mineral firms 
employ non-local collaborations for the specific purposes of process and product innovations 
when they need advanced technological solutions and expertise. Consequently, as discussed in 
paper 2, the outcome of such innovation activities is less likely to appear simultaneously or 
within a few years (less than the 3 years that is covered by the survey).       
Moreover, the thesis suggests that the outside-in process of open innovation operates on the 
transactional aspect of stakeholder engagement, and similar to the coupled process, leads to 
higher levels of SOI outputs. Nonetheless, the positive association between transactional 
stakeholder engagement and SOI outputs is not evident, because ad-hoc and pure market-based 
transactions lack the time dimension required to deepen the firm-stakeholder relationships that 
consequently facilitate the outside-in flow of knowledge. From a competitive point of view, 
such weak relationships do not describe valuable resources for innovation, as they could be 
easily duplicated by competitors (Hillman et al., 2001). However, an extended proxy for 
transactional stakeholder engagement has been created by means of including (besides 
diversity) the intensity of such firm-stakeholder relationships. Accordingly, it confirms and 
extends previous works (see for example Mothe et al., 2017 that focuses on environmental 
innovations) by demonstrating that persistent transactions assist firms to routinize their search 
activities in the external environment and to ensure timely access to valuable knowledge.     
Under which condition can engaging external stakeholders result in better financial performance? 
To rephrase this question, “does stakeholder engagement lead to financial benefit for all firms 
under all conditions?” To approach the question, the thesis has argued that SOI acts a mediating 
condition through which firms will be able to reap the financial benefits of stakeholder 
engagement. In addition to the association between stakeholder engagement and SOI that was 
investigated in answering the previous question, establishing such a mediating effect has two 
interesting facets: first, that SOI affects a firm’s financial performance; and second, that there 
exists a direct link between stakeholder engagement and financial performance. 
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As discussed in section 2.4, the double externality problem that accompanies SOI can 
discourage firms even more from pursuing such innovation practices, as they generate social 
and environmental benefits (primarily for society) that are hard to be reaped in financial terms. 
This situation points to the failure of creating a business case for sustainability, as not all three 
pillars of corporate sustainability are realized. However, the results in paper 3 support a positive 
effect of SOI outputs on financial performance, hence suggesting that these innovations can 
also enable a firm to achieve a higher financial performance, in addition to environmental 
and/or social improvements. 
The second interesting insight from the mediating model is that SOI fully mediates the 
association between stakeholder engagement (both transactional and relational) and financial 
performance. In other words, there exists no direct link between engaging external stakeholders 
in innovation processes and profitability. This leads us to theorize that external knowledge is, 
by itself, only part of the whole picture in achieving broader purposes such as financial 
performance, and that firms need to be able to apply this knowledge internally and convert it 
(by the use of other resources such as their internal expertise) into innovative outputs in order 
to maintain their profitability.  
6.2 Theoretical contributions and directions for future research 
In order to derive the main theoretical contributions of the thesis, this concluding section ties 
the presented findings back to the current literature and the theoretical framework presented in 
Figure 9. In doing so, the section starts with a discussion of the specific contributions to the 
research field of open SOI and will then proceed to briefly argue how these contributions extend 
our understanding of the three underlying concepts of open SOI, i.e. corporate sustainability, 
SOI and open innovation (see Figure 1). 
6.2.1 Contributions to and future directions for research on open SOI 
As for its specific theoretical contributions, the findings from the thesis help to answer the 
“what”, “how”, “why” and “when” (Whetten, 1989) of open SOI as a social phenomenon 
(Figure 14). First, the study identifies what internal, inter-organizational and external factors 
should be considered to explain the innovative outputs of firms as far as external stakeholders’ 
knowledge is concerned. While previous studies have focused on either internal factors such as 
capabilities (e.g. Ayuso et al., 2006; Behnam et al., 2018; Kazadi et al., 2016) or external ones 
such as open innovation processes (e.g. Cainelli et al., 2015; Segarra-Ona et al., 2017), inter-
organizational factors including the proximity between firms and external stakeholders are 
ignored. Portraying a more complete picture of SOI allows both academics and practitioners to 
recognize some of the unique characteristics of this type of innovation compared to general 
innovations. Hence, the theoretical framework presented in this thesis seeks to be a relatively 
parsimonious framework for explaining a complicated phenomenon, which in turn may make 
it more effective for developing appropriate policies and strategies. That said, future studies in 




Next, the thesis provides insights about how the internal, inter-organizational and external 
factors are related by means of describing and empirically testing some of the associations 
between them, as well as with SOI outputs. Concerning the associations between these factors 
and SOI outputs, the results from papers 2 and 3 indicate that proximity dimensions and open 
innovation processes are positively related to with various types of innovative outputs. In this 
regard, a notable contribution of the thesis is the inclusion of multiple external stakeholders and 
innovative outputs, thereby providing empirical evidence for the conceptual argument of 
Adams et al. (2016) that the extensiveness of SOI (compared to its subsets such as 
environmental innovation) necessitates tapping into a more diverse set of knowledge. 
Nonetheless, it was not possible to reveal the causal link between stakeholder engagement and 
SOI outputs, mainly due to the nature of cross-sectional data. Therefore, a possible research 
avenue is to draw on longitudinal data and repeated surveys that have more power than cross-
sectional data in observing the temporal order of events (whether stakeholder engagement 
increases innovation, or whether innovation enables firms to tap into external stakeholders’ 
knowledge). 
 
Figure 14: Theoretical contributions of the thesis to the research field on open SOI 
Considering the input side of SOI, the model in Figure 12 illustrates that internal capabilities 
and proximity dimensions are also related, in the sense that capabilities can have both direct 
and indirect effects (by triggering proximity dimensions) on SOI outputs. As a preliminary step 
towards addressing the call for more research on the dynamics of proximity dimensions 
(Balland et al., 2014), this finding suggests that the emergence and evolution of cognitive, 
institutional and organizational proximities depend on a set of organizational skills and routines 
developed over time. For example, the ability of managers to appropriately interpret and act on 
What factors are at play in explaining open 
SOI? 
- Firms' internal capabilities 
- Proximity (inter-organizational relatedness) to 
external stakeholders
- Transactional and relational attributes of 
external relationships
How are these different factors related to 
each other, and also to the SOI outputs?
- The emergence and evolution of proximities 
depend on a set of internal capabilities.
- Proximity dimensions positively affect SOI.
- Transactional and relational interactions are 
positively related to SOI.
When does stakeholder engagement affect SOI 
outputs and financial performance?
- Stakeholder engagement positively affects SOI 
when a firm has developed internal capabilities 
and/or proximity to external stakeholders.
- The positive effect of stakeholder engagement 
on financial performance is (fully) conditional 
on SOI outputs.
Why do we assume that internal capabilities 
and open innovation affect SOI outputs?
- Internal capabilities should be extensive as 
they relate to different stages of buidling the 
required absorptive capacity.
- Outside-in and coupled open innovation 
operate on the transactional and relational 




environmental and social issues can result in the long run in a positive reputation among 
socially/environmentally concerned stakeholders, which in turn close the normative gap 
(enhance informal institutional proximity) in firm-stakeholder relationships. Future research on 
SOI may offer further clarifications to the model in Figure 12 by empirically testing the 
association between internal capabilities and proximity dimensions (the connected boxes). 
Having established the what and how of open SOI, the third contribution of the thesis lies in 
addressing the why question; that is, the logics behind the proposed associations between the 
input (internal and external) and output sides of open SOI. Considering the role of internal 
capabilities in pursuing open SOI, previous research has failed to provide comprehensive 
understanding of how different capabilities should be combined in different stages of open 
innovation, from obtaining external knowledge to making use of it (see Table 6). From their 
fragmented results, this thesis has built on the theory of absorptive capacity, and particularly 
on recognition, assimilation and exploitation processes, as the basis for arguing why a 
comprehensive set of internal capabilities are required for innovation in sustainability contexts. 
This has then resulted in identifying the underlying skills and routines that form specific 
capabilities for open SOI in each of the aforementioned processes. As such, the thesis also 
echoes the call of two recent literature reviews (Amui et al., 2017; Watson et al., 2017) for the 
characterization of firm-level capabilities in SOI contexts, as they are likely to be different from 
what a firm might already possess regarding its general innovations. More specifically, 
additional studies are needed to prove the importance of the capabilities identified in this work 
by applying them to different industrial contexts; for instance, by conducting comparative case 
studies between different industries with various levels of pressure for social and environmental 
sustainability.  
In the same vein, the thesis also contributes to our understanding of why we can expect SOI 
outputs to also be positively affected by different mechanisms of open innovation; that is, the 
outside-in and coupled processes. As discussed in section 2.7.3.3, the only two notable 
exceptions in the research field of open SOI that have investigated both of these processes are 
the works of Cainelli et al. (2015) and Dangelico et al. (2013), which obtained contradictory 
results regarding the significance of outside-in open innovation for SOI outputs. This 
inconsistency might partly be because of the different measurements used for operationalizing 
SOI (which will be discussed later in this section). However, why it is important to address this 
contradiction is the fact that none of these studies (nor most of those that focus on a single open 
innovation process) present any convincing logic (theory) behind the supported and non-
supported hypothesized associations between open innovation processes and SOI outputs.  
Accordingly, this thesis borrowed from stakeholder theory and has argued that the outside-in 
and coupled processes of open innovation in sustainability contexts operate respectively on the 
transactional and relational attributes of stakeholder engagement, and thereby exert a positive 
effect on a firm’s innovative outputs. In light of such framing, the thesis is thus able to provide 
convincing logic for why outside-in open innovation can be significant (or insignificant) for 
SOI outputs: transactional stakeholder engagement may not always result in an inflow of 
valuable knowledge because of its likely inability to transfer tacit and complex knowledge 
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(whether of technologies or social expectations). However, frequent transactions involve a time 
dimension that adds to the depth of these relationships (Hillman et al., 2001) and provide a firm 
with timely access to novel knowledge and solutions that might not even be accessible through 
relational stakeholder engagement. Examples of such transactional engagement are active 
mimicking strategies to continuously adopt established solutions from competitors (Bansal, 
2005) and boundary spanners that attend weak signals related to social and environmental issues 
(Holmes et al., 2009). Future research could further follow the advice of Ghisetti et al. (2015) 
and Muscio et al. (2017) and investigate whether the marginal returns (in terms of SOI outputs) 
from transactional and relational stakeholder engagement diminish at some point when the 
number of stakeholder groups and/or the frequency of relationships exceed a certain level. 
Finally, the thesis answers some of the when questions surrounding the phenomenon of open 
SOI by revealing some of the conditions under which the innovative and financial benefits from 
stakeholder engagement begin to appear. The primary implication of setting these conditions is 
that stakeholder engagement may not result in superior innovative and financial performance 
for all firms and all the time. To this end, the findings from the analysis in papers 1 and 2 has 
highlighted the role of internal capabilities and proximity dimensions for transforming external 
stakeholders’ knowledge to innovative outputs. Therefore, it is expected, but yet to be studied, 
that stakeholder engagement may not necessarily result in augmented SOI outputs when a firm 
lacks certain capabilities and/or has too little proximity to its external stakeholders. 
Furthermore, the thesis has found that the (positive) effect of stakeholder engagement on 
financial performance is (fully) conditional on firms’ SOI outputs. As such, it confirms and 
extends the findings from a multiple case study conducted by Driessen et al. (2013), which 
proposes that addressing the environmental and social interests of external stakeholders enables 
a firm to continuously change the nature of its new product development processes, 
consequently allowing it to achieve better profitability compared to its competitors. In this 
regard, it has been demonstrated that the proposed mediation effect of SOI does also hold true 
when considering various types of stakeholders and innovative outputs. Nonetheless, the thesis 
does not by any means claim or aim to provide a complete list of boundary constraints that are 
at play in determining the conditions under which the relationships between stakeholder 
engagement, SOI outputs and financial performance hold. One could even speculate that the 
proposed capabilities and proximity dimensions may not be relevant in all industries, countries 
or across time periods. These are all possible avenues for future research in the field of open 
SOI which will help achieve better understanding of the limitations of the factors that antecede 
or result from SOI, before generalizing them to other contexts.    
6.2.2 Contributions to the broader literature underlying open SOI  
According to Figure 1, which set the stage for conceptualizing open SOI, the specific 
contributions of the thesis to the literature on open SOI (as discussed above) could also touch 
upon the three generic concepts underlying this notion, i.e. corporate sustainability, SOI and 
open innovation.  
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The concept of corporate sustainability, as far as it is used in management and organization 
fields, denotes an integrated approach towards sustainability in which the economic, 
environmental and social aspects are taken into account. However, scholars often tend to use 
simplified versions of this concept, which consequently results in overlooking either economic 
sustainability as the primary emphasis of firms, or the social and environmental issues that are 
of interest to various groups of external stakeholders. This has subsequently left a cognitive gap 
in the literature on corporate sustainability as to how a win-win situation can be achieved in 
which the interests of both parties are secured (Hörisch et al., 2014). To take a step towards 
solving this issue, this thesis postulates and conceptualizes SOI as a basis that assists firms to 
fulfill their social and environmental responsibilities, and simultaneously to seek maximal 
profits. Although the extent to which SOI is able to alleviate social and environmental issues in 
the minerals industry was not explicitly tested, it is maintained that the range of innovative 
outputs that was used to measure SOI encompasses all three aspects of corporate sustainability. 
Moreover, the findings regarding the positive association between external stakeholders’ 
knowledge and SOI outputs, and that of the latter with financial performance, lead us to 
conclude that stakeholder engagement goes beyond controlling stakeholders’ negative 
influences, and portrays how they can (also) improve financial-centric indicators.     
Concerning SOI, the thesis tackles the inconsistency in the literature regarding the 
conceptualization and application of this construct by providing an operationalization that is 
informed by both theory and practice. In doing so, the point of departure was the classical 
definition of innovation by Dosi (1988), which introduces three general categories for 
innovation: products, production processes and organizational practices. This conceptualization 
is also in accordance with two recent literature reviews on SOI (Adams et al., 2016; Klewitz et 
al., 2014). This theoretical approach was then combined with the insights gained through the 
interviews with representatives from the mineral firms to develop a parsimonious list of 
innovative outputs. Indeed, the aim was not to provide a comprehensive list of all possible 
innovations in the context of SOI, but instead to prepare a context-dependent measure that could 
also be effective in capturing firms’ innovation activities.  
Apart from the majority of studies that only consider specific subsets of SOI (e.g. environmental 
innovation), a caveat also applies to the few broader studies, in that they measure the effect of 
all reported innovations on social and environmental issues by asking firm managers to rate the 
importance of these effects. As a result, their SOI variables are possibly ‘contaminated’ by 
coincidental practices and subjective appraisal, leading to serious problems such as social bias. 
Despite being somewhat context-specific to the minerals industry, it is believed that the SOI 
measure used in this thesis is a reliable one, and that future research could increase its 
generalizability by applying it to and proving it in other industrial contexts.   
Finally, but importantly, the thesis has brought a fresh perspective to the literature on open 
innovation by making, as far as can be ascertained, the first empirical attempt to apply 
stakeholder theory to theorize the different processes of open innovation. Using this theoretical 
anchor has been useful in two specific ways: first, and as discussed in the previous section, it 
allowed the study to provide convincing logic for why we can expect outside-in and coupled 
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open innovation to be positively related to SOI outputs. An important and notable contribution 
in this regard is the explanation of the potential value of the outside-in process for those outputs, 
where frequent search activates the timeliness of transactional stakeholder engagement. 
Furthermore, stakeholder theory recognizes the importance of a wide range of stakeholder 
groups who can affect (and are also affected by) a firm’s operation and achievements, which is 
in accordance with the necessity of securing access to different types of knowledge for SOI. 
Reflected in the deliberate use of the term ‘stakeholder’, instead of the more general ones such 
as ‘external knowledge sources’ that are used in the open innovation literature, the thesis thus 
goes beyond the prevalent focus of this literature on value chain partners and research 
organizations. More specifically, and as a response to the call by Bogers et al. (2017), the thesis 
extends the literature on open innovation by introducing and testing the effect of both primary 
and secondary stakeholders on SOI outputs, and thereby provides a more comprehensive picture 
of how open innovation works when firms pursue broad objectives (instead of being restricted 
to profit seeking). It is also believed that not only can the open innovation literature benefit 
from applying stakeholder theory, but the open innovation literature can also enhance our 
understanding of the stakeholder engagement mechanisms by providing a practical context to 
test the effect of these mechanisms on innovation and overall firm performance. 
6.3 Limitations 
It is essential to acknowledge the limitations of this thesis that should be taken into 
consideration in the interpretation of its findings. As the specific limitations of the three studies 
are presented in the appended papers, in this section the general issues in studying the 
phenomenon of open SOI in Norway’s minerals industry will be discussed. 
First, the thesis, in line with the emerging literature in the field of open SOI, assumes that SOI 
generates economic, environmental and social improvements. However, measuring the actual 
impact of innovative outputs on the three aspects of sustainability is prone to inconsistent results 
for a number of reasons: the varied perceptions of firms and external stakeholders of social and 
environmental sustainability; the context-dependency of sustainability measures; and the 
difficulty in aggregating the impacts across the three sustainability aspects. To create a 
measurable construct of SOI, firms were therefore asked to report their various innovative 
outputs with the expected (but not necessarily actual) improvements at the crossroads of 
economic, environmental and social sustainability. Therefore, the thesis does not claim that SOI 
is a definite solution for firms to overcome economic, environmental and social problems, but 
that it does provide a basis for their actions towards corporate sustainability, and allows us as 
researchers to understand sustainability from a business case perspective. 
This point about measuring corporate sustainability and SOI leads to the second limitation, 
which is the fact that stakeholder engagement is studied only from the firms’ perspective. 
Indeed, using self-reported measures of innovation and stakeholder engagement poses 
limitations on the extent to which firms’ responses match stakeholders’ points of view. In this 
regard, it could have been more insightful to obtain external stakeholders’ views, specifically 
in paper 1, and in the cases where stakeholders were actively involved in capability 
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development and innovation processes. While this simplification was due to the limited 
capacity of the thesis in interviewing a broad range of stakeholders in paper 1, the large-scale 
data required in the two quantitative studies made it inevitable to rely on the firms’ responses. 
However, as shown in Table 7, the three papers took several steps to increase the validity of the 
data and to mitigate different biases. In particular, concerning the focus on the firms’ 
perspective, use of the term ‘sustainability’ was deliberately avoided throughout the interviews 
and the questionnaire in order to reduce the social desirability bias that might have arisen from 
the firms’ desire to be viewed favorably.  
Third, despite its advantages in ruling out the effect of sectorial and country-level variations, 
the focus on a single industry as the empirical setting limits the generalizability of the findings. 
Thus, the results should be applied cautiously to other contexts, especially firms operating in 
industries or countries likely to face lower pressure for environmental and social sustainability. 
As discussed in section 1.3, the driving force for pursuing these aspects of sustainability in the 
minerals industry is the great significance for them of profitability and long-term survival. This 
creates an imperative for firms to act with a broader approach to sustainability by means of, for 
instance, engaging external stakeholders in their daily operations and pursuing SOI.   
Fourth and finally, all three papers included in the thesis draw on cross-sectional data that is 
not appropriate for examining changes over time. Although not the objective of the thesis, a 
longitudinal study could have been applied to examine the evolution of firm-stakeholder 
relationships and changes in SOI outputs, as they are path-dependent and may vary in character 
over time. The main reason that prevented use of a longitudinal design was the time limitation, 
combined with the probable inability of firms to provide answers about their stakeholder 
engagement activities and innovative outputs for the three year period preceding the date of the 
survey (2017). This might have led to attrition bias and a high non-response rate in the first 
wave, for example if the firms were asked to report on these variables in the period 2011-2013 
(in addition to the conducted survey for the reference period 2013-2015).  
6.4 Implications for policy and practice 
During recent years, organization and management scholars are being increasingly called upon 
to develop useful implications for policy and practice (Bartunek & Rynes, 2010; Macintosh et 
al., 2017). In this regard, research should not only increase awareness of specific phenomena, 
but also discuss the intended outcomes from recognizing the implications (Bartunek et al., 
2010). The thesis has highlighted the complexity of open SOI by demonstrating its reliance on 
various mechanisms for external stakeholder engagement and internal capability building. The 
findings also signify the importance of this type of innovation for the long-term survival of 
firms operating in sectors with demanding sustainability requirements. As such, the findings 
can inform policies at national and local levels in designing appropriate structures for 
innovation in industries that are subject to sustainable development. Moreover, the study has 
important implications for firms regarding how to tackle the aforementioned complexity by 
embracing the value of stakeholder engagement.  
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6.4.1 Implications for policymakers 
In general, Norwegian politicians perceive the minerals industry and its further development as 
a double-edged sword. One the one hand, and besides their widespread use in everyday 
products, minerals are required for the development of a wide range of renewable technologies 
and green infrastructures, which are highly relevant to the rising political support for sustainable 
development (Heldal et al., 2016). Conversely, the environmental and social issues arising from 
mineral exploration and production reduce political interest in the industry because the legal 
and informal power of indigenous people, youth organizations, environmentalists and labor 
unions can damage the reputation of governing political parties. This has led to occasions when 
such opposing entities have been responsible for stopping or postponing exploration and 
production operations, even after the government has granted the required licenses. Therefore, 
the Norwegian governments’ desire throughout the years to develop the minerals industry has 
mostly remained a verbal promise, but not put into practice. 
The findings of this thesis provide an important message for policymakers if they want to 
overcome this situation: they should facilitate firm-stakeholder relationships in order to create 
the momentum for SOI. Owing to its potential in integrating economic, environmental and 
social sustainability, SOI can assist the minerals industry to pursue environmental and social 
imperatives, without compromising its profitability. In this regard, the overarching policy 
implication from the thesis is the need to design and implement supporting schemes that not 
only address the external mechanisms (e.g. proximity dimensions), but also the firms’ internal 
capabilities (e.g. employee training), in order to close the knowledge gap between mineral firms 
and their stakeholders. 
As far as the external mechanisms are concerned, specific attention should be paid to ensuring 
that there is sufficient recognition of various stakeholder groups who provide technical, market, 
social and legal knowledge. From an innovation supply perspective, the minerals industry is 
heavily dependent on the acquisition of technologies and technical services from suppliers, 
universities and research centers. Therefore, providing stable financing possibilities to create 
industrial clusters and university-industry linkages is of utmost importance for securing the 
flow of technical knowledge to the industry. Taking a demand-side perspective, the government 
should support existing intermediary organizations (e.g. the Association of Norwegian Mineral 
Industry) to strengthen their links with national and international agencies such as Innovation 
Norway and the European Innovation Partnership (EIP) on Raw Materials, which will 
accelerate the industry’s link with potential markets for raw materials. Moreover, to create 
effective communication between mineral firms and environmental/societal stakeholders, the 
thesis suggests that policymakers direct their efforts towards establishing transparent 
mechanisms for stakeholder engagement (van der Have & Rubalcaba, 2016), which entails 
using established frameworks for evaluating environmental/societal performance. A big 
advantage of these frameworks (e.g. Towards Sustainable Mining in Canada or Finland) is that 
they offer key indicators for measuring the impacts of the minerals industry, and thereby create 
mutual commitment to shared sustainability objectives in which none of the parties will be able 
to override the agreed terms.  
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The thesis has also found that there is a need for policymakers to make a clear distinction 
between formal and informal institutional environments in promoting SOI. The analysis of the 
proximity dimensions indicated that while formal institutions can increase the ability of firms 
to achieve process and product innovations, they play a minor role (or no role) in achieving 
social innovations. Increasing the coordination between formal structures such as 
environmental and innovation policies is necessary for investment in and the diffusion of 
sustainability-oriented processes and products, as a lack of such coordination could result in the 
market and system failures of these innovations (Ghisetti et al., 2015). On the other hand, 
policies that aim to promote social innovations should address cultural norms and values by, 
for example, nurturing trust-based relationships between mineral firms and local communities. 
In this regard, local governments can act as neutral entities to facilitate the trust building process 
and close the normative gap between the minerals industry and societal stakeholders. 
Considering firms’ internal capabilities, the findings point to a critical need for policies that 
aim to augment employee training programs, as well as the breadth and depth of higher 
education in disciplines related to the minerals industry. Indeed, what differentiates policy 
requirements in the context of SOI from general innovations is that governmental support for 
the former should include more than the R&D subsidies and financial incentives offered 
through generic policy schemes. An exemplary scheme in this respect is SkatteFUNN, the tax 
incentive scheme in Norway that is designed to stimulate R&D activities throughout all 
industries. As training programs in areas related to broader sustainability approaches such as 
environmental management systems require substantial human and financial resources, 
implementing an incentive system similar to SkatteFUNN could encourage firms to devote their 
resources to development areas in which immediate financial benefit is not evident.      
6.4.2 Implications for firms 
The call made in the thesis for policies that address both internal and external firm aspects of 
open SOI resonates directly with the need for firm-level strategies and practices that consider 
these two aspects. On the one hand, it is no longer an alternative for managers to isolate their 
firms from external stakeholders’ knowledge. However, the findings presented throughout the 
thesis also indicate that shifting focus to external stakeholders does not imply ignoring the 
internal capabilities required for utilizing the external knowledge. 
Besides the importance of practices such as employee training that enable mineral firms to 
understand external knowledge and to assess its relevance, managers’ attention should be drawn 
to the importance of setting specific objectives when dealing with social and environmental 
issues. The insights from the interviews specified that engaging a wide range of stakeholders, 
particularly those without any interest in the long-run financial condition of firms, will most 
likely expand the scope of social and environmental expectations. This will then pose a 
significant challenge for mineral firms to find a balance between their own and these 
stakeholders’ interests, which might consequently lead to ineffective knowledge exchange and 
failure to take any innovative action. Instead, designing clear objectives and communicating 
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them to external stakeholders not only facilitates mutual understanding, but also enables 
managers to better locate the required external knowledge as the objectives become narrower.   
Concerning internal capabilities, another important implication for firms is that they should 
strengthen their organizational routines for knowledge assimilation, which simply implies 
dissemination and integration of externally acquired knowledge internally. In this regard, 
efforts are particularly needed to accelerate knowledge sharing across different organizational 
functions by means of assigning formal knowledge coordinators. While the use of informal 
practices of knowledge assimilation such as peer-to-peer interaction is more prevalent in the 
minerals industry, creating a balance between formal and informal structures is well suited to 
managers who want to optimize their organizational proximity to external stakeholders. This is 
because such a combination can assist firms to control their external knowledge transactions 
through hierarchical frameworks, while at the same time keep a certain level of flexibility to 
ease access to novel ideas and solutions. 
The final remark about practical implications revolves around the external (to the firm) aspect 
of SOI mechanisms, specifically highlighting the necessity to consider both the relational and 
transactional types of stakeholder engagement in acquiring external knowledge. What we have 
seen so far in this respect is an unbalanced focus on reinforcing networks, industrial clusters 
and R&D alliances, which all aim to nurture collaborations between firms and external 
stakeholders. Although not reducing the significance of these relational mechanisms, this study, 
in agreement with Mothe et al. (2017), strongly advises managers to establish stable search 
platforms to secure timely access to external knowledge. On some occasions, collaboration may 
lay the basis for such a platform when firms draw on their previous relationship with a specific 
stakeholder to continuously look for relevant knowledge in ongoing SOI processes. Other 
examples include creating/maintaining links with universities via employees who graduated 
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Appendix 1: An overview of the interviewees and date of interviews 
Company Sector Interviewee’s position Date of interview 
A Natural and dimension stone Sales manager 15.12.2015 
B Metallic ores CEO 18.12.2015 
C Construction minerals CEO 21.12.2015 
D Metallic ores CEO 11.01.2016 
E Construction minerals Production manager 19.01.2016 
F Construction minerals CEO 16.02.2016 
G Industrial minerals CEO 18.02.2016 
H Industrial minerals CEO 09.03.2016 
I Construction minerals Regional manager 10.03.2016 
J Industrial minerals R&D manager 06.04.2016 
K Construction minerals Production manager 07.04.2016 
L Natural and dimension stone CEO 08.04.2016 
M Natural and dimension stone Business development manager 21.04.2016 
N Metallic ores Chief commercial officer 03.05.2016 
O Industrial minerals Process development manager 06.05.2016 











Appendix 2: Interview protocol for paper 1 
Interviewee: ………………………..   Company and Position: …………………………………. 
Date and time: …………………………………...          Duration: ……………………………… 
Pre-interview comments: …………………………………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Introduction 
To facilitate note-taking, I would like to record our conversation. For your information, only 
researchers on the project will be privy to the recorded interviews, which will be eventually deleted 
after they are transcribed. 
We have planned this interview to last no longer than one hour. During this time, we have several 
questions that we would like to cover. If time begins to run short, it may be necessary to interrupt you 
in order to push ahead and complete this line of questioning. Besides these questions, our line of 
discussion might raise some extra questions and comments. 
You have been invited to participate in this research because you have been identified as someone 
who has a great deal to share about innovation, knowledge exchange and capability building in the 
minerals industry. This PhD research project as a whole focuses on the improvement of innovation 
performance in the industry, with particular interest in understanding how the flow of knowledge and 
relevant capabilities contribute to that performance. Our study does not aim to evaluate your 
company’s activities or your own experiences. Rather, we are trying to learn more about innovation 
process, and internal and external practices that are important in this regard. 
Interview questions 
1. Could you please tell me about the main challenges of your company regarding innovation? 
2. How do you deal with these challenges? 
3. What are the main opportunities in your business? 
4. How can these opportunities be maximized and result in value creation? 
5. How does innovation help your company to deal with the challenges and opportunities?  
6. Please describe the innovation process in your company.  
7. Who are mostly involved in the innovation activities of your company? Both in terms of business 
units and organizational levels. 
8. Please briefly describe how you look for knowledge outside your company. 
9. What kinds of practices do you use for bringing in the external knowledge? 
10. For which purposes do you use external knowledge in your activities? 
11. Could you give me an example of a successful collaboration and a failure example? 
12. In your company, what are the internal resources and skills required to do innovation?  
13. What motives or purposes are pivotal when you want to choose an external knowledge source? 
14. Are there any particular characteristics regarding the type of knowledge you use in your 
different innovation activities? 
15. What are the main knowledge exchange arenas in this industry in Norway? 
16. Please briefly describe how knowledge flow happens in those arenas. 
Post-interview comments: ………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Appendix 3: An overview of the questionnaire used for the survey 
Question Measurement scale 
Number of employees with a master degree or above, at the end of 2015 Continuous 
Number of employees with a bachelor degree or vocational certificate at the end of 2015 Continuous 
Whether the company is partly/entirely owned by a family Binary 
Whether the company is part of a conglomerate  Binary 
Whether the company is partly/entirely owned by a foreign company Binary 
The minerals sector A dummy consisting of 4 categories 
In which geographic market(s) did the company sell product(s) during 2013-2015? (more than one alternative possible) 
Local market within Norway 
Other regions of Norway 
Other European countries 
All other countries 
Multiple choice 
During 2013-2015, did your enterprise introduce new/significantly improved organizational practice or methods of 
extraction/manufacturing that: 
Use less energy 
Use less raw materials 
Control the amount of waste and/or pollution 
Are based on renewable energy sources (e.g. hydroelectric)  
Binary 
Were any of process innovations introduced during 2013-2015 new to your market? Binary 
During 2013-2015, did your enterprise introduce product innovations in any of the following categories:  
1) products that can serve as an input for developing renewable energy technologies  
2) products with higher degree of purity and recyclability 
Binary 
Were any of product innovations introduced during 2013-2015 new to your market? Binary 
During 2013-2015, did your enterprise introduce? 
New procedures for communicating the potential environmental impacts of the enterprise's activities 
New initiatives to advance health, education and employment opportunities for the communities 
New routines for involving the local community in the development of your mines 
Binary 
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Question Measurement scale 
Did your company have the following activities regarding the innovations during 2013-2015? 
In-house R&D 
Contracting out R&D services to other enterprises or research organizations 
Acquisition of machinery, equipment and software  
Competence building such as courses and practical training 
Acquisition of existing knowledge from other enterprises or organizations, for example patents 
Market introduction of innovations 
Design activities 
Binary 
During 2013-2015, how often did you search for knowledge from each of the following sources? 
Within the company or conglomerate 
Suppliers in the local region 
Suppliers in other regions of Norway 
Suppliers in other European countries 
Suppliers in all the other countries 
Customers (potential customers) in the local region 
Customers (potential customers) in other regions of Norway 
Customers (potential customers) in other European countries 
Customers (potential customers) in all the other countries 
Competitors/other companies in this industry in the local region 
Competitors/other companies in this industry in other regions of Norway 
Competitors/other companies in this industry in other European countries 
Competitors/other companies in this industry in all the other countries 
Universities/research institutes in the local region 
Universities/research institutes in other regions of Norway 
Universities/research institutes in other European countries 
Universities/research institutes in all the other countries 
Conference and other meeting places 
Professional or academic journals and publications 
The industrial associations in Norway 
The industrial clusters in Norway 
Public organizations such as local and national authorities 
Interest organizations and NGOs 
Five-point Likert scale from never 
(=1) to very often (=5) 
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Question Measurement scale 
During 2013-2015, did your company cooperate on any of your innovation activities with the enterprises listed below? 
Suppliers in the local region 
Suppliers in other regions of Norway 
Suppliers in other European countries 
Suppliers in all the other countries 
Customers (potential customers) in the local region 
Customers (potential customers) in other regions of Norway 
Customers (potential customers) in other European countries 
Customers (potential customers) in all the other countries 
Competitors/other companies in this industry in the local region 
Competitors/other companies in this industry in other regions of Norway 
Competitors/other companies in this industry in other European countries 
Competitors/other companies in this industry in all the other countries 
Universities/research institutes in the local region 
Universities/research institutes in other regions of Norway 
Universities/research institutes in other European countries 
Universities/research institutes in all the other countries 
Public organizations in the local region 
Public organizations in other regions of Norway 
Public organizations in other European countries 
Public organizations in all the other countries 
NGOs in the local region 
NGOs in other regions of Norway 
NGOs in other European countries 
NGOs in all the other countries 
Binary 
Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about your relationships with external knowledge sources). 
We and our external knowledge sources follow similar rules and laws 
We and our external knowledge sources have similar norms and values 
Five-point Likert scale from 
strongly disagree (=1) to fully agree 
(=5) 
Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about your internal routines for knowledge sharing. 
In our company ideas and concepts are communicated cross-departmental. 
Our management emphasizes cross-departmental support to solve problems. 
In our company there is a quick information flow, e.g., if a unit/employee obtains important information, it will be then 
communicated promptly to others. 
Our management demands periodical cross-departmental meetings to interchange new ideas, problems, and achievements. 
Five-point Likert scale from 
strongly disagree (=1) to fully agree 
(=5) 
 
 
